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ABSTRACT

Research has been done in order to correct temperature variations in a total power

radiometer. This radiometer type is compared with other radiometer types currently being

used. The temperature dependence of several radiometer parts is analyzed. It appears that

the diode, theoretically and practically, is the main cause of radiometer parameter

variations due to temperature variations. Software is developed to process the measured

data and translate these into radiometer parameters. Also a program is written that can

correct for temperature variations. This program only works adequately if the temperature

dependence of the parameters is measured accurately. Some initial measurements were

performed with the best possible experimental set-up presently available at EUT. Still, a

more accurate set-up should be made, in order to define the temperature dependence of the

local and overall parameters. The accuracy of such a set-up comes close to the best

realizable set-up, especially for the temperature measurements.
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l.INTRODUCTION.

Because of the growing need of telecommunications with geostationary satellites, more

transmission capacity is needed. A way to increase this capacity is the use of higher

frequency bands. Above 14 GHz (the current limit of practical civil exploitation), the

quality of the satellite link is limited by propagation effects, especially attenuation by the

atmosphere. Therefore, it is necessary to explore new frequency bands by propagation

research. The most relevant parameter of a propagation path that has to be measured is

the propagation loss. There is a relation between the attenuation on a propagation path in

a certain frequency band and the thermal noise received at the same path and in the same

frequency band [1]. A radiometer, which is a highly sensitive microwave receiver and

antenna, is capable of measuring thermal noise and therefore capable of providing relevant

information about the propagation loss.

The classical design of the radiometer needs a very accurate temperature stabilization and

continuous calibration to a reference source. The temperature stabilization is done

externally, by keeping the radiometer environment at a well-;iefined physical temperature.

A new approach to the design of radiometers will be investigated by application of modern

methods, especially the use of sensors and on-line data processing. This could lead to much

more compact and less expensive systems.

In chapter 2, the three most used radiometer types are discussed. In chapter 3, an

expression for the radiometer sensitivity is derived. In chapter 4, the temperature

dependence of the semiconductor components in the radiometer is discussed. In chapter 5,

general expressions are derived for the temperature dependence of the global and local

temperature dependence of the radiometer parameters. In chapter 6, the programs that

simulate the behavior of the radiometer and process the measured data are discussed. In

chapter 7, the measurements are presented and conclusions are drawn in chapter 8.
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2. DIFFERENT RADIOMETER TYPES.

In this chapter three different radiometer types will be discussed: the total power

radiometer, the Dicke switched radiometer and the noise-injection radiometer.

Before the different types are discussed, the idealized radiometer is analyzed.

Taj--"~----~R_e._d_~_.m_B_et_e_r-.J---"'~----10Vout

Figure 2.1: The idealized radiometer.

The radiometer selects a portion of the available output power in a certain frequency

band from the antenna. The available output power is the maximum output power for

an input signal matched with the antenna. The power selected is the available noise

power Pa. Here this power is represented by the available noise temperature Ta, which

is related to P a as:

P a =kBTa (2.1)

Where k is Boltzmann's constant. This portion is specified as that power in a certain

bandwidth B around a given center frequency. It is amplified with gain G and will be

Noiseless
Radiometer

G. B

Tree

Figure 2.2: A "real" radiometer.
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presented on a display (Figure 2.1). It shows [2,3]:

Vout =c G Pa =C G k B Ta (2.2)

Here k is Boltzmann's constant and c is a linearity constant. Unfortunately, the

receiver itself will generate noise, here represented by the receiver noise temperature

Tree (Figure 2.2). The antenna signal and the receiver noise are independent, so they

will add on a power base. Because the noise sources are independent, they can not be

detected separately. The meter now displays:

Vout = c k B G (Ta + Tree)

2.1 The total power radiometer.

Figure 2.3: A total power radiometer.

(2.3)

~---.,

I I
, R IL. .J

The scheme of the total power radiometer is the closest to the idealized radiometer

scheme. It also consists of an antenna, an amplifying system, and an output indicating

system. The system can be represented as given in the block diagram of figure 2.3. The

gain in this radiometer is established by the multiplication of the transfer functions of

the different parts and represented in this diagram by Gif, Gn and Gvid. Of course, the

gain also includes the losses from the different non-amplifying parts (filters, the mixer,

waveguide, matching losses). The frequency selectivity is established by a filter with a

bandwidth Bif (centered around a given frequency) and by the frequency selectivity of

the RF amplifier that has a bandwidth Bn. Bn is usually larger than Bif, so the

resulting bandwidth is Bif. Then the microwave power has to be detected. Using

microwave semiconductor diodes, there are two options to choose as a detector type:
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the linear detector and the square--law detector. It is very attractive to use the

square--law detector: the output voltage will be proportional to the input noise power

and therefore to the input temperature. The input signal for the detector should be

amplified before it is applied to the detector. This is to get the signal at such a level,

that the diode can operate as a square--law or linear detector. Cheaper amplifiers are

available for IF signals. To achieve good detection characteristics, the input signal to

the radiometer should be amplified before it is applied to the diode detector. At

present radio frequency (RF) amplifiers with good performance (high gain, low noise

figure) are too expensive for RF = 30 GHz. This frequency is one of the frequencies

that are of interest for propagation research with the Olympus satellite as performed

on EUT. Therefore it is necessary to convert the RF signal down to an intermediate

frequency (IF), so that IF amplifiers can be used. The device that converts the

frequency down is a mixer. To find the mean of the signal, coming from the detector,

an integrator can be used. With a longer integration time the signal can be smoothened

more. The output voltage will be a (slow--changing, pseudo) DC signal, and can be

expressed as:

Vout = c k B G (Ta + Tree) (2.4)

vout is totally dependent on Tree and G. These can not be regarded as stable enough to

satisfy reasonable requirements of absolute accuracy.

The sensitivity of the total power radiometer will be derived in chapter 3, but for the

sake of completeness be stated here:

(2.5)

The major problem of this scheme is that its temperature dependent gain varies with

time. In the absence of any gain variations, it would be the radiometer with the best

sensitivity.6T.

2.2 The Dicke radiometer.

To reduce the instability problems of the existing radiometers of his time, R.H. Dicke
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proposed a scheme [4] in 1946 for reducing the effects of gain fluctuations in a

radiometer. Instead of using the radiometer to measure the antenna temperature

directly) the difference between this and some reference temperature is measured.

The receiver input is switched at a constant rate between the antenna and a reference

load) with a constant noise temperature Tref. Now the output is proportional to the

temperature difference between the antenna and the reference load. The block diagram

is shown in figure 2.4. Again an expression for Vout can be found:

Vout =c k B {G(Ta+Trec)-G(Tref+TrecH (2.6)

This can be reduced to:

Vout = c k B G(Ta-Tref) (2.7)

Note that the sensitivity to gain and noise temperature instabilities is greatly reduced

in this radiometer type) especially if the reference temperature Tref is chosen closely to

the expected available noise temperature Ta.
F."itch

G. Integratorvldeo .,

.r't. r I

D I R IL ....

Square lawBif

Ml: matching circuit IF-filter ..... square law detector

M2: matching circuit square law detector ..... video amplifier

R: recordin£ unit

Figure 2.4: The Dicke radiometer.

The switching frequency has to be chosen high enough) so that G is constant while

Vout is being determined. Now Trec has been eliminated and only changes in G will

influence the results. Using equation (2.7») the available noise temperature is found to

be:

You t
Ta =Tref+-

ckBG
(2.8)
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The sensitivity AT of the Dicke switched radiometer will be:

J2(Ta + T rec)2 + 2(Tref + Trec)2
AT =------------

2.3 The noise-injection radiometer.

(2.9)

From equation (2.7) it can be seen, that the output of a Dicke switched radiometer is

zero if the reference temperature and the antenna temperature are equal. H a way is

found to keep the reference temperature the same as the antenna temperature, there is

a radiometer of which the output is not dependent on G or Tree. The noise-injection

radiometer is designed according to this principle [2]. Figure 2.5 shows, how the output

noise temperature Tinj of a variable noise generator is added to the antenna signal Ta,

so that the resultant input Ta' to the radiometer is equal to the reference temperature

Tref. A serve loop adjusts Tinj to maintain the zero output condition. From equation

(2.7) it follows:

Vout = c k B G (Ta'-Tref) = 0

and as:

(2.10)

Ta' = Ta + Tinj (2.11)
Ta satisfies:

Ta = Tref-Tinj (2.12)

Tref is a known constant. Tinj has to be known to find Ta. The accuracy with which

Ta is determined is independent of the accuracy of the Dicke switched radiometer. It is

only dependent on the accuracy of Tinj and Tref. The sensitivity of the noise-injection

radiometer is found using (2.9). See also [2].

J2(Ta'+ T r e c)2 + 2(Tref + Trec)2
AT =------------ (2.13)
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F,witch

Tinj

f
Ml: matching circuit IF-filter - square law detector
M2: matching circuit square law detector - video amplifier

R: recording unit
F: feedback control

N: noise source

Figure 2.5: A noise-injection radiometer.

But, as Ta ' is equal to Tref, equation (2.13) reduces to:

Tre f + Trec
~T=2----- (2.14)

The noise-injection radiometer is the design that is expected to have the best

sensitivity, because ~T is insensitive to gain variations [2,3]. The output is

independent of gain and noise temperature fluctuations. The sensitivity when no gain

variations occur, is not as good as the sensitivity of the total power radiometer,

though. Furthermore, this scheme is very complex and therefore very expensive.
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3. SENSITIVITY IN RADIOMETERS.

Radiometer sensitivity, ~T, is the smallest available input noise temperature that can

be detected from the radiometer output. This figure is taken to equal the uncertainty

in measuring the off-source noise power output referred to the system input.

The radiometer is assumed to be perfectly linear before the diode detector, the

predetection circuits serving only to increase the predetector signal and to set the

bandwidth. The derivation of ~T is really the analysis of the output of a detector, the

input of which is bandlimited white noise. The standard deviation O'p of the output

voltage of the integrator then equals:

O'p = c k B G ~T

The average input power P i at the square--law detector equals:

P i= k B Gpre (Ta + Tree)

Here Gpre represents the gain before the detector.

3.1 The variance of the output signal.

(3.1)

(3.2)

The samples of the random signal are taken very close together relative to the spacing

between independent samples. The variance for integration over a time T is given by

[5,6]:

T

2 2 f t
0' =-- (l--)Rsf(t)dt

p T T

o
(3.3)

To find the variance of the output signal from the integrator, the autocovariance

Rsr( T) of the integrator input has to be calculated. The autocovariance is defined as:

(3.4)
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Where Rint is the autocorrelation of the integrator input signal and V i n t 2 is the

square mean of this signal. If the voltage gain between the detector and the integrator

is taken to be Gpost , the autocovariance of the integrator input equals:

.
2 2

Rsf(Te) = G post (Rsqo(Te) - Vs q 0 ) (3.5)

V • q 0 is the mean power at the output of the square-law detector. V 8 q 0 relates to

P i as V. q 0 = c Pi. Now the autocorrelation Rsqo(T) of the output signal of the

square--law detector has to be found.

3.2 Deriving the autocorrelation of the square-law detector output.

At the input of the square--law detector, there is a bandlimited white noise signal. In

this observation, the signal is assumed to be an ideal bandpass signal. The spectrum of

this signal is given in figure 3.1.

(Q) jSa(c.l

I

J¥-+%
-We ~W~

(~)

-lWe

5,(",,)

Fig. 3.1a: The power spectrum of the input signal for the square-law device.

b: The power spectrum of the output signal of the square-law device.

The autocorrelation function of such an ideal bandpass white noise signal is:

(3.6)

Here We is the center angular frequency of the IF signal. Because the input x(t) is

Gaussian, the autocorrellation Rsqo of the output of the square--law detector can be

found with [7]:
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2
Rsqo( Te) = C E{x2(t+Te)X2(t)}

2= C (E{x2(t+Te)}E{x2(t)} + 2E{x(t+Te)X(t)})

hence the autocorrelation of the output signal is:

2-2 sin 2( WBTe) -2
Rsqo(Te) = C (P i (l+cos(2weTe)) + Pi)

( WBT e )2

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

Now, if the higher frequency components (w ~ We) are eliminated, the autocovariance of

this signal is:

2 __ 2 2 2 sin 2( WBTe)
Rsr( Te) = Gpost(Rsqo(Te) - V s q0 ) = Gpost(V s q 0 ) (3.10)

( WBT e )2

If this is used in equation (3.4), the term tIT can be considered negligible over the

region where the autocovariance function is of significant size in the integrand, so (3.3)

may be approximated by:

2 2 T
2 2G p 0 s tV s q 0 f sin 2 (wBt)

q ~ dt
p T (wBt)2

o

This can be integrated analytically to obtain:

2 G~ostVSq02[cOS(2WBT)-1 . ]
q ~ B B + 2 Sl(2wBT)

P WT WT

(3.11)

(3.12)

Here Si(x) is the sine-integral function. If BT >> 1, the first term in the square

brackets is negligible, the second term is approximately w. Now equation (3.12) reduces

to:

2 2
2 GpostVsqo

q ~ BT
P

2 2 -2
c GpostPi

BT
(3.13)
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Using (3.1) and (3.2), and knowing G = GpostGpre, it is found that:

~ T a + Tree
~T=u 1:::------

p I Br
(3.14)

Equation (3.14) only accounts for the measurement uncertainty due to noise

fluctuations and does not incorporate receiver gain fluctuations. The root mean square

uncertainty in Ta due to system gain variations may be defined as [6]:

When naming the ~T of eq. (3.14) ~T ,it is found that:
n

(3.15)

(3.16)
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4. ANALYSIS OF THE RADIOMETER PARTS.

As it has already been mentioned in chapter 2, the radiometer consists of several functional

parts. In this chapter, an analysis of these parts is made, especially for the temperature

dependent characteristics of these parts. It will specifically refer to the actual use in a total

power radiometer

4.1 The detector diode.

To detect a microwave signal, a steady or baseband signal whose amplitude is related to

that of the original signal has to be produced. To achieve this, the input signal should be

applied to a non-linear device. For this device, usually a diode is used.

It is very important that a good detector diode is chosen. The most important parameters

that will be discussed here, are the voltage sensitivity 1, the linearity constant k, the

tangential signal sensitivity TSS, the video resistance Rv , the nominal detectable signal

NDS, an the noise corner frequency. The following diode types will be discussed: the

Schottky-barrier, the tunnel and the PIN.

4.1.1 Characteristics of diode detectors.

A. The current-voltage characteristics.

An ideal diode follows the diode equation:

qV
Id =Is(exp n kT -1) (4.1)

According to equation (4.1), a detector diode can be represented by several constants, the

most important are n, the ideality factor, greater than one, but close to unity and Is, the

saturation current. In this equation Id is the diode current, V the voltage across the diode

junction, q is the charge of an electron, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature

in Kelvins.

B. Video resistance (Rv).

The equivalent circuit of a diode is shown in figure 4.1, where Lp and R.s are a series

inductance and series resistance, respectively; Cp is the package capacitance, Cj and Rj the
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junction capacitance and junction resistance, respectively. Rs, Rj and Cj are dependent on

diode material and the junction property. The video resistance is defined as the sum of the

diode series resistance and the junction resistance:

(4.2)

The junction resistance is the dynamic resistance of the diode, and it is a function of the

DC bias current. It can be obtained by differentiating the diode current-voltage

relationship. It is given by:

dV nkT

Rj = dT'd = q ( I d + Is) (4.3)

c, R,

Figure 4.1: Equivalent circuit of a diode detector.

C. Voltage sensitivity (1).

Voltage sensitivity specifies the slope of the output voltage Vo versus the input power Pi of

the detector diode:

(4.4)

1 is only defined for the square law mode of the detector. The value of 1 depends on the

load resistance, Rl (see figure 4.5), the signal level and the frequency of the input signal.

The signal level must be kept in the square law range of the diode. With a higher input

signal level, the diode will operate in the linear detection mode, or will even get to

saturation (Figure 4.2). A high value of 1 means better sensitivity.
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D. The linearity constant (~).

As follows from figure 4.2, the diode can also operate in a linear detection mode. Then a

linearity constant kd is defined:

(4.5)

Here Viis the input voltage and Vo is the output voltage. In this mode, it is important

that the signal level is kept in the linear range.

Linear

101/

1 1/

'" 100 ml/
IlO

:!
~
"5 10 ml/
c-
"5
o

1 ml/

100 ,,1/

E = 1P, (square la..)
E = y, (linear)

Input power (dBm)

Figure 4.2: Ranges of square-law and linear behavior in a diode detector.

E. Nominal detectable signal (NDS).

NDS is that input IF power level that must be applied to the detector diode that the video

power from the detector is 3 dB higher than the video noise level. Besides this it is defined

sl exactly that microwave power required to produce an output power equal to the noise

power [8]. This means that the noise, generated by the detector can be expressed by a noise

source with power level NDS at the input of a detector, that does not produce noise. The

noise that is generated by the detector will add an extra DC component to the output

voltage of the square-law detector. In a well-dimensioned system, NDS is negligible to the

input signal of the diode. Also, video frequency noise adds to the random variations at the

output of the square-law detector. The noise voltage is given by [12]
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(4.5a)

Here Req is the equivalent noise resistance of the diode. The diode behaves like a noisy

resistor with value Req.

F. Tangential signal sensitivity (TSS).

TSS is the most common sensitivity rating for diodes. A tangential signal is defined on an

oscilloscope display as a pulse whose bottom level coincides with the top level of the noise

on either side of the pulse (see figure 4.3). In order to eliminate the subjectivity of the TSS

measurement, diode manufacturers define the TSS signal level as the signal level at the

input of the diode generating a video output signal which is 8 dB greater than the video

noise level.

~~~:i3
~E..~~'~~~ VIDEO VOLTAGE WITH

11~~;,; .....~~1;~" c-~-:;~-TSS INPUT POwER LEVEL

V ~ 1F.'~'~,,~ f.. ..~ .. ~.
.'~ .r'~'i \io:Jli.•..~~.~~~M ""'------ VIDEO NOISE
~~.:J' .:..;.;l•. iL~~, ~VOLTAGE
~>~" ~.- .~i ..I.

," ~

Figure 4.3: Representation of a TSS measurement.

signal 19]. For square law detectors, this places TSS approximately 4dB over NDS.

G. Noise comer frequency.

The presence of a series resistance in the diode substrate makes the effective noise output

comparable to resistor noise at high frequencies. The ratio of diode noise power to resistor

noise power, the noise temperature ratio, is close to unity at frequencies above a few

megahertz. At lower frequencies, diode noise gradually increases and soon reaches an

inverse frequency behavior. This excess noise contribution is called flicker noise or l/f

noise. There is a frequency at for which the l/f noise line crosses unity noise temperature

ratio. This frequency is called the noise comer frequency. The noise comer frequency is
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dependent on the type of diode and the bias current. That is, it increases with an increasing

bias current [10].

4.1.2 Different diode types.

A. The Schottky-barrier diode.

A Schottky diode uses a barrier, this is a metal to semiconductor junction, to form the

diode. In an n-type Schottky-barrier diode, the current flow consists of the majority

carriers (electrons). This means that this device can switch very rapidly from forward to

reverse bias without minority carrier (holes) effects. The current-voltage characteristics

resemble that of a pn-junction, except for the following differences:

-the reverse breakdown voltage is lower,

-the reverse leakage current is higher with the same

resistivity of the used n-material,

-the forward voltage of a specific forward current is

generally lower for a Schottky diode. (see figure 4.4).

Saturation
current

Breakdown
voltage

Reverse
bIased

Schottky(a)

PIN(b)

Forward
biased

\'

Backward
diode operatoon

tunnel(c)

v

Figure 4.4: The voltage-current curves for a Schottky (a), PIN (b) and tunnel (c) diode.

All Schottky diodes have a lower noise comer frequency than pn junction diodes [11].

B. The tunnel diode.

A tunnel diode is a pn junction device whose doping level is made purposely high. This

produces a very narrow junction across which electrons can tunnel easily. The tunneling
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phenomenon is a majority carrier (electrons) effect. The tunneling time of carriers through

a potential energy barrier is governed by the quantum transition probability per unit time.

The tunneling time is very short, permitting the use of tunnel diodes well into the

millimeter wave range. The current-voltage curve of a typical tunnel diode is shown in

figure 4.6b. When a tunnel diode operates as a detector, it is often biased at a voltage

somewhat low~ than the voltage corresponding to the peak current Ip. However, a bias

voltage in a tunnel diode is not critically required.

C. The PIN-diode.

A. PIN-diode is a pn-junction with between the p+-region and the n+-region an intrinsic

. <~r, also called the i-region. The PIN-diode structure is equivalent to that of a

pn-junction in series with a very high resistance formed by the intrinsic semiconductor. It

should still have a high resistance according to this model, even when forward biased, but

in practice this is not so. As soon as it is forward biased, a current Id appears because holes

pass from the p+- to the i-region and electrons from the n+-region to the i-region. Before

this, the intrinsic region contained practically no free carriers, and has a high resistance,

but by the injection of these free carriers the resistivity decreases. This implies, that the

series resistance decreases, too. It can be shown that the resistance is dependent on the

steady voltage, applied to the diode [12].

4.1.3. The diode as used in the radiometer.

For the radiometer, it is very useful to have an output signal (voltage) with a linear

relation to the input noise power. In order to achieve this, the detector will have to operate

in the square law mode. In order to use this square law detector, several conditions have to

be satisfied. In general, like for any other device, there should be no reflections, or the least

possible reflections at both terminals of the detector. Next to this, the input signal should

be at a sufficient level, in order to operate the diode as a square-law detector. The input

impedance of the diode does not match with 50 Ohms. To match the input signal of the

diode, an active diode input match was made [13]. The total circuit is displayed in figure

4.5.

The part of the circuit left of the dashed line is the diode input match. From [13] it can be

seen that the gain of this circuit is equal to:



Gmin = Rc+R v
---- Y22

RcR v
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(4.8)

For Y21 = 33 ~(j5?ll6) and Y22 =1.Iexp(j0.49?l") it can be found that the influence of the

video resistance of the diode, Rv, and Rc is negligible, because they both have a resistance

of a few kel's. Then it follows:

Fig 4.5 The diode detector circuit, with input match and load resistance.

Gmin = 30 or Gmin = 14.8 dB

For a zero bias schottky diode detector, the junction resistance Rj can be written as (eq.

4.3, Id =0, zero bias):

R. - nkT
:J - 'ij"{T;J

Where the saturation current Is is calculated from [14]:

Is = AA*T
2
exP[1fJ

(4.9)

(4.10)
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*Here A is the diode area and A is the modified Richardson constant [16], k is Boltzmann's

constant, T is the temperature, tP is the barrier voltage and q is the charge of an electron.

*If we take Ct = AA and tP=0.5, n=1 [14], the video resistance is (eq. 4.2):

exp(5800/T)
Rv =Rj + Rs = + Rs

11600 T c t

(4.11)

The series resistance is proportional to the physical temperature. The typical value of the

series resistance at T = 298K is 150 [15], so:

15 T T
Rs=-=-

298 19.9

This all results in:

exp(5800/T) T
Ry = +--

11600 Ct T 19.9

(4.12)

(4.13)

The basic voltage sensitivity, "Yo = PRy (where Pis the current sensitivity of the diode and

assumed to be constant as a function of the temperature) for is degraded by the diode

parasitics to:

1\<= PRy
I 2 2

1 + w C RsRy

And the load resistance reduces this with:

Resulting in a voltage sensitivity:

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

The function seems to reach a maximum for a certain temperature. In order to find this
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maximum, the derivative of 1 with respect to T can be taken and set equal to zero.

H=O
When calculating this, it comes to the equation:

-RI(l + exp[5800] + [5800]) + w2c2exP(1160~/T~ =0
--r --r 19.9 (11600) c 1

(4.17)

(4.18)

This equation still contains 4 variables: RI, C, Cl and T. C and Cl can be chosen by picking

a suitable diode. Usually, Is is given for a diode at a certain temperature, so c1 can be

calculated from equation (4.10). In theory, RI can be chosen to get the temperature at

which 1 reaches its maximum in the range of the temperature at which it operates, but in

practice, it is chosen to be equal to Rv, so that RI has the lowest possible noise

contribution [13]. At the temperature at which 1 reaches a maximum, 1 has low sensitivity

to temperature changes. In order to get the maximum in the operating temperature range,

a lower load resistance is needed, which causes 1 to degrade quite much, according to

equation (4.15). This means a trade-off can made for absolute 1 and the noise contribution

of the load resistance towards the sensitivity of 1 towards temperature. The result comes

closer to the performance of a tunnel diode or to a biased Schottky diode, for which the

latter the video resistance is dependent on the bias current rather than the saturation

current (eq. 4.3).

In the actual circuit, the diode is chosen to be an HSCH 3486 of Hewlett-Packard. For this

diode, the following specifications are known at T = 25°C (298 K) [15]

2kO < Rv < 8kO

1> 7.5 mVIp.W

C =0.3 pF

Is =1.0 p.A
Further, the load resistance has a value of 4.7 kO. From (4.15) it follows that Rv increases

With temperature. The specifications of the diode are far from well-defined. This means

that the specifications can vary for various individual detector diodes of this type.

Therefore the temperature variations can not be known until they are measured. From

these typical values, the diode voltage sensitivity can be calculated as a function of the

temperature. A plot of the normalized voltage sensitivity as function of the temperature is
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shown in figure 4.5a. It appears that, for these specifications, the diode voltage sensitivity

could have a maximum close to the temperature range in which the radiometer operates.
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Figure 4.5a: Calculated voltage sensitivity as function of the temperature.

4.2 The Mixer.

In order to convert the 30 GHz RF signal to a frequency of 100MHz, the Rf signal needs to

be mixed with a local oscillator signal of 29.9 GHz. The most common way to mix two

signals is to apply them to a device with non-linear current-voltage characteristics. A

convenient way to describe the transfer characteristics is by the use of power series [12]:

(4.19)
.... I

The first term is linear and K1 is the small signal gain; the second term is quadratic and

produces the second harmonic. K.. are other constants in this power series. Vi can be taken

as the sum of two sinusoidal input voltages Vi =Vlo + Vrf, where Vlo has a frequency flo

and Vrf has a frequency frf:

(4.20)
n" S

Vlo is the local oscillator (LO) voltage and Vrf is the radio frequency signal (RF) voltage.
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Equation (4.20) becomes:

r e spo D S e to vlore spo D S e to v r f

2 2 III II -1 D m-n
+ [2K 2VloVrf +3K3VloVrf+ 3K3VloVrf+ E E KDlVloVrf]

c r 0 S8 P rod u c t S

(4.21)

m
It can be shown by trigonometrica1 identities that a term in V 10 generates a frequency of

mflo and a term in V~f generates a frequency of mfrf. A cross term of V~oV~f will produce

signals with a difference frequency mflo-nfrf and with a sum frequency mflo+nfrf. In a

mixer, only the cross term with frequency flo-frf is important. The other harmonics have

to be eliminated, so that no term with difference frequency mflo-nfrf, with mfl A nIl will

be in the same frequency range as flo-frf, or at least not at a significant power level.

4.2.1 Characteristics of mixers.

A. The conversion gain Gc

The conversion gain is defined as the ratio between the output IF power and the input RF

power.

10 P'f
Gc = 10 log~ (dB) (4.22)

The conversion gain is always negative for a diode mixer and mostly positive for a

transistor mixer. Losses occur because of:

-rejection of high-<>rder intermodulation terms, this

introduces a loss of at least -3dB, because the power

that is in the summed frequency band is rejected,

where this power should have the same value as the

power in the difference frequency band,

-mismatching between the generators and the various

inputs to the active component,

-the series resistance in diode mixers.

The value of Gc is closely related to the local oscillator amplitude and the type of mixer.
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B. Voltage standing wave ratio.(see appendix A)

The Voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) is a measure for the reflection of the incident
wave of a microwave device. The VSWR at the input of a mixer is defined by:

(4.23)

where the reflection coefficient r is defined by:

(4.24)

Here Zi is the input impedance of the mixer at a specified input frequency (RF, LO). Ze is

the characteristic impedance of the device, connected to the input port. The VSWR is

strongly dependent on the LO amplitude which determines the operating point of the

active component. The value of p is usually defined at the midpoint of its range of
variation.

c. Isolation.

The isolation is defined as the insertion loss between two terminals of the mixer for a given

RF, LO or IF frequency. Its value is given by the manufacturer, over a range of

frequencies, as a function of the LO level, and sometimes as a function of the temperature.

Usually, the LO input/RF input and LO input/IF output isolations are the only ones

quoted. The RF input/IF output is only given if the RF level is such that there is a risk of

some RF persisting at the IF input.

D. Mixer noise and noise temperature ratio.

In this part the noise temperature of a diode mixer is discussed. There are two types of

mixers, the double sideband (DSB) mixer or the single sideband (SSB) mixer. The SSB

mixer uses only one sideband where the DSB mixer uses both sidebands. For each sideband

there is a transducer gain Ge, defined as the derivative of the output power of the mixer

with respect to the input power at this sideband [16]. In case of an SSB mixer, a signal

exists in one sideband only, so the SSB noise temperature only adds at one sideband. The
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output noise temperature as given by Maas [16] is:

(4.25)

Here Ti is the input noise temperature. Then the SSB noise temperature T 8Sb is:.
(4.26)

Td, the effective diode noise temperature can be defined with the next relation:

(4.27)

Tssb now relates to T d as:

(4.28)

Here Lc = l/Gc is the mixer conversion loss.

In case of a DSB mixer, Two sidebands are viewed, and the output noise temperature Tout

is:

(4.29)

Then the DSB noise temperature T dsb is:

(4.30)

Using Td and Lc:

(4.31)

Usually, a noise temperature ratio N is defined [16]:

(4.32)
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Where T.tx is the physical temperature of the mixer. Then the expressions for TUb and dsb

are:

TUb = NT.ix(Lc - 2)

4.2.2 Diode mixers.

(4.33)

(4.34)

A typical non-linear element is a semiconductor diode. With diodes, the current-voltage

curve is exponential (see also section 4.1) An exponential function can be written in a

power series:

Dl D 2 3

e
X

_ E !,=I+X+!+! + ...n. 2 8
n-O

(4.35)

As follows from this equation, the higher harmonics are attenuated by n! for the n-th

harmonic. Figure 4.6 gives a basic scheme for a diode mixer. A voltage

Figure 4.6: A basic scheme for a diode mixer.

v = Vio + Vrf is applied to the diode, with IVIol > IVrfl. Because Vrf is small compared

with VIo, the diode conductance G ( = dI/dV ) is modulated with VIo, so the conductance

varies with G = Glo. Vrf produces a current Irf (I = Irf + Iif) through the diode with all

harmonics of Vrf, which generates an output voltage Vrf'. Glo and Vrf' can be expressed in

Fourier series:

CD

Glo - E gnexp(jnIl1Iot)
n=-m

(4.36)
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Vrf' = E . Vmexp(jmWrft)
m=-m
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(4.37)

Now the IF current is the product of the diode conductance Gl0 and the diode voltage Vrf':

III III

Ii! = E E gnVmexpU(+ nWl0 + mWrf)t]
n=O 11=0

(4.38)

It consists of all possible intermodulation products. In equation (4.38), gn is proportional to

IV10 InIn! and Vmis proportional to IVrf 1
m
1m!. This means:

(4.39)

With Cl as a proportionality constant. The components with frequency mfrf+fl0

(Wrf = 2nrf, WIo = 211" 10) will be much smaller than the components with frequency

frf+ nfl0' because IV10 I> IVrf l.If we take IV10 I = c21 Vrf I, with C2 another constant,

greater than 1:

(4.40)

and:

(4.41)

It is easy to see that, for n=m>l, glVmis much smaller than gnVh because C2>l.

4.2.1 The mixer as used in the radiometer.

In a radiometer, the mixer is the main cause of receiver noise. In order to minimize the

receiver noise, it is important to choose a mixer with a the lowest possible noise figure. A

lower noise figure can also be achieved by using an RF amplifier at 30GHz before the

mixer. There is only a financial problem to encounter. Such an RF amplifier costs very

much. In the future, when RF amplifiers might be cheaper, it is very interesting to add this

amplifier, or even to make a direct receiver, in which the mixer is removed from the
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scheme. This would also remove the temperature dependency of the conversion gain.

4.3 The oscillator.

In order to get a signal to mix the RF signal with, a local oscillator is needed that produces

a frequency of 29.9GHz. A microwave oscillator is a system of active and passive

components that produces a periodic output signal, of which the amplitude is not related to

an input signal other than the signal from the power supply. The frequency may be varied

by an external control signal. The wave form may be purely sinusoidal or distorted,

depending on the non-linear characteristics of the active element. In a radiometer, an

oscillator can be used as a local oscillator, of which the output signal can be mixed with the

input signal of the radiometer.

4.3.1 Characteristics of oscillators.

A. The frequency at which it oscillates, fo,

B. The range of frequency over which the oscillator can be varied by a given external

control, the tuning range 6f,

C. The microwave power output, Po,

D. The efficiency '7. '7 is the ratio of the microwave power output to the DC power supply

to the oscillator.

E. The Quality factor or Q-factor. This is defined by the following expression, in which fa

is the energy stored by the oscillator and fd the amount of energy dissipated per period:

2 1r f a
Q=-

fd
(4.42)

F. The stability S of the output signal. This is the ability of the oscillator to deliver a

signal at a fixed frequency and amplitude whatever internal or external excitation.

G. The spectral purity of the output. The output is affected by different types of noise,

such as frequency-, phase- and amplitude-modulated noise, and harmonic distortion.

Harmonic distortion is defined as the ratio of the sum of all the harmonics of the oscillation

frequency to the amplitude of the fundamental:

EIIl P(nf o )
Harm. dist. = n· 2

-~P""'(......f-o.....)-
(4.43)
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H. The synchronization s of the output signal. This is the the ability of the oscillator to

produce a signal with a frequency equal to that of the signal of another oscillator coupled

to it.

4.3.2 An example: the negative resistance oscillator.

An oscillatory RLC circuit supplied with an input voltage Viis taken and the output

voltage V0 across the capacitor terminals is considered (figure 4.7). The transfer function of

this circuit is:

Vo{s) 1

T{s) = V i{S) = 1 + LCs2 + RCs

Figure 4.7: An RLC circuit.

(4.44)

Here s (= jw) is the Laplace variable. Taking the standard form of this transfer function for

a second-order circuit:

where

1
T(s) = S 2 1

. 2 + 20 - s + 1
Wn Wn

(4.45)

(4.46)

(4.47)
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Take a step voltage for the input,

Viet) = 0
Viet) = E

(t<O)
(t~O)

(4.48)

The Laplace transform of the output voltage is now:

E

Vo(s) = T(S)Vi(S) =~1 + s 2 Q S 2 r
W n + -,

Wn

(4.49)

Only when Q is equal to zero, this system will oscillate. This means, from equation (4.21),

that R has to be equal to zero to satisfy this condition. The oscillatory frequency would

then be:

1 1

fo = 2 7l" Wn = 2 7l"ILC

This can also be written as:

. L 1JWn =-~JWnv

This means that the system will oscillate under the following conditions:

sum of real parts of impedances = 0

sum of imaginary parts of impedances = 0

(4.50)

(4.51)

The frequency of the oscillator can be changed by changing the value of the capacitance.

This can be done by replacing it by a variable capacitance diode or varactor. The tuning

range will then be dependant on the range of the varactor. Because losses always exist in

passive networks, which means that R can not be equal to zero in such a network, a

negative resistance needs to be produced to compensate the losses. This can be done by

using a tw<r-terminal network, containing an active device.
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4.3.2 The oscillator as used in the radiometer.

In a heterodyne total power radiometer, the oscillator operates as a local oscillator. For

this purpose, the level of the oscillator signal should be quite stable, so the oscillator will

not introduce any gain variations in the radiometer. In the measurement set-up of chapter

7, only the IF ·and video part of the radiometer is discussed. Therefore, no oscillator has

been chosen to be used for the radiometer.

4.4 The amplifiers.

In order to amplify the signal to a sufficient level for the diode detector to operate in the

square-law range, amplifiers are required. An amplifier is a twcrport network at the input

of which a signal power Pi is injected in order to extract a greater signal power Po at the

output. The main characteristic of an amplifier is the power gain, the ratio of Po to Pi.

An amplifier consists of one or more active components inserted into a passive circuit. First

an active component has to be selected which suits the required performance the most.

Next the passive circuit has to be constructed into which the active component is to be

inserted.

4.4.1 Characteristics of amplifiers.

A. The voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR).
The microwave amplifier is considered as a linear twcrport network defined by its

S-parameters (see appendix A) at a frequency f in a system with characteristic impedance

Zc. The idealized structure of an amplifier is shown in figure 4.8.

ElIernol circuit

Figure 4.8: A model of an amplifier.

When the load across the terminals has a reflection coefficient of r r (see appendix A), the
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reflection coefficient measured across the input terminals is:

Then the VSWR at the input is defined by:

1 + Iri\
Pi=~

(4.52)

(4.53)

The same consideration can be done for the reflection coefficient r 0 measured at the output

of the network and the output VSWR:

1 + I r 0 I
Po=~

(4.54)

(4.55)

Here r g is the reflection coefficient of the generator connected across the input. To reach

maximum power transfer from the line to the network, Pi should be as close as possible to

unity. For maximum power transfer from the network to the output, Po should be close to

unity. It can be seen from these equations, that when the output and the input are

correctly terminated (rr = r g = 0), which will be the best theoretical situation, then the

following condition must be satisfied:

Su = S22 = 0 (4.56)

In practice, the active device(s) inside the network have a scattering matrix ST such that:

1) SUT and S22T are different from zeroj

2) SUT and S22T vary with frequency.

The design of an amplifier thus consists of finding a correcting network such that SliT and

S22T are close to zero over the whole frequency range within which the amplifier is required

to operate.
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B. Power gain G, transducer gain GT, available power gain GA and insertion gain.

The gain of an amplifier is defined as the ratio of two microwave powers P 2and PI:

l:i 10 P 2 l:i P 2
G = 10 log p;- (dB) or G =p;- (4.57)

Depending on the way these powers are defined, at least six types of gain can be found.

Here, four of them will be introduced, these are the most common types. The first one is

the generalized version, the others are special types cases for special input or output

terminations.

1) Power gain: the ratio of the output power Po and the input power Pi. This can be

expressed in terms of the incoming wave a and the outgoing wave b of the two-port

network (see appendix A). Thus the power gain is:

2
Pol a 2 I

G---
- p. - I 1 2

1 a 2
(4.58)

After replacing b2/aI, a2/b2 and bI/al by their expressions in terms of r g, r r and the

S-parameters (see appendix A):

(4.59)

Using equation (4.53), this shows when r r = 0, G is given by:

(4.60)

2) Transducer gain: If PI is equal to the maximum power available from the generator

when the input is correctly terminated, then the transducer gain is found:

(4.61)
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3) Available power gain: This is a special value of GTi when the output is correctly

*terminated by a matched load, that is r r = r 0 ,then the available power gain is given by:

(4.62)

4) Insertion gain: PI now represents the power Pdir which would be delivered to the load

by the generator if these two elements were connected directly together:

(4.63)

C. Amplifier stability.

It follows from the expressions for the transducer gain and the insertion gain, that these

can reach infinity, theoretically, when r irg =1. This means that the circuit would start to

oscillate. Furthermore, the amplifier must be able to operate for all values of r g and r r.

5ince r g ~ I, because Zg is a passive impedance, it can be seen that this only occurs when

1r i I > 1. A coefficient K, the Rallet coefficient [12] can be found:

181
2

+ 1 - 15 1 11
2

- 15 22 1
2

K= 215 12 5211 (4.64)

Here 8 = 5 11522 - 5125n Now the coefficient Iril will always remain less than 1 when K

is greater than 1 and when the two quantities 1511 1
2

and 15221
2

are less than

1 - 1512115211. Under these conditions the amplifier is said to be unconditionally stable. If
they are not satisfied, oscillations can occur for certain values of rg, which means that not

every generator can be connected to the circuit. All these results are completely valid for

r r: an unconditionally stable amplifier can be connected to any load without any risk of

oscillation.

When the amplifier is unconditionally stable, expression (4.61) will give the values of r g

and r r, making the transducer gain a maximum [12]. These optimum values, inserted back

into equation (4.61), yield a simple form of the gain called the maximum available gain,

given by:
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(4.65)

where the negative sign is used if 1 + 18 11 1
2

- 18221
2

- I~ 12 is positive and vice versa.
This is maximum, but in practice, the available gain is generally lower than this.

D. Noise factor.

Any amplifier will generate noise which is superposed on any useful signal to be amplified.

If the power of this noise is of the same order or greater than Po, it becomes difficult to use

the amplifier. In order to assess the ability of the amplifier to amplify small signals, a

quantity known as the noise factor is used. The noise factor of an amplifier is defined as the

total output power of the amplifier, divided by the power from the same amplifier without

noise:

P 0 2 + POI P o 2 T e
F= P =1+-p-=I+-T-

o I 0 I 0
(4.66)

where POI is the output noise power, theoretically found by amplifying the input noise
power, and Po2 is the output power, due to amplifier noise. The amplifier becomes less

noisy as Po2 becomes smaller compared with POI. Te is the equivalent noise temperature of

the amplifier. This means F becomes closer to unity, or as the noise figure defined by
10

F(dB) = 10 log F becomes closer to zero.

It can be shown that the noise factor can be written as a function of the generator

reflection coefficient:

2
\r go - rgl

F =Fmin + 4rn------'::"'2-------2
(1 Irgl) 11 + rgol

(4.67)

Here Fmin, rn and Irgo I are positive constants depending only on the characteristics of the

internal noise sources of the amplifier at a given frequency. The noise factor is always

greater than or equal to FlIin, which thus represents the minimum noise factor. To achieve

this noise factor, the reflection coefficient of the generator should be equal to rgo.

4.4.2 The amplifiers as used in the radiometer.

As stated in chapter 2, amplifiers are needed in order to increase the IF power. These
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amplifiers introduce noise and gain variations, when the physical temperatures of these
amplifiers change. The amplifiers used in the radiometer that was subject to measurements
in this project, are an Al modular amplifier, manufactured by Watkins-Johnson, and a
GPD201 low cost amplifier, manufactured by Avantek. specific properties of these
amplifiers are [17,18]:

AI:

- Gain 16.0 dB

- Minimum 15.0 dB (0 oC - +50 oC)
- Minimum 14.5 dB (-54 oC - +85 oC)

- Noise figure 2.5 dB

- Maximum 3.0 dB (0 oC - +50 oC)
- Maximum 3.5 dB (-54 oC - +85 oC)

-VSWR2.0

GPD201:

- Gain minimum: 30 dB (0 - 50 oC)
some typical gain values at different temperatures (f = 100MHz)
- 34.6 dB (-25 oC)
- 34.1 dB (+25 oC)
- 33.0 dB (+85 oC)

- Noise figure (typical): 3.0 dB

some typical noise figures at different temperatures (f = 100MHz):
- 2.6 dB (-25 oC)
- 3.0 dB (+25 oC)
- 3.6 dB (+85 oC)

- Input VSWR (typical): 1.22

some typical input VSWR's at different temperatures (f = 100 MHz)
- 1.3 (-25 oC)
-1.2 (+25 oC)
- 1.1 (+85 oC)

4.5 The video amplifier.

In order to amplify the low frequency output signal from the diode detector to a level of a

few volts, it is necessary to use a video amplifier. A video amplifier is a two-port network
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at the input of which a signal voltage Vi is applied in order to find a greater signal voltage

at the output. The main characteristic of a video amplifier is the voltage gain, the ratio of

Vo to Vi.

A video amplifier usually consists of an operational amplifier, used in a feedback loop.

4.5.1 Characteristics of video amplifiers.

Voltage gain.

A video amplifier is usually implemented as in figure 4.9. It can be shown that the ratio of

the output voltage and the input voltage is the ratio of the feedback resistance, Rr and the

input resistance Ri (see figure 4.9).

R.

Rt

Figure 4.9: The scheme of a video amplifier.

G= (4.68)

As long as the open loop gain of the operational amplifier is very high compared to the gain

as calculated from equation (4.68), the gain of the video amplifier is not really dependent

on the operational amplifier characteristics.

Input offset voltage.

In general, the output voltage of an operational amplifier is not zero when the input

voltage is zero. Then the output voltage is only zero when a certain bias voltage bias is
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applied to the input terminals. This voltage is named the input offset voltage. The voltage

can be compensated for in any regular operational amplifier. A remaining problem is, that

this input offset voltage appears to drift with changing temPerature. Specifications of

oPerational amplifiers usually give the input offset voltage drift as a function of the

temperature.

Input noise.

For an oPerational amplifier, also an input voltage noise spectral density is defined. This

figure has the dimension of nV/fHz, root mean square nano volts per square root Hertz.

4.5.4 The video amplifier as used in the radiometer.

In a radiometer, the video amplifier is used to amplify the signal, coming from the diode

output. The actual scheme as it is used in the radiometer is shown in figure 4.10. The

operational amplifier, used in this scheme, is an OPA 27 [19], manufactured by

Burr-Brown. The capacitors in this scheme are basically used to cut off noise with a

frequency of over 10 kHz. This to make sure nothing from the diode input will directly

appear at the output without being demodulated. For the frequency at which this operates,

the influence of the capacitor can be neglected. The feedback resistance is 3.3MO and the

input resistance is 4.7kO [13]. This results in a gain G:

6
3.3-10

G = 3 = 700
4.7-10

(4.69)

The input offset voltage is comPensated. Only a small offset voltage will remain at room

temperature. A more important aSPect is the input voltage drift, which has a typical value

of O.2p.V/K and a maximum value of 0.6p.V/K. Multiplied with the gain, this causes a

change of the output voltage of 0.42mV/K.

The maximum input noise, generated by the video amplifier, is only 3.8nV/.(Hz. At a

bandwidth of 10 kHz, this is would be 380nV root mean square noise.
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RI

c
RI

Figure 4.10: The video amplifier as used in the radiometer.
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5. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE RADIOMETER P ARAMETER5.

In this chapter the overall and local parameters of the radiometer are discussed, such
as gain and the receiver noise temperature. These are necessary to find the radiometer
sensitivity (chapter 3). To find these parameters, the different parts of the radiometer

must be defined. Then an expression for the overall receiver noise temperature and the

overall gain can be found. These parameters are dependent on the local temperatures of

the different components. It is also of chief importance to achieve a theoretical model

for the effects of local temperature changes, after which measurements can be made to
prove this theory.

5.1 A mathematical model for a total power radiometer.

In order to achieve a good mathematical model for the whole radiometer, a transfer

function TF1, a noise input Ni, a noisy signal input 5i and an output signal 01 can be

assigned to each part.(Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.1: Local parameters of a radiometer part.

These parameters are related to each other as:

(5.1)

Here the dimensions of OJ, 5i and Ni are either Volts or Watts, depending on the

device. The dimension of the transfer function TFi is either Volts/Watt for the
square-law device while the transfer functions of the other devices have no dimensions.

Now the radiometer can be seen as a number of these devices, put in cascade (figure
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5.2).

Nn

TFn 1---- On

Figure 5.2: The total power radiometer as a cascade of n functional parts.

Every output signal of a device becomes the input signal for the next device. If we take

the number of devices to be n, it is found that:

n n n

010 = 81 II(TFi) + LNiII(TFj)
i=l i=l j=i

(5.2)

The first term in this equation is the part of the output signal, due to the radiometer

input signal. The second term is the noise contribution of the radiometer. To use

overall parameters of the radiometer the local variables should be converted to overall

parameters.

5.2 The radiometer on a block diagram level.

Lrf Grf Lc Gif1 Gif2 Lbpf Gm1 'Y Lm2 Gvid Lint

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

~

Figure 5.3: The extended radiometer block diagram.
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Describing the characteristics of a total power radiometer, the system is split into 10

parts, with each of them their own parameters. The parameters as they are found in

the radiometer of figure 5.3 are stated in table 5.1

Table 5.1

i name TFi Ni bandwidth

1 RF waveguide 1/1rf kBTrf(1rr-1)
2 RF amplifier grf kBTgrf(Frr-1)
3 DSB Mixer 1/1e kBNTllix(1c-2)/2

SSB Mixer 1/1e kBNTlIix(1c-2)
4 IF amplifier gif kBTif(Fif-1)
5 Bandpass filter 1/1bpf kBTbpf(lbpr-1) B

6 Diode input match gmi kBTmi(FIIi-I)

7 Diode detector 'Y
8 Diode output match 1/1mo
9 Video amplifier gvid
10 Integrator l/hnt l/T

Every part also has a different reflection coefficient r xx, an equivalent noise

temperature T~~ and a physical temperature Txx. For every part, these parameters

have their own subscript, here represented by xx. Note that every transfer function is

multiplied with (l-rxx) to include the reflection losses. The transfer functions of

device 8, 9 and 10 are voltage gains, the transfer functions of device 1 to 6 are power

gains, the transfer function of device 7 is Volts/Watt.

5.3 The receiver noise temperature.

As stated in chapter 2, the noise contribution of the radiometer is expressed in the

receiver noise temperature Tree. In this way, all the noise contributions of all the parts

are summed and seen as one noise contribution at the radiometer input. This can be
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expressed as in the following equation:

10

0 10 = (SI + Nree)II(TFi)

i z I

Using 5.1 and 5.2, the receiver noise will be:

This can be reduced to:

10 i-I

Nree = LNiII(TFjfl

i=1 jzi

Knowing the receiver noise is expressed in the receiver noise temperature:

Nree = k B Tree

Now it is easy to derive from equations (5.5) and (5.6):

5.4 The overall gain.

(5.3)

(5.4)

(5.5)

(5.6)

(5.7)

The other important overall parameter is the overall gain G, defined by

(paragraph 2.1):

Vout = ckBG(Ta + Tree) (5.8)
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Using 0 10 = V out and SI = Pa = kBTa, where Pa is the available noise power and Ta

the available noise temperature. Equation (5.3) changes to the following equation:

10

Vout = k B (Ta + Trec)II(TFi)

i·l

Substituting the values from table 5.1 in equation (5.9), it is found that:

(5.9)

(5.10)

Note that all power gain factors and the voltage sensitivity should be multiplied by a

factor (l-rxx), where the subscript xx must be substituted by the subscript, belonging

to the particular device with this reflection factor. The power loss factors should be

divided by this factor. In fact, these reflection coefficients are dependent on the
characteristic impedance of the device before the device with this reflection factor and

on the input impedance of the device. These are dependent on the impedances of the

components, which can be temperature dependent. Of course, the power gain factors

and power loss factors themselves are dependent on these impedances and are more or
less temperature dependent, just like the voltage sensitivity of the detector (see

chapter 4). The power supply varies with temperature and it can also vary with time

by other random causes. All these causes can affect the parameters of the radiometer.

The variations of the power supply are assumed to be negligible.

5.5 The effect of a temperature change.

When changing the temperature of the radiometer, most parameters of the radiometer

will change, with a certain relation to this temperature. To find the effect of

temperature changes, the derivative of the output voltage as given in equation (5.2) to

the block temperature can be taken. In equation (5.2) 0 10 is substituted by Vout and S1

is substituted by kBTa. It is assumed that the block temperature of the whole

radiometer is T and that Ta = T:
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daVTut =kBfI(TFi~ + kBT. ih[fI(TF1l] +
i=1 i"'1

iih[NifI(TFJl]
i"'1 j=i

According to the chain rule, it is found that:

daVTut =kBfI(TFll +kBT. i [[fI(TFil]dI~k] +
i=1 k=1 i=1

ifk

+~[[n(TFjl]~i + Nl~ [[n(TFjl]~]]
1"'1 J=1 k=1 J"'1

jfk

(5.11)

(5.12)

This formula holds for a global change in the block temperature.In case of a local

temperature change, for which only the temperature of one component changes without

changing another temperature, the transfer of component k, TFk, and the noise it

generates, Nk, are only dependent on the temperature Tk of this component k. In

formulas:

dTFi dNi
--= 0, for ifk j-=0, for ifk

dTk dTk
(5.13)

So, the derivative of Vout with respect to Tk can be found from (5.12), using (5.13).

(5.14)
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When the load temperature is changed without affecting the other local temperatures:

D D

dXt:t = I1(TFi) ~~: = kBI1(TFi)
i=l i=l

(5.15)

It is quite easy to see that the sum of all derivatives of Vout to Tit (5.14) and "the

derivative of Vout to Ta (5.15) is equal to the derivative of Vout to T (5.12). This only

makes sense in a mathematical formula if the derivatives of the local temperatures are

partial derivatives:

D

d V 0 ut _ {J Vout + ~ {J Vout
d T - a Ta ,i..J a Tit

k=1

(5.16)

From equation (5.16) it follows that the overall output voltage change can be found by

adding the contributions of every component in the radiometer.

Now it is necessary to find the main causes of gain variations and noise. First the parts

where gf~k is non-significant can be excluded from the calculations:

-RF waveguide

-bandpass filter

-integrator

-diode output match

For the bandpass filter, the integrator and the diode output match, g~~ is also

non-significant.
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6 WRITING PROGRAMS FOR SIMULATION AND CORRECTION OF THE

RADIOMETER OUTPUT.

In order to simulate and correct the variations in the radiometer output signal, programs

had to be written. These programs are written in pascal. For simulating the radiometer

performance, it proved. very useful to consider every single component of the radiometer as
a functional block. Translated into program language, each radiometer part is represented

as a procedure with different parameters, possibly dependent on the physical temperature,

an input signal and an output signal. The radiometer would consist of 11 functional parts,

because the IF amplifier is built up from two IF amplifiers. Each of them is represented by

a procedure.

To calculate the change in the 11 transfers, as a function of the temperature, the procedure

Tempdependence was written. This procedure uses as input values the different physical

temperatures, transfer functions at T=TO and the temperature dependence of each

functional part. The output of this procedure are the transfers of the functional parts at the

specified physical temperatures.

A main procedure was written that integrates the 11 procedures and therefore calculates

the output voltage for a given available noise temperature at the input of the radiometer,

and also for given transfer functions (gains, losses) of the radiometer parts. It also

calculates the equivalent noise temperatures of the RF and IF radiometer parts. This

procedure is named Radiometer. For the system as discussed in chapter 7, the RF part is

omitted, which means that the gain of each RF part is OdB and the noise figure is also 0

dB.

Then a function was written to calculate the overall receiver noise temperature. It

calculates this from the different transfer functions and equivalent noise temperatures of

the RF and IF parts.

These two procedures and the function calculate the output voltage of a radiometer, given

by the parameters from the file PARAM.DAT (the data from this file is used by both

procedures and the function), with any specified overall or local physical temperature.

Using these procedures, several programs were written.

6.1 The procedure Tempdependence (flowchart fig. 6.1)

Tempdependence exist of 11 subprocedures. Each of them calculate the in transfer of a

radiometer part for the physical temperature that is given. For the detector, this procedure

is named Voltsensvar (voltage sensitivity variation), for the components at the IF and RF
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parts, where the signals have the dimension of power, this procedure is named Gainvar, for

the components at the video part the procedure is named Voltgainvar. Voltsensvar

calculates the value of the voltage sensitivity for the given physical temperature. For this,

equation (4.16) is used. Tempdependence
Change 1M~ treNt... Amclian. ... 1.0~~

Goinvar at.,,. WlMlJlIdI ..- ..

Gcinvar 0..,. RF _pllflll' poor......

Goinvor CIlIftt- mlMr ............

GolnVCIr atGll" If~ ,... OC*'

Galnvor 0..,. If' .,.nr- ,..... ...

Goinvar 0..,. 1IOn,- flter ,..... '-

Goinvar 0..,. cIlDM ..t match poor.....

Voltsensvor at.,,. cIiocIe WIltoge ...tMty

Voltgolnvor at.,,. cIlDM ou~ motcfl wit.,. gatl

Voltgoinvor at..,. WIeo ......1fW _tote ea'n

Voltgoinvor CtIG1l" '"\19F'GtCr 'IIIItOOt ,arn

Figure 6.1 The flowchart of the procedure Tempdependence.

The procedure Gainvar goes through a somewhat simpler procedure. This procedure takes

the difference between the temperature T = 298K and the actual physical temperature of

the component. Then it multiplies this difference with the value td[i] where i is the number

of the radiometer part. td.[i] is entered in PARAM.DAT and this is the temperature

dependence of this part. This value is expressed in dB/K. The formula for this is:

GdB(Tph} = GdB(TO} + td[i]*(Tph-TO}

This, if course is an approximation, but usually this is how the gain variations are given in

the specifications of a component. By measuring and therefore calibrating, it should be

possible to extract the real temperature dependence of the different components.
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6.2 The procedure Radiometer.(flowchart fig 6.2a)

The procedure Radiometer again exists of 11 subprocedures, each of which manages the
calculation of the

a) Radiometer Unpowdev

,..,;. " ....To

Linp0llrdev -. .....t _ "'_IN

Llnpowdev _oM ..."",t _ (II IF ........

Linpowdcv~......t _ '" _

Llnpollrdev ................t _ ... F _pIItIer

Llnpowdev CoIaAat, ...lpIt _ al F IIOpIIfIor

LinpOllrdev CoIu"', ...""'1 _ '" ..... "1M

Llnpowdev _at, _!pul _ al _ "PIli ",,\loll

¥aI_:....lioeI......"'"

Figure 6.2 The flowcharts of the procedures (a) Radiometer, (b) Linpowdev, (c) Detector
and (d) Linvoltdev.

output signal, when no receiver noise exists and the calculation of the output signal when

this does exist. These procedures are mainly the same and are split into 4 different types:

the procedures that manage the devices with a power input and power output signal

(Linpowdev, flowchart fig. 6.2b), the procedure that handles the detector (Detector,

flowchart fig. 6.2c) ,the procedures that handle the devices that have a voltage input signal

and a voltage output signal (Linvoltdev, flowchart fig. 6.2d) and the procedures that
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handle the IF amplifiers, that have a different way to calculate the equivalent noise

temperature (IFamplifier, Dowchart similar to Linpowdev).

Linpowdev first calculates the reflected power refl:

reD := (VSWR-l)/VSWR+l)
then it gets the gain value H:

H := dBinv(HdB)

then it gets the noise factor F:

F := dBinv(NFigure)

Then it calculates the equivalent noise temperature Teq:

Teq := Tphx(F-l)

Then it calculates the output power without noise Po:

Po := (l-reD)*H*Pin

and the output power with receiver noise Pno:

Pno := (l-reD)*H*(Pni+k*Bif*Teq)

Here VSWR is the voltage standing wave ratio, Tph is the physical

temperature, Pin is the input power without noise and Pni is the

input power with receiver noise.

IFamplifier runs the same lines as linpowdev, with the exception that the noise factor is

calculated by:

F = dBinv(NFigure+O.02(Tph-TO))

and the equivalent noise temperature by:

Teq = 290x(F-l)

The calculation of the noise factor is based on the fact, that the noise figure increases IdB

at a range of 50K

Detector first calculates the reDected power,

then it calculates the output voltage without noise:

Vo := (l-reD)*gamma*Pin

and the output voltage with receiver noise:

Vno := (l~eD)*gamma*(Pni+k*Teq/Tau)

where Tau is the time constant of the integrator.

Linvoltdev first calculates the output voltage without noise:

Vo:= H*(Vi+offvoltdr/lOOOOOO*(Tph-TO))

then it calculates the output voltage with receiver noise:
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Vno := H*(Vni+offvoltdr/lOOOOOO*(Tph-TO)

Here offvoltdr is the offset voltage drift of the device, expressed in microVolts

6.3 The function Rectemp.

The function Rectemp calculates the receiver noise temperature from the equivalent noise

temperatures and the transfer functions of the RF and IF radiometer parts. To achieve this

it uses the following expressions:

rectemp := Teq[7] + Teq[8]/Gain[4]

rectemp := Teq[6] + rectemp*Loss[3]

rectemp := Teq[5] + rectemp/Gain[3]

rectemp := Teq[4] + rectemp/Gain[2]

rectemp := Teq[3] + rectemp*Loss[2]

rectemp := Teq[2] + rectemp/Gain[l]

rectemp := Teq[l] + rectemp*Loss[l]

6.4 The programs.

First a program named TEMPVAR (flowchart fig 6.3) was written to calculate the receiver

noise temperature and the output voltage of the radiometer as a function of the physical

receiver temperature.

These can be displayed with another program named PICTURE. The program TEMPVAR

asks for the range of temperature for which the radiometer output needs to be calculated

and also the number of devices and which devices need to be varied with temperature

Another program named VOUT was made to make a printout of the radiometer

parameters, as they are entered in the file PARAM.DAT. Also, it gives the output

powers/voltages of each part at a specified physical temperature.

Also, a program named CORRECT was written. This reads the temperatures from a file,

made by CHARTCNV (discussed later in this section).together with the output voltage

from the radiometer of the file. It calculates the output voltage, due to receiver noise at the

input temperatures. This voltage is subtracted from the real output voltage. The difference

voltage is then divided by the overall voltage sensitivity, the IF bandwidth and

Boltzmann's constant.

Ta = (Vout - Vout-ealc)/(Gtot*Bif*k)
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PascalRead parameters program tempvor
(paramread) InitIalize arrays

t
(Inltarr)

t
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( tempdependence)
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Enter output file nome output voltage. receiver temperature

I

t

Figure 6.3: The flowchart of the computer program TEMPVAR.

In order to be able to process the data as it is written to disk by the chart recorder, a

program CHARTCNV is written. This program gets the temperatures and output voltages,

cuts of the insignificant D's at the end.The sequence in which they are put in a line is:

Tcop,Tifl,Tif2,Tml,Tdiode,Tvid,Vout,Tamb. These variables stand for:

Tcop: the block temperature

Tifl: the temperature of the Al amplifier

Tif2: the temperature of the GPD20l amplifier

Tml: the temperature of the input match (BF 494 transistor)
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the diode temperature

the temperature of the video amplifier

the output voltage

the air temperature

In order to process the data from a hot/cold load measurement, a program PROCDAT is

written, this program asks for two filenames, the file of the cold load measurements and the

file for the hot load measurement. The program gets the temperature values and output

voltages of one file and interpolates the temperatures and output voltages from the other

file. The interpolation is done by the procedure interpol. The interpolation is made by

straight linear interpolation. The program now calculates the values of ckBG and Tree, as

stated in chapter 2.
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7 MEASUREMENTS.

7.1. The measurement setup.

As stated before, the parameters of the radiometer are affected by temperature variations.

The temperature dependence of these parameters has to be known to correct the parameter

variations due to temperature variations. Measurements are needed, to find the

temperature dependence of the radiometer parameters. These measurements should lead to

well defined temperature characteristics. In this chapter the measurement setup and the

way to achieve the points stated above will be discussed.

7.1.1. The radiometer.

The measurement will be performed on a total power radiometer. The IF part and the

video part of this radiometer are fit inside a messing block as it can be seen in figure 7.1.

Originally, this circuit was designed to be a spare unit for a Dicke radiometer. Using it as a

total power radiometer simply means, that the signal is taken directly from the integrator.

Now the actual circuit is found in the upper compartments of the messing block. In the

lower compartments, the voltage sources are seated. Looking at figure 7.1, the following IF

and video parts of the total power radiometer can be seen (see also appendix E):

- an IF amplifier (AI Watkins-Johnson),

- a second IF amplifier (GPD 201, Avantek),
- a triple stage Cauer bandpass ID-llOMHz filter (three compartments),

- an input matching circuit for the diode detector, being an IF amplifier, implemented

with a transistor (BF 494),

- a detector diode (HSCH 3486 Hewlett-Packard), situated in a partition between two

compartments,

- a load resistor (output match) for the diode detector,

- a video amplifier OPA27 Burr-Brown,

As stated before, this is only the IF and video part of the radiometer. The RF part is found

outside the messing block. This is a balanced diode mixer with a 30GHz Gunn local

oscillator input. The RF noise source is provided by a 50 0, 30 GHz load. The connection

between the mixer and the IF part is made by a coaxial cable, connected with SMA

connectors.
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•• e e ••

holes for thermocouples

motching
IF-detector detector video-amplifierIF-amplifier IF-filter

Figure 7.1: The IF and video part of the radiometer.

In the ideal situation, the temperature of every single component should be measured. To

reduce the complexity of the measurement setup, priorities have to be made. In general the

active components will generate more heat than the passive components. Also, the active

components are affected more by temperature variations. Therefore it is useful to measure

the temperature of the active components. These active components are:

- the mixer diode(s)

- IF amplifier I

- IF amplifier II

- diode match (IF amplifier lll)

- detector diode

- video amplifier

The temperature of the other components will be assumed to be equal to the messing block

temperature. This temperature is measured at the same side as the IF input side of the

messing block.

7.1.2 Using the chart recorder.

To collect the local temPeratures and the output voltage of the radiometer, a chart

recorder is used. The chart recorder is a Siemens Multireg C1730. It contains a voltage to

temperature conversion table for 8 thermocouple types. The chart recorder sends only 4

decimal digits through the RS232c interface. When the thermocouples have a range of
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under 10000 C, which is the case for the following thermocouples, then the resolution is

O.l°C.

1 - type E thermocouples, NickelChromium-Constantan (NiCr-CuNi)

2 - type T thermocouples, Copper-Constantan (Cu-CuNi)

3 - type J thermocouples, Iron-Constantan (Fe-CuNi)

The data from the interface is registered by an XT 8086 computer, using the program

Simesp, provided with the chart recorder. With this program, the chart recorder can be

controlled remotely, which makes the chart recorder much easier to set up for a

measurement.

The following channels were used (see also figure 7.2):

Channel #1: Output Voltage

Channel #3: Temperature of the Al amplifier

Channel #4: Temperature of the GPD201 amplifier

Channel #5: Temperature of the diode input match

Channel #6: Temperature of the diode detector

Channel #7: Temperature of the video amplifier

Channel #8: Temperature of the messing block

Channel #9: Ambient temperature

"

lit

\~ 1
Figure 7.2: The scheme of the measurement setup with the chart recorder
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The chart recorder has an option to set the scales for the chart. In case of temperature
measurements, the temperature range displayed on the chart was SoC, at a chart width of

2S em. For this chart recorder, it already shows the discretization of the analog to digital

converter inside the machine. On the chart, the discretization was O.OSoC. As mentioned

before the discretization of the data sent to disk was O.l°C. During the measurements, the

C1730 chartrecorder broke down, due to ink problems. During the repair of this chart

recorder, a spare chart recorder was used, supplied by the agent who sold the machine

before. This chart recorder was a Siemens Multireg C1732. This chart recorder had a higher

accuracy. Discretization of the data, sent to disk was O.Ol°C, discretization of te data on

the chart was not visible in this range. Unfortunately, special software was needed for this

version, which could not be supplied for this short period. The local measurements with the

video amplifier and the Al IF amplifier were done with this chart recorder. These

measurements were processed by reading the data from the chart paper.

7.1.3 Using a temperature stabilized environment.

For the temperature stabilized environment, a unit, manufactured by Statham was used.

This unit can generate a very stable temperature, anywhere between -50oC and +lS00C.

The unit is controlled by a thermostat. The temperature at which the unit stabilizes is

tuned with a button. It indicates the temperature at wich the unit stabilizes with an error

°of:l:1 C.

Because the unit is equipped with a constantly running motor, to keep the air circulating

and it also switches many times (multiple times per second), one must be aware of the fact

that the unit can generate some noise that can affect the radiometer performance. This

noise was not detected while performing the measurements.

7.1.4 Temperature sensors.

In order to perform the measurements as discussed in paragraph 7.1, temperature sensors

are needed. It is very difficult to measure the real temperature of the active device to be

measured. Of course, every component is fit inside a package. This means it is impossible

to put the temperature sensors directly at the active region of the device. Usually, there

will be a temperature gradient from the active region to the outside boundaries of the

package. To reduce heat conduction problems as much as possible, the sensors are put

directly to the device package with heat conducting paste. The paste is used to make sure

that the sensor has the same temperature as the device package. To get as close as possible
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to the devices, holes will have to be drilled in the messing block.

To reduce interference by outside noise sources or internal interference between the

components, these holes have to be as small as possible. The smallest temperature sensors

available here where thermocouples with a radius of 1.2 mm (coating included). The output

signals of the thermocouples will be processed by the recorder. (par. 7.1.2)

Because of the specified types in paragraph 7.1.2 only Iron-Constantan thermocouple wire

was available at the university, this thermocouple type was chosen to use for the

temperature measurements.

7.1.5 Calibrating the thermocouples.

The voltages coming from the thermocouples are converted to temperatures by the chart

recorder. The chart recorder uses an internal correction for the cold junction. This to

calibrate the thermocouples for degrees Celcius [21]. Because the voltage-temperature

characteristics of the thermocouples can be different from the characteristics stored in the

chart recorder, the thermocouples have to be calibrated as a system together with the chart

recorder. The way to to this, is to put the sensors in a very well defined temperature

stabilized environment and read the values coming from the thermocouple/chart recorder

system. Now a curve can be drawn through these points in order to get a calibration

characteristic. The temperature stabilized environment can be made in different ways. On

way is to use the melting point of a certain pure material. This is used for the calibration

at DoC. The sensors are put into a test-tube, containing silicon oil. This test-tube is put

into a thermos-flask, filled with melting ice (figure 7.3). The silicon oil is used as an

insulation for the thermocouples. When the thermocouples would be put directly into the

ice, the thermocouples would have been in short-circuit. To calibrate the sensors at other

I
~

~~~~..~~~~..i1_~=r-- cork

:=> 7T.:.:.f:':~:=:-:-7'~+:+-+-- silicon-oil
.. - .:.:.:.:.:.:. test-tube

. :-: :.. ::::::::~:::: .• ..,..:"'+'+-t---:=~ ::::::::::::: :=:....: melting ice

. :..: :-'4P.'-: :..: :-: thermos flask

Figure 7.3 The setup for calibrating the thermocouples in melting ice.
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temperatures, a different setup is made (figure 7.4). Sensors are put inside a copper block
and this setup is put inside a temperature stabilized environment. The block is used to

suppress fast temperature changes. In order to make a good heat conduction connection,
the thermocouples were thermally connected to the copper block by heat conducting paste.
The temperature of the block was measured by a thermometer, with an accuracy of O.loC,

that was thermally connected with the copper block. The air temperature in this unit was

set to -50C, 100C, 200C and 300C. Every new temperature took at least an hour to

stabilize. The temperature output from the chart recorder was registered and the indicated

temperature versus real temperature characteristics are given in appendix C.

hole for
thermometer

10 cm

holes for thermocouples
diameter: 1mm
depth 25 mm

Figure 7.4: The setup for calibrating the thermocouples at other temperatures than OoC.

7.1.6 Local heating/cooling.

In order to find the influence of local temperature variations, the active components should

be heated or cooled. This to find the temperature dependence of several local parameters,

such as gain and noise figure. The effects of local variations will be measured to find the

relation between small local temperature changes and the change in the output voltage.

This is of chief importance, because then it can be decided if some components have

'higher' priority in temperature measurements and corrections. several ways to change the

local temperature were considered. At the start, it seemed to be quite logical to put

temperature heating or cooling devices right at the components. The advantage of this

method is, that the local temperature could be well-defined. A great disadvantage is,

however, that these devices should be very small again, because the input and output
terminals of the devices should not be touched. This requires the dimension of such devices
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to be less than 2 mm.- For such temperature control, heating IC's are available. These are

about 4mm large and will not fit right on to the devices. Keeping a distance will highly

disturb the heat conduction to these devices. Therefore this option is hypothetical for this

radiometer. It would only be possible to change the mixer diode temperature. For cooling

off the devices, heat pumps are available, known as Peltier elements. Again these elements

are too large to.be fit at the devices. Also, there is a problem in sinking the heat. The heat

that would be pumped from the device to somewhere else should be left somewhere else in

the circuit, which makes it very difficult not to affect the temperature of the other devices

in the circuit. Another option to change the temperature of the devices, is to blow hot or

cold air at the device package. This could be done with a small capillary tube, of which one

end comes to the device and the other end is connected with a compressor. Such a capillary

tube can have a diameter of 2mm. This capillary tube could be guided through melting ice

or through other cold matter first, to cool the devices. Then the capillary tube could be

heated by hot water to blow hot air at the devices. Especially for the first IF amplifiers,

this is a very elegant method. The temperature is measured at the other end of the

package, so the thermocouples will still measure the real package temperature. Only, to get

a significant temperature change, the device should be cooled or heated quite intensively,

which might affect the messing block temperature. For the devices that are not closely

attached to the messing block, another problem rises. In this case the sensors might be

cooled or heated directly. This means that the temperature indicated by the sensors might

not be the same as the device package temperature. The advantage is here, that these

devices do not sink their heat directly to the messing block, so significant temperature

changes will be easier to achieve.

Local cooling by air.

As stated before, the components can be cooled by guiding cold air through a capillary tube

and putting the end of the capillary tube close to the device package. This tub should be

guided through melting ice to cool off the air within the tube. Since the air contains some

water vapour, this vapour can condense. This means water could come out of the capillary

tube. To extract the vapour from the air, the air is guided through a tube, containing silica

gel. After this procedure, the air coming out of the tube is heated again by heat exchange

between the tube and the air outside the tube. This means that the tube should be

insulated to keep the heat out of the tube. After this whole procedure, the air coming out

of the tube is 14 degrees Celsius, if the air coming in it is 24 degrees. For measurements

where cooling this much is not sufficient, specifically the IF amplifiers, that are connected
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to the messing block thermally, the ice could be mixed with salt. Then the ice can be

cooled down to -20 degrees Celsius, which causes to drop the temperature of the air a few
more degrees.

Local heating by air.

The capillary tube does not exchange enough heat from the hot water to the air within.

Making the part of the tube within water longer just would not work, because the pressure

and the air velocity drops very fast inside such a tube. Therefore it was decided, to use a

larger tube, with an inner diameter of 6mm and an outer diameter of 8mm. In such a tube

there is less heat exchange between the air and the tube per unit of volume, because the

surface that exchanges heat with the air is relativy smaller. Instead of a 50 cm capillary

tube, a tube was taken of 2 meters length, to provide good heat exchange. After this tube,

still a small capillary tube is fit to it, to blow the hot air specifically at the radiometer

component concerned. This capillary tube appeared to exchange to much heat with the air

inside the cooling unit, so the air inside the tube was cooled off too fast, before it even

came to the radiometer. Now the tube had to be insulated carefully. This could be done

with glassfiber thread. In order to hold this together and to get a low convection loss (heat

loss by air circulation), a terminal fit was used. These are usually utilised for insulating

terminals electrically, but for this purpose it was used to hold the insulating glassfiber rope

together.

7.2 Results.

The following paragraphs will show the results as they were retrieved from the

measurements performed.

7.2.1 Overall temperature changes.

In order to find the gain to temperature characteristics of the IF/video unit of figure 7.1,

this unit was placed inside the temperature stabilized environment (par.7.1.5). The input

signal is the thermal noise of a 50 Ohms load. The load is thermally connected to the

messing block and is assumed to have the same temperature as this block. The output

signals from the set-up are registered by the chart recorder (par. 7.1.4), that also passes

this data on to the disk of a personal computer. To initiate the measurements, the ambient

temperature was set to 15 degrees Celcius. This first session was considered to be finished
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Figure 7.5: A chart of a stabilized measurement.

when all local temperatures were stable. As an example, part of a chart with stabilized

measurements is shown in figure 7.5. For each next session, the ambient temperature was

decreased with about 1 degree Celcius. The net time for such a session was about 1 hour.

The ambient temperature was decreased 26 times until this temperature reached -10

degrees Celcius, This measurement session is named the downward measurements from

now on. This resulted in the measurements as depicted in figure 7.6. To test any hysteresis

effects, the ambient temperature was varied from -10 to 25 degrees Celcius, with a larger

step size. From now on , these measurements are named the upward measurements. The

results from these measurements are also depicted in figure 7.6. The stabilized system

appears to suffer little or no influence from hysteresis. The differences between the

downward and the upward measurements at a certain block temperature are always less

than the random variations in the output signal as shown in figure 7.5.

Changing the overall ambient temperature it was found that the output voltage came close

to a second order polynomial function of the block temperature. A fit with the downward

measurements was made with the standard software Slidewrite. The measurement data

from this measurement and the fit are shown in figure 7.6. The polynomial fit follows the

equation:
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-3 2
Vout = -2.78466-10 T + 1.59199T + 220.721

aDOr------------------i

6.00 a....... L.o..& L.o..& ""'"""' ..L..&..o~

26S 270 27S 280 28S 200 29S 300 :)OS 310

EIIodc. t.,.,...lIIe t<>

Figure 7.6: The output voltage as a function of the block temperature, for stabilized

temperatures
o 0 0

+: Tallbient = 15 C ~ -10 C, ~Tambient r= -1 C.
o 0 0

0: Tambient =-10 C ~ 25 C, ~Tambient r= 5 C

(7.1)
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7.2.2. Local temperature changes.

In order to find the component that has the largest temperature dependence, the different

components should be varied with temperature independently. A measurement set-up was

made as described in paragraph 7.1.6 was used to do this.

Video amplifier

The video amplifier was the first component to be measured, because the temperature of

this component could be varied easily without affecting the other local temperatures. This

because the video amplifier is not connected to the messing block thermally, so it does not

instantly sink its heat to the messing block. The measurements were done at 6 ambient

temperatures, and at each of them the stabilized condition was measured and later the

video amplifier temperature was changed as described in paragraph 7.1. The stabilized

value of the output voltage at each temperature was higher than the stabilized voltage at

the overall temperature measurement. These values as a function of the block temperature

are plot in figure 7.7, together with the function of equation (7.1) and the function:

-3 2
Vout = -2.45162xl0 T + 1.40253T -192.986 (7.2)

It is rather strange that the output voltages seems to differ at the same block temperature,

but by setting up the measurements for the video amplifier dependency, several conditions

with respect to the radiometer were changed. First of all, holes were drilled in the top of

the messing block. This had to be done in order to blow hot or cold air to the radiometer.

Second, in order to reduce the heat transfer from the video amplifier to the messing block

or vice versa, the sides of the compartment in which the video amplifier is situated are

insulated with teflon. This results in other stabilized local temperatures at the same block

temperature. For the stabilized overall measurements the differences between the local

temperatures and the block temperature appear to be constant over the whole ambient

temperature range considered. The same holds for the local temperatures with the

stabilized video amplifier temperature measurements. The differences are put into table

7.1.

The difference in output voltage at one block temperature, due to a video amplifier

temperature change of 2.5 K is hardly larger than the random variations in the output

voltage as found from figure 7.5.
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Figure 7.7: The output voltage as a function of the block temperature, for temperature

changes in the video amplifier.

Table 7.1: The local temperature differences.

Ta1- T 201- Tm1- Tdiod- Tvid-
leasurement Tblock Tblock Tblock Tblock Tblock Vout

Overall O.30K O.50K ~.l1K O.22K 5.76K
Vide Amp!. O.19K O.42K O.30K ~.32K 6.97K

Difference ~.l1K ~.08K O.41K ~.54K 1.21K O.192V

7.3 Measuring the IF[video unit after its repair.

During the measurements, the unit failed because of a broken terminal of the GPD201

amplifier. After a new one was inserted into the unit, the unit still failed. It appeared. that
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the diode was broken, too. Because of a shortage of time, the measurements were all chosen

to be sweep measurements. Such a sweep measurement can be performed in about 2 hours.

Comparing this to the time needed for stabilized measurements, at least 26 hours, this

could result in a considerable time gain. In this case, the accuracy of such measurements

must be tested to verify if sweep measurements can replace stabilized measurements.

7.3.1 Reproducability of sweep measurements.

At the start, a measurement is performed where the load was changing with the block

temperature. To test the reproducability of such a measurement, the same setup was

repeated a few days later. Both measurements were done for the ambient temperature

changing from +25
0
C to -10°C. These measurements resulted in the figure 7.8. From this

figure, it is hard to tell, whether the differences are relevant. Calculating these differences,

it appears that they are mostly in the range of 30mV, which is the actual random variation

of the output voltage (see also figure 7.5) at a fixed block temperature. So, the differences

are negligible. An important conclusion that can be taken, regarding the results of the

measurements of the system with the first diode and those with the second diode, is that

the maximum of the output voltage is at a higher level for the system with the second

diode, namely about 8.2 V (figure 7.8), while it was about 7.7 V (figure 7.7). This means

that every radiometer system with a different detector diode (same type) should be

measured in order to find its temperature dependence. This makes new measurements

hardly comparable to the previous ones.

7.3.2 Conversion factor and receiver noise temperature.

Important overall parameters that have to be determined are the conversion factor ckBG

and the receiver noise temperature Tree. These can be calculated from two measurements,

one with a 'hot' load, chosen to be melting ice, resulting in Ta = 273 K. The other with a

'cold' load, chosen to be vapourizing liquid nitrogen (N2), leading to Ta = 77 K. Two

equations can be formed:

Vout iee(T) = ckBG(T)x(Tree(T)+273)

VoutN2(T) = ckBG(T)x(Tree(T)+77)

(7.3)

(7.4)
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From these equations, the conversion factor ckBG and the receiver noise temperature are

found:

Vout ice(T) - VoutN2(T)
ckBG(T) =--------=-

273 - 77

Vout i ce(T) -77 - VoutN2(T)-273
Trec(T) = --------~-=----

(7.5)

(7.6)

These equations only hold if the output voltage is a linear function of the system noise

temperature, which means that ckBG is constant for both input signals.

The values from the chartrecorder were stored on disk and converted to a 'workable'

format with the pascal program CHARTCNV. This program gets data from a chart file,

adds 273.15 to the temperature values (conversion degrees Celcius to Kelvin) and adds the

offset temperature for each thermocouple (see appendix C). Another pascal program,

PROCDAT calculates the conversion factor ckBG and the receiver noise temperature at

every block temperature from the chart files of the sweep measurements with the load at

273 K and 77 K. The radiometer output voltages of the two measurements are displayed in

figure 7.9. The results of the calculation for the conversion factor and the receiver noise

temperature are plotted in figure 7.10 and 7.11, respectively. A problem arises when the

receiver noise temperature is calculated using (7.6). As can be seen from figure 7.11, it

seems that the receiver noise decreases for increasing physical temperature. In terms of

noise figure, the noise figure would be approximately 2.5 dB at T =265 K and

approximately 1.8 dB for T = 300 K. However, the noise figure of a device always increases

with increasing temperature. To clear up this strange finding, it was decided to perform a

noise figure measurement on the Al amplifier that is used in the IF/video unit. The

measurement was done at 3 different block temperatures (see table 7.2). From these

measurements it follows that the noise actually increases for increasing temperature.
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Table 7.2: Results of noise figure measurements on Al amplifier.

Tal (K) NF (dB) Gain (dB) Tree

267 2.2 13.4 191
282 2.2 13.3 191
302 2.3 13.1 202
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Fig 7.9: Output voltages of cold load Fig 7.10 Conversion factor, calculated from

and hot load measurements. hot/cold load measurements

As can be seen from (5.10), this conversion factor also includes the voltage sensitivity 'Y. As

stated earlier, 'Y specifies the slope of the output voltage V0, versus the input power Pi of

the detector diode. Due to the fact that 'Y varies with temperature, an equal input power Pi
will result in a different output voltage Vo [21]. This indicates that equation 7.3 should

probably be changed to:

Vout(T) =ckBG(T)x(Tree(T) + Ta) + Voff(T) (7.7)

Here Voff is a system offset voltage. In this expression, Voff can not be separated from

ckBGxTree, because only Ta can be changed independently from the other variables. So in

fact, a part of the receiver noise as calculated from equation 7.6 actually comes from this
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Fig 7.11: Receiver noise temperature, calculated from hot/cold load measurements.

offset voltage. This voltage is strongly dependent on the physical temperature. Voff must

change at least -80mV/K in this range. This offset voltage can not come from the video

amplifier. It can not come from a excess noise source in front of the detector, because the

calculated receiver noise temperature is lower than the equivalent noise temperature of the

first IF (AI) amplifier. By measuring the characteristics of the matching circuits, together

with the diode and video amplifier, it was verified if such an offset voltage did originate

from one of these system parts. Zero power was applied to the input match circuit,

resulting in a nonzero output voltage, being the offset voltage. From these measurements,

it was found that this offset is temperature dependent. This confirms that the offset voltage

originates from the temperature dependence of the diode detector.

The errors in the calculated conversion factor and the receiver noise temperature, coming

from discretization and random fluctuations of the signals from the temperature sensors

and the output of the radiometer is calculated now. It can be seen from (7.5) that:
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ckBG VoutN2(T ) - Vout ice(T)

~ckBG 2~Vout
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(7.8)

The maximum error in the output voltage has three major causes:

Voltage discretization: the chart recorder uses an analog to digital converter to get the

data. The output voltage can not be measured more accurate than 10 mY. With a lot of

careful engineering and using very accurate temperature measurements, the resolution in

the measured temperature could be brought down to ~Tres = 0.1 K. This should be

multiplied by the maximum slope of the output voltage towards block temperature (found

from figure 7.9), to find the error in the output voltage:

Furthermore, there is an uncertainty in the output voltage, due to the system sensitivity.

This uncertainty equals ckBGlC~T = 0.016lCO.05 = 0.8 mV (ckBG is found from figure

7.10). This all reviewed briefly:

1) error due to sensitivity: ckBGlC~T =0.016lCO.05

2) error due to voltage discretization:

3) error due to temperature resolution 0.06lCO.1
Total error:

l::: 1mV

= 10mV

= 6mV

= 17mV

-3
So, the relative error in the conversion factor is, according to (7.8), 2lC17mV13V = 1b10

(the difference between the output voltage of the measurement with the load at 273 and

the output voltage of the measurement with the load at 77K is approximately 3V). This

results in a sensitivity of 5 K (from equation 3.16 follows taking Tsy& = 273K+190K, which

includes the load temperature and the receiver noise from the first IF amplifier). Of the

three causes for the output voltage error, the temperature resolution is the most difficult

one to decrease. The discretization error can be improved by using an AID converter with

more bits, the sensitivity (without gain variations) can be decreased by increasing the

integration time of the integrator. If only the error caused by the temperature resolution is

taken into account, the error in the output voltage equals 6 mY. Then, the relative error in

the conversion factor is 2lC6mV13V = 4lC10-3, corresponding to a sensitivity of 1.8 K. There

is one option left to decrease this sensitivity. That is application of a limited temperature

stabilisation around the maximum of the output voltage which occurs at a block
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temperature of 278 K (SOC). If the temperature would be stabilized with a maximum

temperature drift of 3K, the slope of Vout versus T, 8~Tut, would be no more than 0.20

VIK (see figure 7.9), causing the error in Vout to be no more than 2mV. This would

improve the best possible sensitivity to 0.6K.

The relative error in Tree follows from (7.6):

l::i.Tree = 3_S_0_l::i._V_ou_t _

Tree VoutN2(T)-Vout ice(T)
(7.9)

l::i.Tree = 2.0 K
Tree

l::i.Vout = l7mV,

Using the values for l::i.Vout and VoutN2(T)-Vout iee(T) as given before, it is found that the

error in Tree is:

-for all error causes,

-only the effect of

temperature resolution: l::i.Vout = 6mV, l::i.Tree = 0.7 K
Tree

-for limited physical

temperature stabilization: l::i.Vout = 2mV, l::i.Tree = 0.3 K
Tree

7.3.3 Hysteresis effects.

In order to check possible hysteresis of the system for sweep measurements, an extra

measurement was made. The sweep measurement for the load at liquid nitrogen was

performed in two directions: one (as described above), downward from +2S
o
C to -lOoC,

the second was performed upward from -lOoC to +2S
o
C. The output voltages as a function

of the block temperatures are displayed in figure 7.12. It is clear from this figure that:

-1: The output voltage reaches its maximum at a higher block temperature for the

upward sweep than for the downward sweep,

-2: The maximum of the output voltage has a lower value for the upward sweep

than for the downward sweep.

These differences can be explained by changes in the temperature gradients within the

: radiometer. Therefore a figure (7.13) was made, which shows the temperature differences of

the local temperatures and the messing block temperature. This figure shows a large

discrepancy for the temperature differences between the upward sweep and the downward
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sweep. This causes the difference in output voltage of these measurements. For the

stabilized overall measurements the differences between the local temperatures and the
block temperature appear to be constant over the whole ambient temperature range
considered. From this it can be concluded, that sweep measurement of 3SoC (2SoC to

°-10 C) will not match with data from stabilized measurements. So, sweep measurements

can not be used to generate calibration curves necessary for software correction of

temperature variations in a radiometer.
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8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to realize a sensitive radiometer, a very accurate temperature stabilization and

reference to a known noise source is used in current radiometer systems. This results in

complicated and consequently expensive radiometer designs, such as the Dicke switched

and the noise injection radiometer. The gain of a radiometer varies with temperature,

which causes the sensitivity of the radiometer to degrade. Therefore it was investigated

whether the gain variations of a simple total power radiometer can be corrected by

software.

In order to validate if software correction was possible a test set-up was designed. The first

measurement performed with this test set-up was the reproducibility of the temperature

dependence of the radiometer. It appeared that within a period of one week, the results

were reproducible within the accuracy of the measurement set-up. Then two approaches of

measuring the temperature dependence were verified, namely sweep measurements and the

time consuming stabilized measurements. It appeared that sweep measurements do not

supply reliable information on the temperature dependence in contrast to the stabilized

measurements.

It was found, both theoretically and practically, that the diode causes the main parameter

variations due to temperature fluctuations, and each individual diode causes another

parameter variations. The temperature dependence of the video amplifier is almost

negligible in this radiometer.

The accuracy of the measurement set-up is not sufficient, because the temperature

measurements accuracy is fundamentally limited to an accuracy of 0.1 K, leading to a

minimum sensitivity of 1.8 K. This is poorer than the sensitivity that is reached with

current radiometers. This means that the very temperature dependent radiometer used, can

not be corrected with the presently available experimental set-up.

It is recommended to implement software correction for a radiometer that is less

temperature dependent. A lower temperature dependence can be achieved in different

ways, e.g.:

using a different (less temperature dependent) diode detector or

application of limited external temperature stabilization of the radiometer
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APPENDIX A.

A.l S·PARAMETERS OF A TWO-PORT ~ETWORK

Consider a linear two-POri network defined, for example, by its impedance
matrix:

Z = (ZII ZJ2)
Z21 Z22

The'\1irections of the root-mean-square (RMS) input and output voltages and
currents are given by the usual conventions as in Figure 5.20:

(A.I)

For each port, define what is called a reference impedance Z. for the input
(port 1) and Z2 for the output (pon 2). The incident waves at ports 1 and 2
are then denoted by al and a2 and are given by:

VI + ZI/. V2+ Z21z (A.2)a I = a2 =--=-~==-;.:
2,R. 2 R2

where R 1 and R2 are the real pans of Z. and Z2 respectively.
Similarly, the reflected waves b l and b2 are given by:

b l = VI - Ztl, b2 = V2- ,!./1z (A.3)
2,R, 2.JR2

Note that the dimensions of each of these quantities are those of the square
root of power.

The representation of Figure 5.20 then becomes equivalent to that of Figure
5.21.

Expressions (A. I), (A.2) and (A.3) show that a.. a2. b l and bz are not

- -
L,near lwo'porl
nelwork

Figure S.20

~ ~- -- L,neor two - port -b, network b2

Figure S.2J

independent, so that we can write:

(::) = (~:: ~::) (::) (A.4)

where the matrix 5 .is called the scattering matrix of the network. Its com·
ponents are known as 5-parameters and each of them has a special physical
significance.

For example, if the output is terminated by a load ZR equal to the reference
impedance Z2, the output voltage V2 would then be - Z21z, implying from
equation (A.2) that a2 is zero. We then have that b l = 5 11a .. i.e. that 5 11 is
equal to the reflected wave divided by the incident wave at port 1. In practice,
this is used to measure 5 11 by determining the incident and reflected powers
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at the network input. In the same way, if the output is always lerminated bv
Z2. the outgoing power at port 2 divided by the incident power at port i
enables 5 12, known as the transmittance, to be determined. Terminating the
input by ZI would enable 522 and 512 to be determined in a similar way. The
importance of the 5-parameters lies in the fact that the concepts of current and
voltage implicit in the parameters Z, Y. H, etc. are replaced by the concept of
power which is more easily measured at microwave frequencies. There are. of
course. transfer relationships enabling the conversion of 5-parameters into any
of the current or voltage parameters. More details of the properties of
S-parameters will be found in Badoual (1984), Gentili (1984) and others.

A.2 EXAMPLE Of THE USE Of S·PARAMETERS IN THE
MICROWAVE REGION

In practice, the impedance ZI and Z2 in a two-port microwave network ar
not chosen at random but are both taken as equal to the characteristic im
pedance Z" assumed real, of the line into which the network is inserted
(Z. = Z2 = Z,). This impedance is normally 7S ohms in the VHF-UHF region
and SO ohms in the microwave region. If the network load is an impedance
ZR(V2 = - ZRh), the quotient bl! 01 is, from equations (A. 1), (A.2) and
(A.3):

!!.! = 5
11

+ S2 1S12f R

01 1 - SufR

where f R =(ZR - 1)/ (z. + 1) is the reflection coefficient of Z .. (ZR =ZR/ Zc).
Since b l and 01 are the square roots of the incident and rellected powers at

port I, they are proportional to the incident and rellected voltages at the

network input, and their quotient thus represents the reflection coefficient r,
of the input impedance Zi(%i =ZJ Zc) of the network. Hence:

fi =%i - I =!!.! =SII + SI2SZlr. (A.S)
%i + I 01 I - Suf.

If Zo is the output impedance of the network (Zo =Zo/Zc), its reflection
coefficient f 0 can be calculated in the same way:

f Zo - I S _S-.,;I2~S~21,-:::f~.0=--= U+c-
:0+1 I-Suf.

where f. =(%. - 1)/ (%. + I) is the reflection coefficient of the internal imped
ance Z, of the generator connected to the network input (%. =ZJZc).

From a knowledge of these S-parameters, it is thus possible to determine all
the electric:aJ properties of the two-port network concerned.

Comment: resultant power

It is known that the power absorbed at the input to the network is given by
Pi =Re( Vd i). By calculating expressions for VI and 1~ in terms of (II and
b l from equations (A. I) and (A.2), and substituting the result in the expression
for Pi, we have:

(A.7)

The resultant power Pi absorbed is thus confirmed as the difference between
the incident and reflected powers.
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APPENDIX B: Multiple reflections

At the terminals of any microwave device, reflections of the incoming wave can occur

(see also app. A). When looking at the situation between two consecutive devices as

given in figure B.l, one can conclude that multiple reflections might be possible

between the output terminals of device A and the input terminals device B. (See figure

B.l),:, Since the microwave signals inside a radiometer are basica.lly stochastic signals,

the effect of multiple reflections can be calculated.

B
)

A _--..JliIiP i _~
-------..... L.. --'

Figure B.l: Multiple reflections between two devices.

In figure B.l, rA is the reflection coefficient of the output terminals of device A and

rB is the reflection coefficient of the input terminals of device B. The normal outgoing

wave of device A is a stochastic microwave signal x(t) with power Px. A portion rB of

this signal returns to become the incoming wave for the terminals of device A. Again a

portion rA is reflected and will add to the incoming wave at the terminals of device B.

This is also shown in figure B.2. Between the devices, the signal is also time delayed by

a small time ~t. Now, deriving from picture, the equation for the wave y(t), absorbed

by device B is:

H only the first reflection is included, the autocorrelation function of this signal is:
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Ryy( r) = E{y(t)y(t+r)}

= (l-rB)2[E{x(t-~t)x(t-~t+r)}
+ r Ar BE{x(t-~t)x(t-3~t+r)} +

+ r ArBE{x(t-~t+r)x(t-3~t)} +

+ rl r~E{x(l..,'ltM T)X(1-3"I)} ]

This reduces to:

Ryy(r) = (l-rB)(Ra(r) + r ArBRxx(r+2~t) +
2 2

+ r ArBRxx(r-2~t) + r ArBRxx(r»

(B.2)

(B.3)

I
I

AI
I
I

I
I
18
I
I
I
I
I

Figure B.2: Reflection scheme between device A and B.

If ~t is very small then Rxx(r) has almost the same value as Rxx(r+2~t) or
Rxx(r-2~t). Even then the product r ArB would be too small to play any role of

importance. Depending on the autocorrelation function of the signal and the delay
time, the reflected signal will be even attenuated, because the autocorrelation function
reaches a maximum for r =o.
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APPENDIX C.: The calibration curves of the thermocouples.

While calibrating the thermocouples, it appeared that the indicated temperature goes

linearly with the real temperature, with a certain offset temperature. This offset is put in

table C.1, together with the channels at which the thermocouples are used for the

measurement se.tup.

Table C.1: The offset voltages of the thermocouples.

Thermocouple # Channel # Offset temp. (K)

1 9 -0.77
2 2{not used} -0.93
3 3 -0.98
4 4 -1.02
5 5 -0.95
6 6 -0.84
7 7 -0.82
8 8 -0.87

The offset temperature Toff is defined by:

Tind = Treal + Toff (C.1)

The curves are plotted in figure C.1 Obviously, at high temperatures (Treal > 20°C), the

indicated temperatures start to divert from the estimated line. One must be aware of the

fact, that the real temperature is only indicated by a thermometer with an accuracy of

O.l°C. However, an extra digit is given for the offset temperature.
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Figure C.l: The calibration curves of the thermocouples.
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APPENDIX D: The program texts.

Unit Radunit;

Interface

Const

k = 1.38E-23;

TO = 298j
Type

Gainarray = array [1..5] 9f realj

Noisearray = array [1..5] of realj

Lossarray = array [1..5] of realj

Comparray = array [1..11] of realj

Powerarray = array [1..7] of realj

Voltarray = array [8..11] of realj

Cointarray = array [1..11] of integerj

{---------------------}
fUnction dBinv(value :real):realj

{--------------------}
function dB(value :real):realj

{---------------------}
procedure Paramread(var Tph:comparrayj var Bif, gamma298,

TSS, Rv298, Rs298, Tau:realj

var GaindB:gainarrayj

var LossdB:lossarraYj

var NFigure:noisearrayj

var Td, VSWR:comparrayj

var offvoltdr: real)j

{--------------------}
procedure lnitarr(LolddB:LossarrayjGolddB:Gainarrayj

var LdB:Lossarrayjvar GdB:Gainarray)j

f-----------------------}
procedure CalcBetacl(var Beta, cl:real; Rv298, Rs298, Rl,

gamma298, freq, cap:real)j

{----~---------------}

function Rectemp(Teq:comparrayj Gaindb:gainarrayj

Lossdb:lossarraYj Bif, Rv, gamma,
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Tau :real):real;

{---------------------}
procedure Tempdependence(var LossdB :lossarray;

var GaindB:gainarray;

var gamma:real; Td, Tph:comparray;

freq, cap, Rs298, Rl, cl,

Beta:real);

{--------------------}
procedure Radiometer(Ta:real; Tph:comparray; gamma, TSS,

Bif, Tau :real; Ldb :lossarray;

GdB :gainarray; NF :noisearray;

VSWR :comparray; offvoltdr:real; var Po,

Pno :powerarray; var Vo, Vno :voltarray;

var Gbefore, Voltkelv :real;

var Teq :comparray);

{--------------------}
Implementation

{--------------------}
function dBinv(value :real):real;

{inverse deciBel function}

begin

dBinv:=exp(value*ln(10)I10)

endj

{---------------------}
function dB(value :real):real;

{deciBel function}

begin

dB:=10*In(value)Iln(10)

end;

{--------------------}
procedure paramread(var Tph:comparray; var Bif, gamma298,

TSS,Rv298,Rs298, Tau:real;

var GaindB:gainarray;

var LossdB:lossarray;

var NFigure:noisearray; var Td,

VSWR:comparray;
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var offvoltdr:real);

{read parameters from file param}

var i :integer;

Tp :rea1j

inv:text;

begin

Assign(inv I 'param.dat ')jreset(inv);

Readln(inv, Tp)j

Readln(inv, Bif)j

Readln(inv, gamma298);

Readln(inv, TSS);

Readln(inv, Rv298);

Readln(inv, Rs298);

Readln(inv, Tau);

For i := 1 To 5 Do Readln(inv, Gaindb[il);

For i := 1 To 5 Do Readln(inv, Lossdb[il);

For i := 1 To 5 Do Readln(inv, NFigure[il);

For i := 1 To 8 Do Begin

Readln(inv I Td[il);

Readln(inv, VSWR[il);

Tph[i] := Tp

End;

For i := 9 To 11 Do Begin

Readln(inv I Td[i]);

Tphli] := Tp

Endj

Readln(inv,offvoltdr);

Close(inv)

Endj

{--------------------}
procedure Initarr(LolddB:Lossarray;GolddB:Gainarray;

var LdB:Lossarray;var GdB:Gainarray);

var i :integer;

Begin

Ldb:=LolddBj
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GdB:=GolddB;

End;

{--------------------}
procedure CalcBetacl(var Beta, cl:realj Rv298, Rs298, Rl,

gamma298, freq, cap:real)j

Begin

c1 := exp(S'600/298) / (11350*298*(Rv298-Rs298))j

Beta:= gamma298/Rv298*(1+(sqr(2*Pi*freq*cap)*

Rs298*Rv298))*(Rl+Rv298)/Rl;
End-,

:realj

:gainarrayj

:lossarrayj

:integerji

{--------------------}
function Rectemp(Teq:comparraYi Gaindb:gainarrayj

Lossdb:lossarraYi Bif, Rv, gamma,

Tau :real):realj

{calculate receiver noise temperature from the equivalent

noise temperature of the different components of the

radiometer}

var Teqrec

Gain

Loss

Begin

Bi! := Bif*lOOOOOOj

For i:= 1 To 3 Do Loss[i] := dBinv(Lossdb[iDj

For i:= 1 To 4 Do Gain[i] := dBinv(Gaindb[i])j

Teqrec := (Teq[8D/Gain[4]j

Teqrec := Loss[3]*(Teq[7]+Teqrec)j

Teqrec := (Teq[6]+Teqrec)/Gain[3]i

Teqrec := (Teq[5]+Teqrec)/Gain[2]j

Teqrec := Loss[2]*(Teq[4]+Teqrec)j

Teqrec := (Teq[3]+Teqrec)/Gain[1]j

Teqrec := Teq[1]+Loss[1]*(Teq[2]+Teqrec)i

rectemp:= Teqrec

End;

{--------------------}
procedure Gainvar(var H:realjTd,Tph:real)i
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Begin

H := H + Td*(Tph-TO);

if H < 0 then H := 0

End;

{---------------------}
procedure VoltQainvar(var H:real;Td,Tph:real);

var Hdb:real;

Begin

HdB := dB(H);

H Abs(td*(Tph-TO))>Abs(HdB) Then Begin

Writeln('Warning: local gain changes to loss');

HdB := 0 end

Else HdB:= HdB + Td*(Tph-TO);

H := dBinv(Hdb)

End;

{--------------------}
procedure VoltSensVar(var gamma:real;Tph, freq, Cap, Rs298,

Rl, cl, Beta:real);

var Rs, Rv:real;

Begin

Rs := Rs298*Tph/298;

Rv := exp(5600/Tph)/(11350*cl*Tph)+Rs;

gamma := (Rl/(Rl+Rv))*Beta*Rv/(1+sqr(2*Pi*freq*cap)

*Rs*Rv);

End·. ' ,
{--------------------}
procedure Tempdependence(var LossdB :lossarray;

var GaindB:gainarray;

var gamma:real; Td, Tph:comparray;

freq, Cap, Rs298, Rl, cl,

Beta :real);'

begin

Gainvar(LossdB[l] ,Td[l],Tph[l]);

Gainvar(GaindB [1],Td[2],Tph[2]);

Gainvar(LossdB [2],Td[3] ,Tph[3]);

Gainvar(GaindBI2],Td[4],Tph[4]);
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Gainvar(GaindB[3] ,Td.[5] ,Tph[5]);

Gainvar(LossdB[3],Td[6],Tph[6]);

Gainvar(GaindB[4] ,Td(7] ,Tph[7]);
VoltSensVar(gamma, Tph[8], freq, Cap, Rs298, Rl, cl,

beta);

VoltGainvar(GaindB(5],Td[10],Tph[10]);

VoltGainvar(LossdB[5] ,Td[ll] ,Tph[ll]);
end·J
{---------------------}
procedure Linpowdev(Pin, Pni, Tph, Hdb, NFigure, Bif,

VSWR: real; var Po, Pno, Gainbef,

Teq:real);

{calculate output of a linear power device}
var H, F, Refi :real;

Begin

Refi:= (VSWR-l)/(VSWR+l);

H := dBinv(Hdb)j

F := dBinv(NFigure)j

Teq := Tph*(F-l);

Bif:= Bif*lOOOOOO;

Po := (l-refi)*H*Pinj

Pno := (l-refi)*H*(Pni+k*Bif*Teq)j

Gainbef:= Gainbef+Hdb+dB(l-refi)

end;

{--------------------}
procedure IFAmplifier(Pin, Pni, Tph, Hdb, NFigure, Bif,

VSWR: real; var Po, Pno, Gainbef,

Teq:real)j

{calculate output of IF amplifier}

var H, F, Refi :real;

Begin

Refi:= (VSWR-l)/(VSWR+l);

H := dBinv(Hdb);

F := dBinv(NFigure+0.02*(Tph-TO));

Teq := 290*(F-l);

Bif := Bif*1000000j
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Po := (l-Refl)*H*Pinj

Pno := (l-Refl)*H*(Pni+k*Bif*Teq)j

Gainbef:= gainbef+Hdb+dB(l-Refl)

Endj

{--------------------}
procedure Detec:or(Pin, Pni, Tph, gamma, TSS, Bif, Tau,

VSWR:realj vax Vo, Vno, voltkelv,

Teq:real)j

{calculate output of the detector}

vax NDS, Refl : realj

Begin

Refl:= (VSWR-l)/(VSWR+l)j

NDS := dBinv(TSS-4)j

NDS := NDS/IOOOj

Bif := Bif*lOOOOOOj

Teq := NDS/(k*Bif)j

Vo := (l-refl)*gamma*Pinj

Vno := (l-refl)*gamma*(Pni+k*Teq/Tau)j

Voltkelv:= Voltkelv*gammaj

Endj

{--------------------}
procedure Linvoltdev(Vi,Vni, Tph, H, offvoltdr:realj

var Vo, Vno, Voltkelv:real)j

{calculate output of a linear voltage device}

Begin

Vo := H*(Vi+offvoltdr/lOOOOOO*(Tph-TO))j

Vno := H*(Vni+offvoltdr/lOOOOOO*(Tph-TO))j

Voltkelv := H*Voltkelv

endj

{--------------------}
procedure Radiometer(Ta:realj Tph:comparrayj gamma, TSS,

Bit, Tau :realj Ldb :lossanayj

GdB :gainarrayj NF :noisearrayj

VSWR :comparrayj offvoltd.r:realj

var Po, Pno :powerarrayj

var Vo, Vno :voltarrayj var Gbefore,
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Voltkelv :realj var Teq :comparray)j

{calculate output of the radiometer}

var Pin :realj

begin

Pin := k*Bif*IOOOOOO*Taj

Linpowdev( Pin, Pin, Tph[l], -Ldb[IL Ldb[l],

Bif, VSWR[I], Poll], Pno[l], Gbefore, Teq[l])j

Linpowdev( Poll], Pno[l], Tph[2], Gdb[l], NF[l], Bif,

VSWR[2], Po[2], Pno[2], Gbefore, TeqI2])j

Linpowdev( PO[2], Pno[2], Tph[3], -Ldb[2L NF[2], Bif,

VSWR[3], PO[3], Pno[3L Gbefore, Teq[3])j

IFamplifier( PO[3], Pno[3L Tph[4L Gdb[2], NF[3], Bif,

VSWR[4], PO[4], Pno[4], Gbefore, Teq[4])j

IFamplifier( Po[4], Pno[4], Tph[5L Gdb[3], NF[4], Bil,

VSWR[5], PO[5], Pno[5], Gbefore, Teq[5])j

Linpowdev( PO[5L Pno[5], Tph[6], -Ldb[3], Ldb[3], Bif,

VSWR[6], PO[6], Pno[6], Gbefore, Teq[6])j

Linpowdev( PO[6], Pno[6], Tph[7], Gdb[4], NF[5], Bil,

VSWR[7], PO[7], Pno[7], Gbefore, Teq[7])j

Voltkelv:=dBinv(Gbefore)*k*Bif*lOOOOOOj

Detector( PO[7], Pno[7], Tph[8], gamma, TSS, Bif, Tau,

VSWRI8], Vo[8], Vno[8], voltkelv, Teq[8])j

Linvoltdev(Vo[8], Vno[8], Tph[9L I, 0, VO[9], Vno[9],

voltkelv)j

Linvoltdev(Vo[9], Vno[9], Tph[IOL Gdb[5], oHvoltdr,

Vo[IO], Vno[IO], voltkelv);

Linvoltdev(Vo[lO], Vno[lO], Tph[U], Ldb[5], 0,

VO[lI], Vno[lI], voltkelv)j

End;

Begin

End.
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program tempvar;

uses crt, graph, radunit;

var

:integer;

:lossarray;

:gainarray;

:noisearraYi

:comparraYi

:string;

:text;

:cointarray;

inv, uit

Devnr

Ta, Tmin, Tmax, Tstep, offvoltdr, Voltkelv :real;

gamma, Bif, Bint, Rv, tau, TSS, squarelawtop:real;

gamma298, Rv298, Rs298, c1, Beta, Rl, freq :real;

cap :real;

Nodev, Right, Bottom

LdB

GdB

NF
Td, VSWR, Tph

Filenaam

{--------------------}
procedure ReadTextXY(x,y:integer;var instring:string);

{Reads text from the keyboard and displays it on the screen,

at coordinates x, y}

Val

ch : chari

begin

instring := 'I;

SetViewPort(x,y,x+80,y+8,ClipOff);

While Ord(ch) <> 13 do

begin

ch := readkey;

if Ord(ch) = 8 then

begin

delete(instring,length(instring),1);

ClearViewPort;

OutTextXY(O,O,instring)

end
else

if Ord(ch) <> 13 then

begin
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instring := instring + chi

OutTextXY(O,O,instring);

end

end;

SetViewPort(O,O,Right,Bottom,ClipOn)

end;

{--------------------}
procedure Radiometergraph;

{Draws the scheme of the radiometer on the screen}

Var

i : integer;

Begin

Arc(20, 30, 300, 60, 20); {antenna}

Line(40, 30, 50, 30);

OutTextXY(20,O,'Ta')j

OutTextXY(20,48,'O')j

Rectangle(50, 20, 90, 40); {Lrf}

Line(90,30,100,30)j

OutTextXY(60,O,'Lrf')j

OutTextXY(70,48,'l')j

Line(100,40,100,20); {Grf}

Line(100,20,140,30) j

Line(140,30,100,40)j

Line(140,30,150,30)j

OutTextXY(110,O,'Grf');

OutTextXY(120,48,'2');

Circle(170,30,20)j. {Mixer}

Line(157,24,183,36)j

Line(157,36,183,24)j

Line(190,30,200,30);

OutTextXY(160,O,'Mix')j

OutTextXY(170,48,'3')j

Line(200,40,200,20)j {Gif}

Line(200,20,240,30)j

Line(240,30,200,40)j

Line(240,30,250,30)j
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OutTextXY(210,0, 'Gif');

OutTextXY(220,48, '4')j

Rectangle(250,20,290,40)j {BPF}

Line(290,30,300,30);

OutTextXY(260,0, 'BPF')j

OutTextXY(270,48,'5')j.
MoveTo(260,35)j

For i := °To 20 Do
LineTo(260+i,35-Trunc(3*Sin(Pi*i/10)));

Line(270,37,270,33)j

MoveTo(260,30)j

For i := °To 20 Do
LineTo(260+i,30-Trunc(3*Sin(Pi*i/1O)));

MoveTo(260,25)j

For i := °To 20 Do
LineTo(260+i,25-Trunc(3*Sin(Pi*i/1O)));

Line(270,27,270,23)j

Rectangle(300,20,340,40); {Match I}

Line(340,30,360,30);

OutTextXY(310,0,'M1 ');

OutTextXY(320,48,'6')j

Line(360,35,360,25)j {Detector}

Line(360,25,380,30);

Line(380,30,360,35)j

Line(380,35,380,25);

Rectangle(350,20,390,40)j

Line(380,30,400,30)j

OutTextXY(360,0,'Det ')j

OutTextXY(370,48,'7')j

Rectangle(400,20,440,40)j {Match II}

Line(440,30,450,30);

OutTextXY(410,0, 'M2');

OutTextXY(420,48,'8');

Line(450,40,450,20)j {Gvid}

Line(450,20,490,30) j

Line(490,30,450,40)j
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Line(490,30,500,30);

OutTextXY(460,0, 'Gvid');

OutTextXY(470,48,'9');

Rectangle(500,20,540,40)j {Integrator}

OutTextXY(510,O,'Int ');

OutTextXY(520,48,'lO')
End;

{-------------------}
procedure QuestGraph(var Ta, Tmin, Tmax, Tstep:real;

var Devnr:cointarray; var Filenaam:string;
var Nodev:integer)j

{Asks for the equivalent noise temperature of the input

signal, the number of devices that are varied with

temperature, the numbers of these devices, the temperature

range for which these should be varied and the output

file, to which the calculated values are written. This

file has an extension .LYN}

var code, i :integer;

instring:stringj

Begin

OutTextXY(10,64,'Give sky noise temperature ')j

ReadTextXY(500,64,instring)jval(instring,Ta,code)j

OutTextXY(10,73,

'How many devices do you want to vary with temperature')j

ReadTextXY(500,73,instring)jval(instring,Nodev,code)j

H Nodev >= 11 Then

Begin For i := 1 to 11 do Devnr[i] := ij i:=l End

Else For i := 1 To Nodev Do

Begin

OutTextXY(10,73+9*i,'Which device (1-11) ')j

ReadTextXY(500,73+9*i,instring) j

val(instring,Devnr[i],code)j

Endj

OutTextXY(1O,91+9*i,'From temperature ')j

ReadTextXY(500,91+9*i,instring);val(instring,Tmin,code)j

OutTextXY(10,100+9*i,'To temperature ')j
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ReadTerlXY(500,100+9*i,instring);val(instring,Tmax,code);

OutTextXY(10,109+9*i,'Name of output file ,);

ReadTextXY(500,109+9*i,filenaam);

Filenaam := Filenaam + '.lyn';

Tstep:= (Tmax-Tmin)/60

end;

{--------------------}
procedure PickCoord(var Right, Bottom:integer);

{PickCoord checks the screendriver of the screen used. Then

it assigns values to the righmost and the bottom coordinate}

var GraphDriver, GraphMode, ErrorCode :integer;
Begin

GraphDriver := Detect;

InitGraph(GraphDriver,GraphMode,");

ErrorCode := GraphResult;

If GraphDriver = 1 Then

Begin Right := 639; Bottom := 199 End
Else

If GraphDriver = 7 Then

Begin Right := 719; Bottom := 347 End
Else

If GraphDriver = 3 Then

Begin Right := 639; Bottom := 347 End;
End;

{--------------------}
procedure Tempvarout(Filenaam:string; Tph:comparray; Bif,

gamma298, TSS, Tau:real;

GolddB:gainarray; LolddB:lossarray;

NFigure:noisearray; Td, VSWR:comparray;

offvoltdr, Ta, Tmin, Tmax, Tstep:real;

Devnr:cointartay; Nodev:integer; freq,

cap, Rv298, Rs298, Rl, Beta, cl :real);

{Tempvarout takes care of the calculations for 60 values

within the range specified earlier. It calculates the

system noise temperature, the gain before the detector,

the voltage sensitivity of the detector, the output voltage
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without receiver noise and the output voltage with receiver

noise and puts this in the output file as specified

earlier.}

var LdB :lossarraYi

GdB :gainarraYi

Po, Pno:powerarraYi

Vo, Vno:voltarraYi
T, Gbaore, Teqrec :real;

Teq :comparray;

i, j :integer;

begin

Initarr(LolddB,GolddB,LdB,GdB);

Assign(uit,Filenaam);Rewriteeuit);

Calcbetacl(Beta,cl,Rv298,Rs298,Rl,gamma298,freq,cap)j
Writeln(uit,Tmin:6:1,Tmax:8:1,Tstep:6:1);

T:= Tmin;

For j := 1 to 60 Do

Begin

For i := 1 To Nodev Do Tph[Devnr[i]] := T;

Gbefore := 0;

Initarr(LolddB, GolddB, LdB, GdB);

Tempdependence(LdB, GdB, gamma, Td, Tph, freq, cap,

Rs298,Rl,cl ,Beta);

Radiometer(T, Tph, gamma, TSS, Bif, Tau, Ldb, GdB, NF,

VSWR, offvoltdr, Po, Pno, Vo, Vno, Gbefore,
Voltkelv, Teq);

Teqrec := Rectemp(Teq, Gdb, Ldb, Bil, Rv, gamma, Tau);

Writeln(uit,T,Gbefore,gamma,' ',Vo[n],' ',Vno[ll],

Teqrec+T);

T:= T + Tstep

End;

Close(uit)

end;

{--------------------}
Begin {Main program}

Paramread(Tph, Bif, gamma298, TSS, Rv298, Rs298, Tau,
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Gdb, Ldb, NF, Td, VSWR, offvoltdr);

Rl := Ldb[4]; freq:=le8; cap := 0.3E-12;

PickCoord(Right, Bottom);

Radiometergraph;

QuestGraph(Ta, Tmin, Tmax, Tstep, devnr, filenaam,

nodev);

Tempvarout(Filenaam, Tph, Bif, gamma298, TSS, Tau, GdB,

LdB, NF, Td, VSWR, offvoltdr, Ta, Tmin, Tmax,

Tstep, Devnr, Nodev, freq, cap, Rv298, Rs298,

Rl, Beta, cl);

CloseGraph

end.
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program vout;
uses crt, radunit;

var
Teqrec, Gbefore, Ta, gamma298, Tmax :real;
offvoltdr, freq, cap, gamma, Bif, Bint :real;
Rv298, Rs298, tau, TSS, voltkelv, Rl :real;
Beta, el, Rv,~min :real;
i :integer;

LdB, LolddB :lossarraYi
GdB, GolddB :gainarray;

NF :noisearray;
Teq, td, VSWR, Tph :comparray;

Po, Pno :powerarray;
Vo, Vno :voltarray;
inv, uit :text;

{--------------------}
procedure uitvoer(Tmax, Tmin, Ta, Bif, gamma, TSS, Rv,

Rs298, Tau, Gbefore, voltkelv,
Teqrec :real; GdB :gainarray;

LdB :lossarray; NF :noisearray; Tph,td,

teq, VSWR :comparray; offvoltdr:real;
Po, Pno :powerarray; Vo, Vno :voltarray);

{write output to file vout.jvg}

Var Pdbm, Vdbm, Pndbm, Vndbm, T :real;

begin

assign(uit,'vout.jvg');rewrite(uit);

writeln(uit,'RF AMPLIFIERS/ATTENUATORS');

writeln(uit,'Naam Gain Noise Fig. "
'VSWR Temp.Dep. Teq');

writeln(uit,' "(dB) (dB) "
(dB/K) (K) (%)');

writeln(uit,'Wave Guide ',-Ldb[1):9:1,
Ldb[1):9:1,VSWR[1]:6:1,Td[1]:9:3,

Teq[1):9:1);
writeln(uit,tRF Amplifier ',Gd"b[1]:9:1,NF[1):9:1,
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VSWR[2]:6:1,Td[2]:9:3,Teq[2]:9:1)j

writeln(uit,'Mixer ',-Ldb[2]:9:1,NF[2]:9:1,

VSWR[3]:6:1,Td[3]:9:3,Teq[3]:9:1)j

writeln(uit,'IF AMPLIFIERS')j

writeln(uit,'IF Amplifier 1 ',Gdb[2]:9:1,NF[3]:9:1,

VSWR[4]:6:1,Td[4]:9:3,Teq[4]:9:1)j

writeln(uit,'IF Amplifier 2 ',Gdb[3]:9:1,NF[4]:9:1,

VSWR[5]:6:1,Td[5] :9:3,Teq[5]:9:1)j

writeln(uit,'Match Circuit I ',Gdb[4]:9:1,NF[5]:9:1,

VSWR[7]:6:1,Td[7]:9:3,Teq[7]:9:1);

writeln(uit,'VIDEO AMPLIFIER')j

writeln(uit,' Gain Temp.dep "

'Ofi.volt.dr.')j

writeln(uit,' (dB/K) "
, uV/K')j

writeln(uit,'Video Amplifier ',Gdb[5]:9:1,Td[10]:9:3

,offvoltdr:1O:2)j

writeln(uit)j

writeln(uit,'FILTERS')j

writeln(uit,'Naam Gain Noise Fig. "

'VSWR Temp.Dep. Teq Bandwidth/Tau')j

writeln(uit,' (dB) (dB) "

(dB/K) (K)')j

writeln(uit,'Band Pass Filter ',-Ldb[3]:9:1,

Ldb[3]:9:1,VSWR[6]:6:1,Td[6]:9:3,

Teq[6]:9:1,Bif:6:1, , MHz')j

writeln(uit,'Integrator ',Ldb[5]:9:1,Ldb[5]:9:1,

, None',Td[1l]:9:3,' None',tau:6:2,
, S ')j

writeln(uit)j

writeln(uit,'DETECTOR')j

writeln(uit,' gamma (298 K)

, V/W')j

writeln(uit,' Rv (298 K)

write1n(uit,' TSS

writeln(uit,' Rs (298 K)

: ',gamma:9:1,

: ',Rv:9: I,' Ohms');

: ',TSS:9:1,' dBm')j

: ',Rs298:9:1,
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: ',Teq[8]:9:1,
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, dBm');

writeln(uit,' VSWR

writeln(uit,' Teq
, K');

writeln(uit,' Load resistance(MII): ' ,Ldb[4]:9:3);

writeln(uit);

writeln(uit,'OVERALL PARAMETERS')j

writeln(uit,' Physical temperature : ',Tph[1]:9:0

" K');
writeln(uit,' Antenna temperature : ',Ta:9:0

" K');
writeln(uit,' Receiver temperature : ',Teqrec:9:1,

, K');

writeln(uit,' Total gain : ',Gbefore:9:1

" dBV/W')j
writeln(uit,' Voltage temperature sens.: "

voltkelv*lOOO:9:1,' mV/K')j

writeln(uit)j

writeln(uit, 'Out':7, 'Po':9,'Pno':9, 'PdBm':11,

'PndBm':11)j

for i:= 1 to 11 do begin

if i < 8 then begin

Pdbm := dB(Po[i]*lOOO)j

Pndbm := dB(Pno[i]*lOOO)j

writeln(uit, 'Pout[',i,'] :',Po[i]:9,' ',Pno[i]:9

" ',Pdbm:6:1,
, dBm ',Pndbm:6:1 ,' dBm I) end

else begin

Vdbm := dB(abs(Voli]*lOOO»j

Vndbm := dB(abs(Vnoli]*lOOO»j

writeln(uit, 'Vout[',i,'] :',Vo[i]:9,' ',Vno[i]:9,

, ',Vdbm:6:1,' dBm ',VndBm:6:1,

, dBm ')

end;

end;

writeln(uit)j
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writeln(uit,' Tph Vno',' Vo Teqrec "

'Gtot Voltkelv');

If Tmin > Tmax Then Begin T := Tmax; Tmax := Tmin End

Else T := Tmin;

while T < Tmax do begin
Gbefore:=O;- _

Initarr(LolddB,GolddB,LdB,GdB)j

For i:= 1 to 11 do Tph[i] := T;

Tempdependence(LdB, GdB, gamma, td, Tph, freq, cap,

Rs298, RJ, cl, Beta);

radiometer(Ta, Tph, gamma, TSS, Bif, Tau, Ldb, GdB,

NF, VSWR, offvoltdr, Po, Pno, Yo, Vno,

Gbefore, voltkelv, Teq)j

Teqrec := rectemp(Teq, Gdb, Ldb, Bif, Rv, gamma, Tau);

writeln(uit,T:6:l,' ',Vno[1l]:9,' ',Vo[1l]:9,' "

Teqrec:6:l,' ',Gbefore:6:l,' "

voltkelv*1000:6:l);

T:=T+lO end;

close(uit)

end;

{---------------------}
begin

paramread(Tph, Bif, gamma298, TSS, Rv298, Rs298, Tau,

Golddb, Lolddb, NF, Td, VSWR, offvoltdr);

Rl := LolddB[4]; freq := le8; cap := 0.3e-12;

CaleBetacl(Beta, el, Rv298, Rs298, RJ, gamma298, freq,

cap);

clrscr;

write('Give sky noise temperature ');readln(Ta)j

Gbefore := OJ

Initarr(LolddB,GolddB,LdB,GdB);

Tempdependence(LdB, GdB, gamma, Td, Tph, freq, cap,

Rs298, Rl, cl, Beta);

radiometer(Ta, Tph, gamma, TSS, Bif, Tau, Ldb, GdB,

NF, VSWR, offvoltdr, Po, Pno, Yo, Vno,

Gbefore, voltkelv, Teq);
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Teqrec := rectemp(Teq, Gdb, Ldb, Bil, Rv, gamma, Tau);

lnitarr(LolddB,GolddB,LdB,GdB);

write('Give min temperature range ');readln(Tmin);

write('Give max temPerature range ');readln(Tmax);

uitvoer(Tmax, Tmin, Ta, Bif, gamma, TSS, Rv, Rs298,

Tau, Gbefore, voltkelv, Teqrec, GdB, LdB, NF,.
Tph, td, teq, VSWR, offvoltdr, Po, Pno, Vo,

Vno)

end.
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Program Chart_Conversion;

uses crt;

Var Tcop, Tifl, Tif2, TMI, Tdiode, Tvid, Vout :rea1;

Time, Date, Tamb, Tstep, Told :rea1;

i :integer;
outp,inp :text;

SoFilename, Temp, DeFilename :string;

Begin

ClrScr;

Writeln('CHART RECORDER DATA FILE CONVERSION');
Writeln;

Writeln('This program reads data from a file, written');

Writeln('by the Siemens C1730 chartrecorder, specified');

Writeln('by chart filename with the extension .PRN');

Writeln('It writes the data in an ASCII format to a');

Writeln('file specified by destination data file and');
Writeln('gets the extension .DAT, so it can be read');

Writeln('by standard software like Slidewrite. The');

Writeln('program assumes that the channels are:');

Writeln(' #1: Output voltage');
Writeln(' #2: Not measured');
Writeln(' #3: Temperature of Al amplifier');
Writeln(' #4: Temperature of GPD201 amplifier');
Writeln(' #5: Temperature of diode input match');

Writeln(' #6: Temperature of diode detector');

Writeln(' #7: Temperature of video amplifier');
Writeln(' #8: Temperature of messing block');

Writeln(' #9: Temperature of air');
Writeln('Enter NO extensions !!I');
Write('Enter chart filename ');readln(SoFilename);
Write('Enter destination data file ');readln(DeFilename);

Write('Enter temperature step ');readln(Tstep);

Temp := SoFilename + '.prn';
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Assign(inp, Temp)j

Reset(inp);

Temp := DeFilename + '.dat'j
Assign(outp, Temp)j

Rewrite(outp)j

i:=OjReadln(inp); Told := OJ
Repeat begin

Readln(inp, Time, Date, Vout, Tin, Tif2, TMl, Tdiode,

Tvid, Tcop, Tamb);

Tin := Tin + 273.15 +0.98j

Tif2 := Tif2 + 273.15 +1;

Tm! := Tm! + 273.15 +0.95;

Tdiode := Tdiode + 273.15 +0.84j

Tvid := Tvid + 273.15 +0.82;

Tcop := Tcop + 273.15 +0.87j

Tamb := Tamb + 273.15 +0.77j

H Abs(Told-Tcop) > Abs(Tstep) Then Begin

Writeln(outp, Tcop:7:2, Tif1:7:2, Tif2:7:2, TMl:7:2,

Tdiode:7:2, Tvid:7:2, Vout:7:3, Tamb:7:2)j

Told := Tcop Endj

i:=i+lj

End

Until Eof(inp);

Close(inp);

Close(outp)

End.
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Program Process_Data;

Type Pointarray = array[1..500,1..2] Of real;

Var Tcop, Tin, Tif2, TM1, Tdiode, Tvid, Vout :real;

VoH, Tsys, Curve, CnvFac, Vcold, Tamb :real;

outp,inp :text;

Maxpoint :integer;
Filename1,Filename2,Filename3 :string;

Temp1, Temp2, Temp3 :string;

Points :Pointarray;

{Process_Data gets a data file, created by Chartcnv and

calculates the series resistance (Rs), the video resistance

(Rv), the voltage sensitivity (Gamma) of the diode, the

system noise temperature Tsys and the radiometer

sensitivity (Sens) from the data in this file and puts the

values in a file that has the same name, but instead of an

extension .DAT it gets an extension .CNV}

{---------------------}
procedure Readpoints(Filename:string;var points:pointarray;

var maxpoint:integer);

var inv:text; Pointsrev:pointarray; i:integer;

begin

assign(inv,Filename);

reset(inv);Maxpoint :=0;

Repeat

Begin

Maxpoint := Maxpoint + 1;

Readln(inv,PointsrevIMaxpoint,l] ,Tifl,Tif2,TM1,Tdiode,

Tvid,PointsrevIMaxpoint,2])

End

Until Eof(inv);

For i := 1 to Maxpoint do

Begin
Points[i,l] :=Pointsrev[Maxpoint+1-i,l];

Pointsli ,2] :=PointsrevIMaxpoint+l-i ,2]

End;
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close(inv)

endj

{--------------------}
Procedure interpol(points: pointarray; maxpoint :integer;

xvalue :realj

var yvalue: real)j

vai' i, j : integer;

begin

if xvalue <= Points[I,I] then j := 1;

for i:= 1 to maxpoint do

if xvalue > Points[i,l] then j := i+l;

if j=l then

yvalue := Points[2,2]+(Points[2,1]-xvalue)*

Points[1 ,2]-Points[2,2]) / (Points[2,1]-Points[l,1])

else

if j<=maxpoint then

yvalue := Points[j,2]+(Points[j,I]-xvalue)*

Points[j-l,2]-Points[j,2])/

(Points[j,l]-Points[j-l,I])

else

yvalue := Points[maxpoint,2]+

(Points[maxpoint,1]-xvalue)*

(Points[maxpoint-l,2]-Points[maxpoint,2])/

(Points[maxpoint,I]-Points[maxpoint-l,l])j

end;

{---------------------}
Begin

Write('Enter hot filename ')jreadln(Filenamel)j

Write('Enter cold filename ')jreadln(Filename2)j

Write('Enter output filename ')jreadln(Filename3)j

TempI := Filenamel + '.dat'j

Temp2 := Filename2 + '.dat'j

Temp3 := Filename3 + '.dat';

Assign(inp, tempI);

Reset(inp);

Assign(outp, Temp3);
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Rewrite(outp)j

Readpoints(temp2,points,maxpoint)j

Repeat

Begin

Readln(inp,Tcop,Tifl,Tif2,TMl,Tdiode,Tvid,Vout,Tamb)j

lnterpol(Paints,Maxpoint,Tcop,Vcold)j

CnvFac := (Vout-Vcold)/(273.15-77)j

Tsys := Vout/CnvFacj

Voff := (Tsys-476)*CnvFacj

Writeln(outp, Tcop:7:2,' ',Vout, Tsys, CnvFac, , "

Voff' , Vcold ' , Tamb)
" "

End

Until eof(inp)j

Close(inp)j

Close(outp)

End.
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program parinputj

uses Crtj

type

stringtype = string[6]i

naam = string[30]j

gainarray =.array [1. .5] of realj

lossarray = array [1..5] of realj

noisearray =array [1..5] of realj

comparray = array [1..11] of realj

{--------------------}
var

Tph, Bif, gamma298, TSS, Rv298, Rs298, Tau: realj

offvoltdr : realj

Gaindb : gainarrayj

Lossdb : lossarrayj

NFigure : noisearrayj

td, VSWR, deltagain : comparrayj

janee : char;

inv, nit : textj

{--------------------}
procedure Readvalue(var value:real)j

val

ch : charj

x, Y ,code: integerj

instring : stringj

begin

instring :== "j

x:= wherexj y:= whereYj

While Qrd(ch) <> 13 do begin

ch := readkeYi

if Qrd(ch) =8 then

begin

delete(instring,length(instring) ,1)j

gotoxy(x,y) j

write(instring,' ,)

end
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else if Ord(ch) <> 13 then

begin

instring := instring + chj

gotoxy(x,y)j

write(instring)

end

endj

if length(instring) <> 0 then

val(instring,value,code)j

writeln

endj

{--------------------}
procedure amplifierinp(amplifier: naamj var gaindb,

noisefigure, tempdep, VSWR:real)j

begin

clrscr;

writeln(amplifier)jwriteln;

~ writeln('Gain (dB) ')j

writeln('Noise figure (dB) ')j

writeln('Temperature dependence (dB/K) ')j

writeln('VSWR')j

window(45,3,52,8)j

writeln(gaindb:6:1);

writeln(noisefigure:6:1)j

writeln(tempdep:6:4)j

writeln(VSWR:6: l)j

window(54,3,61,7)jtextbackground(blue)jclrscrj

gotoxy(l,l );

readvalue(gaindb)j

readvalue(noisefigure)j

readvalue(tempdep);

readvalue(VSWR)j

window(1,1,80,25);textbackground(black)

end;

{---------------------}
procedure vidampinp(var gaindb, tempdep, offvoltdr:real)j
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begin

clrsCIj

writeln('Video amplifier')jwriteln;

writeln('Gain ')j

writeln('Temperature dependence (dB/K) ')j

writeln('Offs~t voltage drift (uVle)')j
window(45,3,52,9)i

writeln(gaindb;6: l)i

writeln(tempdep:6:4)j

writeln(offvoltdr:6:1) j

window(54,3,61,8)jtextbackground(blue)jclrsCIj

gotoxy(l,l )j

readvalue(gaindb)j

readvalue(tempdep)i

readvalue(offvoltdr)j

window(l,l,80,25)jtextbackground(black)

end;

{---------------------}
procedure lossinp(loss:naamjvar lossdb, tempdep, VSWR:real);

begin

elrscr;

writeln(loss)jwritelnj

writeln('Loss (dB) ');

writeln('Temperature dependence (dB/K) ')j

writeln('VSWR')j

window(45,3,52,7)j

writeln(lossdb:6:1)i

writeln(tempdep:6:4)j

writeln(VSWR:6:1 );

window(54,3,61,6)j

textbackground(blue);

clrSCIj

gotoxy(l,l)j

readvalue(lossdb);

readvalue(tempdep)j

readvalue(VSWR)j
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window(1,1,80,25)j

textbackground(black)

end',
{--------------------}
procedure matchllinp(var Rload, tempdep:real)j

begin

clrscr;

write1n('DIODE OUTPUT MATCH')jwrite1n;

write1n('Load resistance ,);

write1n('Temperature dependence (dB/K) ,);
window(45,3,52,7);

write1n(Rload:6:1);

writeln(tempdep:6:4);

window(54,3,61,6);

textbackground(blue);

clrscr;

gotoxy(l,l);

readvalue(Rload);

readvalue(tempdep);

window(1,1,80,25);

textbackground(black)

end;

{--------------------}
procedure mixerinp(var lossdb, noisefigure, tempdep,

VSWR:real);

begin

clrscr;

writeln('MIXER');write1n;

writeln('Loss (dB) ,);

writeln('Noise figure (dB) ,);

writeln('Temperature dependence (dB IK) ,);
write1n('VSWR');

window(45,3,52,8);

writeln(1ossdb:6:1);

write1n(noisefigure:6:1);

write1n(tempdep:6:4);
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writeln(VSWR:6:1 );

window(54,3,61,7);

textbackground(blue);

drSCI;

readvalue(lossdb);

readvalue(noisefigure);

readvalue(tempdep);

readvalue(VSWR);

window(1,l,80,25);

textbackground(black)

end;

{---------------------}
procedure detectorinp(var gamma298, TSS, Rv298, Rs298,

tempdep, VSWR:real);

begin

drsCIj

writeln('DETECTOR')jwriteln;

writeln('Gamma (298 K) (VjW) ');
writeln('TSS (dBm) ,);

writeln('Rv (298K) (Ohms) ');
writeln('Rs (298K) (Ohms) ,);

writeln('Temperature dependence (dBjK) ');

writeln('VSWR')i

window(45,3,52,10);

writeln(gamma298:6:1);

writeln(TSS:6:1);

writeln(Rv298:6:1 )j
writeln(Rs298:6:1);

writeln(tempdep:6:4);

writeln(VSWR;6:1);

window(54,3,61,9);

TextBackground.(blue)j
clrsCI;

readvalue(gamma298);

readvalue(TSS);

readvalue(Rv298);
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readvalue(Rs298);

zeadvalue(tempdep);

readvalue(VSWR);

window(1,1,80,25);

TextBackground(black)

end; ••

{--------------------}
procedure filterinp(var bandwidth, lossdb, tempdep,

VSWR:real);

begin

elISa;

writeln('IF FILTER');writeln;

writeln('Bandwidth (MHz) ');

writeln('Loss (dB) ');

writeln('Temperature dependence (dB/K) ,);

writeln('VSWR');

- window(45,3,52,8);

writeln(bandwidth:6:1);

writeln(lossdb:6: I);

writeln(tempdep:6:4);

writeln(VSWR:6:1);

window(54,3,61,7);

Textbackground(blue);

clrscr;

readvalue(bandwidth);

readvalue(lossdb);

readvalue(tempdep);

readvalue(VSWR);

window(I,I,80,25);

Textbackground(black)

end;

{-------------------}
procedure integratorinp(var Tau, lossdb, tempdep:real);

begin

clrscr;
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writeln('INTEGRATOR');writeln;

writeln('Tau (s) ');

writeln('Gain ')j

writeln('Temperature dependence (dB/K) ');

window(45,3,52,8)j

writeln(Tau;6:1)j

writeln(lossdb:6:1)j

writeln(tempdep:6:4)j

window(54,3,61,7)j

Textbackground(blue);

elIScr;

readvalue(Tau)j

readvalue(lossdb)j

readvalue(tempdep);

window(I,I,80,25)j

Textbackground(blue)

endj

{---------------------}
procedure tempinp(var Tph:real)j

begin

clrscr;

writeln('Physical temperature :');

window(45,1,52,3)j

writeln(Tph:6: l)j

window(54,1,61,1)j

Textbackground(blue);

clrscrj

readvalue(Tph);

window(I,1,80,25)j

textbackground(black)

end;

{--------------------}
procedure paramwrite(Tph, Bif, gamma, TSS, Rv, squarelawtop,

Tau :realj gaindb:gainarrayj

lossdb:lossarraYj NF :noisearray; td,

deltagain, VSWR :comparrayj
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offvoltdr:real);

var i : integer;

begin

assign(uit, 'param.dat ');rewrite(uit);

writeln(uit, Tph);

writeln(uit, Bif);

writeln(uit, gamma298);

writeln(uit, TSS);

writeln(uit, Rv298);

writeln(uit, Rs298);

writeln(uit, Tau);

for i:= 1 to 5 do writeln(uit, gaindb[i]);

for i:= 1 to 5 do writeln(uit, lossdb[i]);

for i:= 1 to 5 do writeln(uit, NF[i]);

-for i:= 1 to 8 do begin

writeln(uit, td[i]);

writeln(uit, VSWR[i])

end·,
for i:= 9 to 11 do writeln(uit, td[i]);

writeln(uit, offvoltdr);

ciose(uit)

end;

{--------------------}
procedure paramread(var Tph, Bif, gamma, TSS, Rv, Rs298,

Tau :real; var Gaindb:gainarray;

var Lossdb:lossarray;

var NF :noisearray; var td, deltagain,

VSWR: comparray;

var offvoltdr :real);

var i: integer;

begin

assign(inv, 'param.dat');reset(inv);

readln(inv, Tph);

readln(inv, Bif);

readln(inv, gamma298);

readln(inv, TSS);
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readln(inv, Rv298)j

readln(inv, Rs298)j

readln(inv, Tau)j

for i := 1 to 5 do readln(inv, gaindb[i]);

for i := 1 to 5 do readln(inv, lossdb[i])j

for i := 1 to 5 do readln(inv, NF[i])j

for i := 1 to 8 do begin

readln(inv, td[i])j

readln(inv, VSWR[i])j

endj

for i := 9 to 11 do readln(inv, td[i])j

readln(inv,offvoltdr)j

elose(inv)

endj

{--------------------}
begin

elrscrj

writeln('INPUT RADIOMETER PARAMETERS')jwritelnj

write('Oude gegevens inladen ? ')jreadln(janee)j

if janee = 'j' then

paramread(Tph, Bif, gamma298, TSS, Rv298, Rs298,

Tau, gaindb, lossdb, Nfigure, td,

deltagain, VSWR, offvoltdr)j

tempinp(Tph)j

lossinp('WAVE GUIDE',Lossdb[1],td[l],VSWR[1])j

amplifierinp('RF AMPLIFIER',Gaindb[1],NFigure[1],td[2]

,VSWR[2])j

mixerinp(lossdb[2] ,NFigure[2],tq.[3],VSWR[3]);

amplifierinp('IF AMPLIFIER l',Gaindb[2],NFigure[3],

td[4],VSWR[4]);

amplifierinp('IF AMPLIFIER 2',Gaindb[3] ,NFigure[4],

td[5],VSWR[5]);

filterinp(Bif,Lossdb[3],td[6],VSWR[6])j

amplifierinp('MATCHING CIRCUIT I',Gaindb[4],NFigure[5],

td[7],VSWR[7])j

detectorinp(gamma298,TSS,Rv298,Rs298,td[8] ,VSWR[8]) j
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matchllinp(Lossdb[4],td[9])j

vidampinp(Gaindb[5],td.[10] ,offvoltdr)j

integratorinp(Tau,Lossdb[5],td.[ll])j

paramwrite(Tph, Bif, gamma298, TSS, Rv298, Rs298, Tau,

Gaindb, Lossdb, Nfigure, td, deltagain,

VSWR, offvoltdr)

end.
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Appendix E.l: The data sheets of the Al amplifier.

w.tkinhlohnoon Company has committed its
e"rms;"" thin-film lechnolc>mt to lhe dM!Iopment
01 •~e line 01 casceclablt empIiIiers ther elfer
the l\ISIem designer lIlllximum f1exibilily in
performance options.
n- TO-8 moduIn -... da9'oed 10 bring lhe

NPUtebiity, mbiIity and economy 01 tIWl·lim
procftling 10 • broad range 01 RF empIifier
eppIicalions. Each emp/iIier c:en be tilou!;\l 01 ...
quantitized gain block which the cIesi!r>er ClIn~

in • .-. lIppI'Ollcll to emptifier cIesi!JI.
Since "- units .". uncondiIioneIly 1I8bIo!,

ac...... Rat end pnMde. good 50 ohm
interfece, they fIlIIy be eMily cMalded in • 50 otIm
mi:romip circuit wiItloul loa 01 !l'lin, power output
or bIindwidth. n.., the cIes9wr fIlIIy .-:r ...
epprapriellt bw naiM module lor Nt lint 8Iage
Iaboed bv .. _ gIin blocks ..~ed lor Nt
cIesi!JI. c.aded power output .... be dnerrnined
bv the I'NI 8Iage, """- CIUlpuI wi! be unchBnged,
proWled IUfficient chIe II .....w.Ie.

Eech 01 "- lhin-lim, C8IC8dBble emPifien II •
Clln1Pt'te ....-.. in itself, induding liteblt OC
biasing cKuiIy and incIepeI.... power -..ppIy

Thin Falm Caseadahle Amplifiers

decoupting. A choice 01 hmnetic peckages II
pratJided t.t-en the Iour·pin TO-8, or the e911·pin
Ralpeck.

Inlended to aMI\' • maDlun number 01 eppIica
lions, "-~ oller naiM 19m .. law as 1.7
dB lor ......- bllnd eppIiceIiona, hq.aency~
.. brOlld .. 5 to 200l MHz, end power output in
exc.- 01 +20 cIBm. MaG 0111.- .... _ ....
lOr • poRtiI.oe 15 vall IllJlPil, wItaga, whiI __ IJI8!f
ecoepl 24 wIta or ....... wide .. 8 to 20 volta.
CMraI.II.-.........., IIIDduIe. QIlbe~·

ized bv'" end~ ..blilMOlt _.

ley broad .... 01~ IImp8'eIIn end
-..ppIy uaItagn.

The consIructian 0I1tw WiIlki...u ,~
__ inuaMs Itw hVlS ..... 01 .......
1« The ....... rnctd ,. •II.-tan-!
bv hV!.-aun RF ~.,.... bllalh
rwsiItor end canductor Ii 11I___.
traeeI _ ... metaIizatian. The ........
_ tDnnId from ......." niIridI end _ ........

81 .............. to lIieId ac*II ........
stebiity. The rwsiItor _I\POIiIiai I II IUCh tIIIII ...
II ... rhon 150~C 01 chIngr in ..-.r...

Model FIIqIIfIIq Gaia loiN Fipre ' ..r-
Al 1·500 MHz 16.0 dB 25 dB -1 d8II
A3 & M 5·500 MHz 15.5 dB 3.5 dB -I tIlll
A5 &A6 5-500 MHz 14.7 dB 45 dII +9 d8lII
A7 & AS 5·500 MHz 14.7 dB 55 dB +14 dBm

A9 5·500 MHz 11.0 dB 8.0 dB +22 cIlIII
All 1-1000 MHz 14.7 dB 36 dB -2 cIlIII

All·1 1·1000 MHz 14.7 dB 3.2 dB -2 dBm
AI3 1·1000 MHz 14.7 dB 4.3 dB -2dBm

AI5 1-1000 MHz 14.5 dB 5.5 dB +85 cI8nl

AI7 5·1000 MHz 12.0 dB 7.0 dB +15 dBm

AI9 5·1000 MHz 7.0 dB 10.0 dB +21 dBm

A25 1·1600 MHz 10.0 dB 6.0 dB +9 cl8m

A71 1-200 MHz· '. 16.5 dB ., 1.7 dB .. ' +25dBm ..

A63 1·1000 MHz 16.0 dB 4.0 dB +3.0 d8m

I.
i

"".'

j

11.,
rl
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ClWT the IuD operating temperature ra"90.
Thin·6lm circuitry otten wry precile control of

resistor and circuit panems. Thin·6lm inductors.
etched on the subsrrate. llield a high degree of
repeatabiliry from unit to unit. This is particularly
knponant wilen repeatable VSWR, gain, and phue
clIaracteristics .... required.

AD RF transistors .... banded to the substrate
..u.s a~ cIewJoped goId-tilicon utektic-die.
attach procaa. This eliminates the need for
ecrubmg the thin·fiIm gold and raultI .. iUpetior
adhesion and mn uniform contact which, .. tum.
giws better reliability and hut tranIIer.

The Watkins-Johnlon cascadllbIe lIITIPiifier prOYidn
the Sl/Stern daigrwr with a reliable, Iow-caat, uIba·
mnatlm! 8PIJI'OIICh to his circuit cla9> and .........
him to concentrate on the complexities 01 the
SI/Slem without wonying about the intricacies·oI the
RF transistor ampIi6er cla9>.

SewralllCCeUOI'\I components which further
enhance the venatiity 01 this 8PIJI'OIICh .... the T0-8
JIlICkaged paaiw limiters and gain control modules.
A combinatiCln of up to four T0-8 modules may be
integrated in a W.,J met-' housing with SMA connec·

Signal Procasing Unit. ~

TIIil fil. AttIluIator

tors. Other camplementary .;gnaI proc:eaing
components evailablt from WatlcinNohnIon i'lcUde
high quality ..u-s, hybrids, and b..wn..... which
may be integrated with the ...... __ into a
number 0I1.Mfu1 ..m-nblies.

---

I_ionl... -"bIr - 1:0_ ....... F~'" T", I .. T", litt .. ,
IC~

, ICIlAl
,j,!. ~ !>IOOO 11Hz 2.0 dB 2.5 dB 25 dB 20dS 2.0:1 CH5 0-5 15 10

5-2000 11Hz 2AdS 3.3dS lidS 15 dS UI 0-15 0-5 15 10

ThoW~ I iI cIai!JlOd to be .-I whoreuor conrroI iI
rlftdod .,...,. goin or output _. e-.des aI fiJl«I goin
amPifiers ouch. tho WJ·A3. II!>, ,.7 n A9 can be pNCiMly
conlnlIIod 10 thaI aI 0lIlIllifi0rs can be ....tehed. or I
'*'lllr .-cadi can be I preciIc .... Weh tho

Tllin fil. Ullittr

...... all n tho WoUiI can

moM I fiJl«I or.-cadl ..-
goin conIId This NJ,C bICIion b!I
tho inhoronl n.ityaI.- .......
altho G1 whidl_~ in .

lowtioo lou I LiIIitiIlI lawIllul nn I c.nl,......
10lItl F_..... '" .., ZVf uv luv -1I 5O·1!iOO 11Hz 2.0 dB13.0 dB I -2 I 0 I -2 d8lll 2.2:1 I 10lD24'

to -.-.aI .......-.._
...... n to __ 8IlII ampIiIude prior to

I FM cIiscm8aIar. I

,.'
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lYPICAL PERFORMANCE AT 25°C

AI, A3/M and A71
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'-H Coill hi.. mn '-"'-' ......
Sielal flllMu f .... •• lid OIl • I • lltio eo.- ,... DC ..... DC:"I f_ Coiaiitil) I••) I••) (••1

-__ I_in) 0,,) I-..;..i)
Al S-SOO MHz 15.0d8 d.Od8 3.0 dB 2.0:1 ·2 dBm +11 tI6m 15'1 'IIA
A3&M S-SOO MHz 14.0 dB x.7dB 4.0 d8 1.7:1 -2_ +U cI8m 15'1 'IIA
ASU6 5-SOO MHz 14.0 dB 1.7 dB 5.5 d8 2.0:1 ·7. +22 cl8m 15'1 2511A
A7 &All 5-SOO MHz 14.0d8 1.7 dB 6.5 dB 2.0:1 +13 dBm .26 cI8m 24Y 4311A
At 5-SOO MHz 10.0 dB 110 dB 10.0 dB 2.0:1 .20 d8,. -36 lIBm 24Y 110 IIA
All 5-1000 MHz 14.0 d8 11.0 dB 4.0 d8 2.0:1 -3dBm -10 cI8m 15'1 gIlA
A1H 5-1000 MHz 14.0 d8 11.0 dB 3.Sd8 2.0:1 -3 cI8m .10 cI8m 15Y 'IIAA13 5-1000 MHz 14.0 dB 11.0 dB 5.0 dB 2ct.l -3 d8wI .10 cI8m 15'1 'IIAAli3 5-1000 MHz 15.0 d8 110 dB 5.0 d8 20:1 -2dBm ·1511ll.. 15'1 1411A
~15 5-1000 MHz 14.0 dB 11Od8 65 d8 2.0:1 ·7 cl8,. ·2111ll11 15'1 2411A
~17 11).1000 MHz 100 dB 11.0 dB '.0 d8 2.0:1 .14 dB,. -30 1Ill.. 15'1 4411A
~19 10·1000 MHz 6.0 dB 110 dB 12.0 dB 22:1 -20 d8,. -34 tl8m 15V 100 IlIA
A25 S-ISOO MHz 9.0 dB 1.6 dB 7.5 dB 20:1 -7 d8,. -2111ll.. 15'1 24 IlIA

1.7 d8 4.5:1 ~ftl
A71 5-170 11IHz 14.0 dB - l5-100 11IHz) 2.5:1 lOull -I- ·15 .... 15Y II'""

2.5 dB
lS-170 IIIHzI
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~I 5-SOO MHz 145 dB 11.0 dB 3.5 dB 201 -3 dB.. -II dBm 15'1 ,IlIA
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ASU6 5-!>OO MHz 135 dB 110d8 6.5 d8 21t1 .7 lIBm -22 dB.. 15'1 25'""
~7 &All- 5-500 MHz 135d8 110dB 65 dB 2.0:1 -12.5 cl8m -26 lIB.. 24V 43,""
~9' 5-500 MHz 95 dB 1 1.0 dB 105 dB 20:1 ·20 dBm .36 cl8.. 24Y 110 lOA
~Il 5-1000 MHz 13.5 dB 11.16B 45 dB 2.0:1 ~dB .. '10 dBm 15'1 ,."
~Ill S-1000 MHz 135 dB H2dB 40 dB 2.0:1 ~dBm -10 dBm 15'1 'mA
Al3 5·1000 MHz 13.5 dB 11.2 dB 5.5 dB 2.0:1 ~dB .. ·10 dB.. 15'1 'mA
~63 5-1000 MHz IUd8 11.0 dB 55 dB 2.2:1 -2d8m ·ISll8m 15'1 14mA
liS 5·1000 MHz 130 dB 11.2 dB 70 d8 20:1 +lidB.. ·21 dB.. 15Y 24 IlIA
117 ID-lOOO MHz 100 dB 1UdB 8.5 dB 20:1 -\3 dB.. -30 dBm 15'1 44..-
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MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

To adliNI JIlIlximum c:uc:.ded lIIin, gIirl fIatnIU Ilnd
10 ruliu the Memll stability prolIklecI in each unit,
it • wry "'portant to MaIre p>d RF grounding
between 1Iw caM Ilnd 1Iw ground plane. The caM
ahouId make intimal. conlllCl with ground prior '
-..IcIerins pins. For llJUler -.nnce in making
WOUrwl conlllCl a conductive epClll}l preform, IUCh
• AbIeIiIm ECFS35 available from Ables1ick
Labonlloria. can be utilized quit. aatiltactoriy AI
IIhown in F"'9. I. A MCond method illO .... a~
IICCeIIOriIIs kit No. 251050-001 wppIied by Walkins
JoIuwon .1Ihown in F"'9. 2. This methoc:I iI perticulariy
advantageous IIIhert h9wr~ To.- amplifiers
IUCh • the WJ·A7 Ilnd WJ.A9 are uoed end where
maximum heat b1lnIfer iI needed.

Sint. 1Iw A9 cliuipelet approximalely 2.5 watta al
24 \IOIts. iO bottom caM surface ahouId be attached
to a heat sink. Mounting with p>d thermal contacl
on a metal plate or eopper ground plane wllich i
twa! sunk within 1 inch 01 the unit iI aIIo adequale.
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Appendix E.2: The data sheets of the GPD201 amplifier.

0AVANTEK Selection
Guide

GPO Series

PRODUCT DESCRIP'nON
The GPO and GPM ampIIfMlfl, availlble in T().12(~) 8IId
T().39 (31lin) pKMg". ani designed for lppIicatiolll which
require the highestperf~ ratio or whe,.. size is
an important fllClOr. Some versions ani equipped with intemaJ
co~ and bypua c.p8Citors. however 1he "60" Series

GPO SEAlES LOW COST AllPURERS, TO-3I PACKAGE'
~ SpecMc.l'lnl itO" t:l5O"C CueT~

ute. Ulernal coupling and bypas capacitors. This gives""
UHf freedom Ie HI the low frequency roU-otf u needed. The
GP'" modules contain Si ......'CS. whUe1he GPO module. art
discHle hybrid device•. TheM amplifiers ani uceUent tor IF
amplification purposes such II miller postamps.

-0...
TO-38. p. eoe

, GIIft QIIInI P-.DuIpul WOnter ...."-
; "1' Inll' .- - .... ll1dlGaln Gel" In...,. 1t1.. Reg.)

.....1lII_ .... IOOC ~" .. .arc FIgure e:-pr...... ,.... ,., vohiIge c...m
(IIHI) , (lIB) (dl) (dB) (dllll) (till) (lIBm) (¥DC) (IIA)

,IW!! ...... tI!!l!mu- Minimum TypIc!l T_I T,*" TypIc!I ' Typ!a!1 Typic!!

OPD-1. 0.1~ -' 12 •.0 -2.0 1.0 .12 2.5 10
,QPDat. O.'~ i·_ 13 U ....0 1.0 +2. U 21
'QllD.1. 0.1~ 12 7.0 .17.0 1.0 -+27 ..0 eo
GPDoI1O 0.1-1000 • 7 1.0 -1.0 '1.0 ,+11 2.3 ' 10
QIIO.I8 0.1·1000 ; • 7 1i.0 ....0·, 1.0 ..,1 " 3.0 25, ,

0PD0a0 0.1-1000
, ., :'. '.5 .11.0 ,1.0 '+26 ' •.5 eo!

QIIO.I11. 0.1-1000
"

'11 U +3.0· . 1.0 .1& ' 2.7 15
GPD421 0.1-1000 11 11 ~.7 ....0 1.0 +20 " U 25
QPD.a1 0.1·1000 10 II 1.0 .1'.0 1.0 +21 li.5 eo
GP0-4lO 0.1·1110O 12 11 U +2.5 1.0 .1& 2.5 IS
GJID.C8 0.1-1500 Ii 10 •.7 ....0 1.0 +20 2.1 25
GPIH!! 0.1-1500 10 II U .18.0 1.0 .21 5.0 eo
NOTES: 1. nne ell1lrNl~ (n1lU1. CIUlpUl coupIng nI RF brPal)_1'IqIinId III eslabilh _ ftqI*lCy rolkIfl. An ...., Ilia

......wifla" dMMmined by Ihe~ biu wave (Ra. (Vee - Vo)+ 10....RaII"va. 01..biu"'lDr (Ohms),
Vee II ....... -.-~. Vo il .. ....,nd ... biu voIIage (per 1P8Cificalion) n110 II ..... CUIWFII (per
tpeCiIcaIion). II aIiIo reqund.

2. toIliIIIry IIIIIplnI&n oondiIionl: -a- III +I5"C

, ;
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~ .
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GPO Series Selection Guide

GPO SERIES LOW COST AMPUFIERS, T0-12 PACKAGE
-0-

,. ......
Guaranteed Specificalionl al 0" III 5O"C Cue TlIIIlp8I'aa". 10-12, p. 609

P-.Output JnI.OnIer lnputP-.
Frequency NoIM fDr 1 dB GaIn GaIn Inr.roept (:t1% Reg.)
Aeepon.. GaIn GaIn' figure Compreaelon F..-a Point Currwnt

(MHz) (dB) (dB) (dB) (dBm) (%dB) (dBm) V~. (u) .....
Model Minimum MinImum Mlnlmlm Trplcal Typical Typical Tel <VDC) Typlc!1 Number -GPD-201 5-200 30 26 3.0 .5 1.0 .13 .15 30 25C
GPD-202 5-200 25 23 5.5 .11 1.0 .1. .15 60 2S4
GPM-552 5-500 33 32 4.5 0 0.2 .14 .15 34 264
GPM.1OS2 5-1000 20 20 7.0 .a 0.3 .20 .15 60 268
GPD-251 5-200 25 23 4.0 .1 1.0 .10 .5 30 256
GPD-252 5-200 15 14 4.0 0 1.0 .12 +5 11 257
GPD-401~l' 5-200 13 12 4.0 ~ 1.0 .i .15 10 258
GPD-411 5...ao 12 11 3.0 -e 1.0 ... .15 7 263
GPD-402I-4C' 5...ao 13 12 '.0 .a 1.0 .1. .,5 24 2IiQ
GPD-4l1S1-4I3' 5...ao i 8 7.5 .16 1.0 .25 +24 65 260
GPO-404I-4I4' 5...ao i • 7.5 .17 1.0 +26 .15 70 261
GPD-40S lG-400 13 12 5.0 +24 1.0 +36 .15 IlO 262
GPD-lool1-1011' 5-1000 12 11 6.0 0 1.0 .12 .15 15 265
GPD-loo2l·11112' 5-1000 12 11 7.0 +6 1.0 .11 .'5 27 266
GPD-l 00:11-1 lHl3' 5-1000 10 i 7.0 .14 1.0 .25 .,5 65 287

NOTES: 1. The 60 seriel il illI_ as the IlIIndard"'l eXCI8pC t.lhw8Xllmlll c:apaciIIn_rIqlinId III eAIbIiIh IcIw~nlklI.
2. Milita1y IltmperalUnl oonditicnl: -550 III +&SOC -,

••MAXIMUM RATINGS AND THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS TABLE
MaInum flIliIgI T1IImIII aw .......

Cant... AIithI ......
RF ClpeNling "11" .... T..... T........ IITW

DC .. e- .... ...... Pww .......c.. .L-HDBK-t17£,
v... .... T........ T........ T....... e..c ....... T....... Iv&~ w.IaI\I.... (Vola) (dBm) ("C) ("C) ("C) ~ (IIIW) ("C) ~

CiP~:101 .17 .13 -6511 .125 -62b.15O .125 lali 33 3 1,171,111 ·U
GP~202 .17 .13 -6511 .125 -62b.15O .125 lali 117 12 1,121.471 t.I
CiP~251 .12 .13 ..a II .125 -62b.15O .125 lll5i1ali 2SI43 M ,:&71,323 1.1
CiP~252 .12 .13 -6511 .125 -62b.15O .125 lali 211 2 1,OlIl,7C 1.1
GI'Oo4al*1 .17 .13 ..a1l.125 -62 II .150 .125 IlO 14 2 2,015.316 (AOl) 1.1

2,a8,527 IA61)
GP00402I42 .17 .13 -6511 .125 -6211.150 . .125 IlO 12 7 2.325.llOI IClj 1.1

2,e.G,328 ICl)
~43 +25 .13 -6511 .125 -62b.15O .125 15 275 23 3.OliI.127 (403) 1.1

3,IQ2,215 (463)
GPOo404I44 +17 .13 -6511 .115 -62 II .150 .115 15 330 28 ZAi.672(AlM) 1.1

2,51Ul8 101&4)
GP~ +17 .13 -6511 .100 -62 II .150 .100 55 750 -41 1,107.022 1.1
GPD0411 .17 .13 -6511 .125 -62 II .150 .125 1061 a.a 3' 1~ 1.1
GPIU52 .17 .17 -6511 .100 -62 11.100 .100 ,.,36 - It'12 - 1.1
GP~IOO1"I.' .17 .13 -6511 .125 -62 II .150 .125 lOS 37 4 1,13U21(1001) 1.1

;IOS
1,tlO,,7 (1011)

GPl).11lllV-1D12 .17 .13 -6511.125 -62 11.150 .125 11.1 1 1.638228 110l12) 1.1
1,112.4" (ICl62)

GPl).10ll31·1l163 .17 . .13 -6511 .125 -6211.150 .125 ·15 115 14 ••34111l1l13) 1.1
2,101.101 (1063)

~1052 .17 .17 -6511.71 -6211.71 .71 1:D'130 125t115 lW - 1.1

NOTES ,. V__ reler III 1st and 2ncI.-ge nnals1lln respec:liwlly.
2. For U1her inIormalion. _ High Reliabilily MClion. •

~ ......, e--llrM......... CA_ • ~CIIiotfolClll~ • e.---foDl-- ·TWX •.- • FAlC,"~

-253-

"; \

I,'

:, t':'"
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE OVER TEMPERATURE 10 +15 VDC noIId) .
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lnDUlY8WR
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AUTOMATlC NETWORK ANALVZER MEASUREMENTS (Typical pI'lIduclion uM 0 +25"C MItilInl)

NUMERICAL READINGS BIAS. 15.00 VOLTS
FRee Y8WR GAIN . PHASE PHASE GPDEL 'VSWR· ISOL
IIHI' M 4B DEG DEY M ; OllT . clB

100.0 1.22 ...oe -21.41 .113 .00 1.38 45.ll5
1SO.o 1.24 33.13 -31.73 -.m .511 us 42.53
200.0 1.30 t3.oe .....,.78 .113 .55 US 45.17
250.0 1.33 32.23 -al. .52 us 44.14
300.0 ," 31.33 -eo.• .. 1.37 45.ll8
350.0 1.42 30.34 ....41 .40 1.41 42.110
GoO 1M 211.22 -74.80 .33 1.• 45.11
450.0 1.48 8.20 -eo.20 .28 1.51 42.117
500.0 1.51 27.05 .... .21 1.55

,
42.•

550.0 l.54 25. -ff7.113 .18 1.58 43.11
100.0 1.511 25.02 "".38 .15 1.81 42.20
150.0 1.57 23.113 ~.28 .oe 1.14 41.7lI

~PARAMETERS. MAGNITUDES AND ANGLES BIAS .15.00 VOLTS
FREQ 8" ... 8" ...
IIHI ii,p AnsI dB Ang clB Ana llap Anp

100.00 .oep -110.8 34.1137 -21.5 .....2..71 20.2 .172 -.8
lSO.00 .1OS -,5l.2 33.5111l -3l.7 -45.7 38.1 .153 ..
200.00 .'28 -152" 33.013 .....,.8 -45.181 28.4 .150 1.5
250.00 .144 -'53.4 32.220 ':-au -44.021 30.' .148 '3.7
300.00 .112 -151.8 31.300 ' '-eo.l I -43.385 SI.I .,5P lU
350.00 .173 -1S11.8 30.270 ·....4 -43.056 71.0 : .171 22Jl
G.oo .187 -183.1 211.200 -74.7 ' ,.'~ .....,.723 811.0 : .,11I 22.8
450.00 .1111l -187.2 a.'P5 -eo.2 --43.575 71.7 .204 21.1
500.00 .201 -170.2 27.ClO5 ~.7 -43.475 '00.7 .218 20.4
550.00 .214 -174.7 25.14P -ff7.7 ." ......2.38' ,oe.l .227 17.7
100.00 .218 -177.3 24.1181 ...1.3 ...... ,.874 113.8 .235 '5.0
550.00 .224 -1711.3 23.811 ~.2 :..... ,.737 124.4 .242 1'.7

;
,I I'.,

A-...... • ..,~ DIM...~,C/o ll5035 • _AI OIIalOOll 02·3010 • e-- _l'OIllI03-42lIIl • TWX .'G-33I.zIOI • FAX toOl) 432·»<3I -254-

I
l'

I,
i:

;,! r

'. :
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Appendix E.3: The data sheets of the HSCH schottky diode.

rhOW HEWLETT
~~ PACKARC

ZERO BIAS SCHOTTKY
DIODES FOR MIXERS HSCH -3206/07

AND DETECTORS HSCH-3486

Features
HIGH VOLTAGE SENSITIVITY

NO BIAS REQUIRED

CHOICE OF HIGH OR LOW VIDEO IMPEDANCE

Description/Applications
The hIgh zero bias voltage sensItivity of these Schottky
Barner d,odes makes them Ideally sUitable for narrow
bandwidth Video detectors. ECM receivers. and measure
ment eQuipment. These diodes also make excellent mixers
for use with low power LO.

i~
.\

MaXim,J'm'Ratings
Operating and Storage
Temperature Range -65' C to -ISO' C
CW Power DIsSipation at TCo.SE = 250 C
HSCH-3206. -3207 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 200 mW
HSCH·3486 . . • . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 300 mW

Derate Linearly to 0 W at 1500 C
Pullil! Power DISSipatIon at TCo.SE =25' C

Peak power InCident.
I lOS pullil!. Du =0.001 I W

These diodes are ESD senSitive. Handle WIth care to aVOid
'tatlC diSCharge througn the diode.

:.

Package Characteristics
The HP Outline IS package has a glass hermetic seal With
gold plated Dumet leads which should be restricted sothat the
t>end starts at least I II 6" 1.6 mm from the glass body. W,th
th,s restnction. It WIll meet MIL-STD-750. Method .2036.

Conditions A (4 lb. 11.8 kg) tension for 30 minutes). The
maximum soldering temperature is 230·C for 5 seconds
Marking is by digital COding with a cathode band.

, I

4·75

ca_

.. .
Co· ..

The HP OlJlline 49 package has amelal-1:erarT1lChermeticN81.
The anode and cathode studs are QOk:lllIated Kovar. The
maximum solderrng temperature is 230·C for 5 seconds.
Stud-stud TfR is 0.010" max. ~ :

, I . : :. ,
The HP Outline 44 pecllage IS • hermetically Haled ceramic
pacllage. The anode.and cathode are goldlllaled Kovar. The
maximum soldering t/lmperature is 2~C for S.HconctS.

; : I ': ..: ~ : .
; "

•
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Electrical SpeCifications at TA=25°C

¥fl. 0'" ._

'-1 1IHz~..... ",.·,OGHz
~·'O .. otIm

'.".",.. ~ '_.'.>~ ::, ." :.." ,.;\~ t·t >..,-~,..... :~.'"II" ,,·-T,.
,..... ,.., ",,:,?~"(K1l) c';.> ...Cr","
.'(a'tI".W)....,--. ," . :··~·CrffF)
;":~.,~..., .:":~_ ~- ;eo' '*JO <,""-.'0.30

10 '" .. -.. : ~ 0.30
I • ._.',.~

,'~'

ltk»o
e.nctwldttl
-2 MHz
... ·,00Hz

.......
T.......
......,1)

.Tel"">

.: : . :':,"."
:'.

Note
For HSCH·3207. ·3206. IR = 10,.A 'max al VR ~ 3 V al TA =25~ C For reverse charaCle"SI,Cs 01 HSCH-3486 see FIgure 3

Typical Characteristics

c
~

!
~

~ II
:::l oj

0 II:
oj II:

"
:>

c ..,
.~ C

II:

~. C•II:
~

; POWER IN IdB.., .

Figure 1. TypIcal Dynam,c Transfer Cnaracle"slICS

FORWARD VOlTAGE IV'

FIgure 2 TYPIcal Forward Characteristics at TA .. 25' C.
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~
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.' r' ~.;' :>-.::"'"
":"

.2 3

6O,--.,--:--r-.,.."""'"",,,,,"""',,,,,""'T-'

102'-.....--4,L,;,......--......., ....J...........-.-,L,;,.....J'lD

REvI_ VOlTAGI IV) "RlOUlNe... IG+tII,
figure 3. T~al R••erse O'..aC1....I\ICI a. TA" 25"C F9ure 4 Typocal VoIIage sen,,~v'ty vs Frequency
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Figure 6 Typ'cal Voltage SenslllVlty vs. Bias Current.
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FIgure 10. TYPICAl A"mlllance Cnaracterost,cs. HSCH-3206

fIgure 12. TypICAl A,j,T"li.,oee Cnaracterosllcs. HSCH·3486
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FIgure 11 TYPical A"mlltance Cnaract.llstlcs HSCH·3207
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Appendix E.4: The data sheets of the video amplifier.

BURR-BROWNe .. ~) OPA27 ....IElElI . Ii

.. OPA37 ~: I , ;r
~

, . .,.,
'• MILITARY • DIE D.

VERSIONS 0
AVAILABLE

Ultra-Low Noise Precision
OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS

FEATURES
• LOW 101SE: 100% 1IItId, UnV/JIii ... It 111Hz
• LOW OFFSET:~ ..
• LOW DRIFT: Q4N/oC ..
• !IISH OPEI-lOOP flAil: 120dB .In
• HIBH .coMMOI·MODE REJECTIOI: I14dB .In
• IIIBII POWER Bum. REJECTIOI: 1000B.n .!
• rna ·op.m, UP-05. A0510, A05I7 lOCKETS

APPLICATIONS
• PRECISIOI IISTRUIEIlmOI
• DATA ACQUISITIOI
• TEST EQlIIPIIEIT
• PIIOFESSI*AL......-r
• TWSDUCElI ..PURER i / .

• RADlATIOIIIIAID EOUI'IEIT. .:
• • ' ,~j.',:. ;

DESCRIPTION

The OPA.27 is iaternally compensated for unity
.aia $tability. Tbe decompensated OPA.37 requires
• dOKCl-loop pin ~ 5.
The Burr-Brown OPA27/37 is an improved re
placement for the iadUlt~-It8DdardOP-27/0P-37.

~, .

.; ~ r
~ !1', ~ , ,

..--_-_--~-{7....
•. !:

I' ;

".,,111 .-u&'" .,

'l-.

Il--+---+
,>--+--1--';,.

.~ :: .

. ;' i . t' 2' ~
"; ' .. ....

;;' .1'·

The OPA,27/37 is an ultra-low aoise, bilh precision
monolithic operatioaal amplifier. .

Laser-trimmed thin-rum miston provide ellccllenl
lonl-term voltaae offset stability 8Dd allow superior.
voltale offset compared 10 !COmmon zener-zap
techniques. .

A, unique bias current cancellation circuit allows bias
and offset current specifications to be met over the
full -:-SsoC to + 12SoC temperature range.

.:

.J

tIIInlIl\IIaI ..... -...uI ..... '''.11I 118· T_ Ara-.714· Til. _ 7..1111 . TWI' 11M&2·1I11 •CIIItt:...,. TIIa:..l

~H

Burr-Brown Ie Data Book
' .. I : 2-27 Vol. 33

,:
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SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRICAL
Allla: -1"lSIIDC _T.- ....C .

CWADmA. ,.ADma "ADma, ,.ADmP I "ADmc, ,.ADmca
NIlAIInD CCMIIMT10NI - "" .ax - "" I .ax I - "" I .ax wna
-.uT

MOIII
VOMge, "-10Hz --.IA. I) 3.1 5.5 U 5.5 u 1.0-' ""/,fit,... -30Hz --.1A. I) I.e • .5 3.1 •.5 U 5.S- ""/,fit,.

"-1kHz
__.1A.E)

2.7 U 3.0 U U •.5· ""/,fit,.
.. - 0.1H! III 10Hz 0.01 0.11 0.. 0.11 0.. 0.25· ;I.~eur-,"' .. -1OHz

--.1A. I) 1.7 • .0 1.7 •.0 1.7 pAlHr

"-30Hz _-.IA.E) 1.0 U 1.0 U 1.0 pAI,fit,.
"-1kHz --.1A. I)

0.• 0.1 O. 0.1 0.• O.S- pAI,fit,.

OI'P.-T ...,....
IftpuI on.t II""- :te ~ ±12 :tID ~ ±100 ;I
A...~ T.. _tDT..... ±D.2 ±D.I ±D.3 ±U ±D. ±1.S- ;l1"C
~T....~ 0.2 1 D.3 1.5 0.• 2.0 ;lImo
SuppIy~ ±1Ia: '" • III 11\1 100 ,,. 100 125 t4 120 •

±1Ia: '" • 10 11\1 ±D.2 ±10 ±DI ±10 ±1 :t2O ;1/11

_euMDrT
II1puI _ Cunw1I

±11 ±~ ±13 ±55 ±15 :tID ""OI'P.-T CUIIIIDT
Input on.t Cunwnt I 35 I 50 10 7$ ""
IMI'IDANCI
CommaI Modi 3 2.5 2 OIl

lIOLTAGE_
Col••_ W_lnputllMge ±11 ±12.3 ±11 ±12.3 ±11 ±IU II

Aojclian v..- ±11\/DC 11. 121 ,. 125 100 122 •
ClNlW.OOI' ..... DC

~II""-OMI .... ~2IlD 120 1211 120 125 : .117 '" •, .... ~11l!l ~18 125 118 125 : " . '" •
..0lmCY MPOMI .,', '
OM> ...__ PnIducI·

Of'AZI : 4 I ' 5 I 5· I -Of'A37 ~ 13 : ~ 13 u· 13
I -...-. I ""- ±10\/...

I .... ·an I I I

ioPAZI. G = +1 1.7 I.' 0 1.7 1.1 , 1.~ '1.1 ;
! III".

ioPA37.0=~ ( I
11 11.' 11 11.1 11· i 11.1 . 11I1/1

a.IIIing T-. Om.. OI'AZI. G - +1 25 J 25 25 1/1
iOPA37.0 - +t 25 25 25 1/1

MTmOUTPUT ,
I0

II""- 0ulpuI . , ....~an ±12 ±IU , ±12 I ±13.1 ±12 i:13.8 f II
J .... ~eoon ±10 ±12.8 . ±10 i ±12.1 ±10 ±12.1 I II,

0u\puI....-r- I De._1oop 70
i

70 70 Q

Shoot CiIQllI eur-I .... "'OQ 25 eo 25 eo 25 ~ .....
I'OWIII IUPPLY

R.-II~ ±15
0

±15 ±15 \/DC
VGMgeIlMge.

oer.\lIII "-rtonMr1CO :. ±Z2 ±. ±Z2 ~ ~ \/DC
Cunwnt. au_I lo"'OmADe 3 •.7 3 •.7 U 5.7 1M

TUlNJlATUlllIINIGI

~
A.I.C CJ,Z) ~ +125 ~ +125 -55 ! +125 "C
£,f.G(J.Z) -25 +85 -25 +85 -25 +85 "C
o (PlIUI 0 +70 "C

Operating: J. Z ~ +125 ..... +125 ~ +125 "C 1

PU -25 +85 "C

:NOTES: Cil ........., -1ncluelrY---_C!fC,," IF '_2 .Duolll_~
__,_cunwot_opocl~._ld

. _ I by.
~be_Ior__IlU_OftIr. (2) on.t .....-_Ofte-......,E__.....-_...1II1u11y_ up.~ l.e.f._G...
,---- equtpoMftl.IW_.i Wy 0.5_ from _"'"'-. (3) Unn_ 01__lIkl1lO 2lIl<Q~I_. C.) Long·,...........~ "1_""'"__110I_ ,drill. ca) Typic8'-"iC8_ only Oft pI8IIic P8CkIJlIe _ .... ,... _on II__10

~ - _.W_ r-8PPIiII1D--""'P_. (II Tit......meI... 110111"'- in SOle V' P8CkIJlIe:

.Burr~Brown Ie Dara Book . 2-28 Vol. 33
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ELECTRICAL (FULL TEMPERATURE RANGE 8PECIFICAnONS,
AI \Icc =:: :t15VDC Ind T... T.. to T..... urWu otnerwile noceCI.

M'AZ'ImA. M'AZ'I,", Of'ADJJ78, M'AZ'I17rJ M'ADmc. Of'ADma

COHDlTlONS IIIN TT" MAl "IN TTP MAl IIIN TTP MAl UNfTI

""" +125 -55 +125 -55. +125 'C
-25 - -25 - -25 +t5 'C

0 +70 'C
''1t'"

::1:2. ::l:tO ~ %200
.,

::l:tO ::1:"'- "v
::1:17 ~ ::1:33 ::I:1~ ~ ::l:22ll'" "v

T.. -.to T.... ::to.2 ::to. ::to.3 ::1:1.3 ::to.• ::I:1.e-- "v1'C

::I:V.. E ••5 10 llY lIll 130 .. 127 Ie'" 122 cI8
::I:V.. 2 '.510 I.V 87 130 lIll 127 .,.. 122 dB

PAAAllrn:,.

~IlATUM lUoNQl

~ionRa"ll"

.... B. C (J.Z)
E. F. 0 IJ. Zl
01"1

INPU'\'
0f'I'IIT VOLTAal'"
Input 0Ilwet vonave

.... B.C
E. F. 0

"'-~5uIlIMY Ra,ectlon
A. B. C
E. F. 0

lIAS CUflQNT
Input ... Curr8n1

.... B. C
E. F. 0

0fPSIT CUflMNT
Input 0Ilwet Cuttent

A.B.C
E. F, 0

VOLTACH llANal
Com_ Input RInge

.... B.C
E. F.G

e-.......- Rajec:tion

.... B.C
E. F, 0

OPIN-LOM'.GAIN, DC
,

QIlen-Loop VoI'-lI8 a.,n!, .... B,C
E. F, 0

llAno OUTPUT
j
I Von-ee Oulpul
i .... B.C,

;E. F. 0
$hotI Circuit Curren,

::1:1. ::l:tO ::l:Z2 ::l:lIll
::1:13 ::teO ::1:1. ::l:lIll

23 50 25 85
12 50 1. 85

::1:10.3 ::1:11.5 ::1:10.3 :11.5

, ::1:10.5 £11.5 ::l:10.5 11:11.'
·Vo. E ::I:11VDC :

101 12' 100 122

110 121 102 12.

... ~ an
II' 121 11. 120

11. 123 117 122

... =an
::1:11.5 ::1:13.7 ::1:11.0 , 11:13.5

::1:11.7 ::1:13.' ::1:11.' ' 1I:1U

VO = OVDC 25 25

:1:21
::1:21

35
20

11:10.3· :11.5

i:l0.5Gl~ 11:11.1

..... 120

Ie'" i 122

i
;

110- 11'
113 120

::1:10.5" ::l:13.3
::1:11.0- ::l:13.•

25

1:SS<
135"

""""

""""
y
y ,

•
dB

"
I

dB '."
dB ~

y
• .y

......

en
a::
w
u:
::;
A.
:&
c....
cz
o
i=:c
IE:
W
A.
·0

,..
....... :
i ~ I

:".,
~ ~ 1

I:

121 To com""", """ ±II.. =15V. ' I
(3) TIle ,""",""pnMIClId Ily ..,..e.m-llmillng ...... i

I .. not _ in ordIr 10 ..",... __. If~ InpuI WCIIIIgI ,
__ ::to.7V. till input COl""" to 25mA. ~

Maximum Derala_ I
...m_T....'" Nulmum_ !

PiCkage Typo ...tuN lor Rating T_tuN

To-tI/JI IO'C ; ! 7.1mWI'C I

,1-Pin_nl"(Z) 7!ioe •.7mWI'C i
I-Pilt PIa1ic: DIP (PI ' lI2'C : ~! : UmWI'C ,
e-Pin sore IU) 85'C ; , - ,

NOTES (I) 011... woI"'ee ._ilation. on8'*'.'" Ind E"" 111011"'-witlllhlunl1llulty__ up. 0.- B. C. F._ 0 ..__-.tiC
oqui--, Iller _"""","Iy 0.5 -... 12) Un~1eCI '" nulleCl _an 10 2Oktl_1_. (3) Thil poralTlll" noc 1I....m.... in sole v..... :

I ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGSIr------------------------------------....---n
Supply Voltage.. . . .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . ±22V NOYlI: ,,'
Intemal Power Dissipation'" , 500mW (1) mum po lII_ diaaipollOfl WI._1-.-. :
Input VOltage , ±Vcc
Output Short-Circuit Durationl2l

••••••••• : ••••••••• Indelinite
Differential Input Voltage"' ±O.7V
Dirterential Illput Currenl03

' ' .'. •• ±25mA
StorllgB Temperatura Range: . I :. '

J. Z ).. ..: 45"C to +15O"C
P •....•. : ; .'; -55"C to +125"C

Operllling Temperature Range:
A, e. c. E. F. G (J. Z) -55"C to +125"C
G IP. Ul -25"C to +85"C

Lead Temperature (Soldering. 60s) +300"C
SOIC Package 13s) +~C

Burr-Brown lCData Book 2-29
.
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MECHANICAL

"U" PACKAGE. S-PIN SOIC

O
·A-

A.

--.
J ,. _.. ~

....

1m. --*

rtrJLD. -1=:-'

P.
...J L.. .l\..

"P" PACKAGE.
S-PIN PLASTIC
_s MUIII EllS

DIll "'~
.....X

"'~ lIW<
A ~ «lO '03 10 'l'
A, :Me 315 .~ ti~

I 23CI 2llO .~ ".I, 200 150 'III ••
C '21) 200 306 Sill
D 0.. 1123 031 0'"• ll30 070 071 '71
G lOll IAS'C 2$4IASIC
H ll2S OSO 064 '77
J 001 0" 020 031

• 070 'SO 171 311
l 3llDIlASIC 7631lAS«:

" 0- 'S' 0' 'So
N 0'0 ll30 O~ 076

• ll2S OSO 064 , 27

NOTE
LeecfI It'l true pC)eIllQn ..tt,," 0 0'"

IO.25mI!I11I., UMe II-''"!l pl.ne

~
_A,__. .

8. 8

t .' ,
\

" J D
Pin 1 --tot

G

IIOCHES M'U"£1'EAS
DIll "'N ".. M,N ......
• 'IS ZOI "0 ."A. ·71 lO' H' S"
I '.. .11 371 ."I, 130 .., 330 371
C Il60 'os , 31 3.
0 0" 0" OS 0<,
G DID IASlC , ,., IA$IC

H 0" llIf 001 0_, DOl 0" 010 030
l m ZSI sst '00
" 0 '0' 0' .0-
N 000 0" Dill 030

~;
u'---L- - J

"'..-.<>.on
TOlII = 50.000

NOTE: ...__.~ _1oi"'"'POlI""c1--"'" only,

H<i('RI, I. O,'H,," ,OH, ~lIi~~r.:'1 Circuit.

ORDERINQ INFORMATION
T__

o-v.,.........' ...... ....... _~••·C

OII'AnAoJ T~ -liS"C'" +12l1"C ~2lI

OII'A27IlJ T~ -liS"C ... +12l1"C ;teo
0II'A27CJ TO.. -65"C ... +12l1"C tloo
0II'A27EJ T~ -2lI"C III +t!i"C :t:2lI J

0II'A27FJ T~ -2lI"C to +I5"C ~
OII'AnGJ T~ -25"CIIl+~"C tloo
OII'AnAZ. e.-ic -is"C to +12l1"C :1:25
0I'A278Z Ceramic -is"C to +125"C IHlO
OII'AnCZ Ceramic -is"C ... +'2lI"C :1;'00
0II'A%7EZ e.-ic -25"C '0 +IS"C :t25
0II'A27fZ e.-ic -25"C III +I5"C :t«l
OII'AnGZ Ceramic -2lI"C 10 +I5"C :1;100
OII'AnGP I PIIctic O"C ... + 7O"C %'00
OII'AnGU sole O"C III +7O"C :tlOO

...... ICIlUIJ••G 0PT10II

! i ! T__ ................' ...... ...... T_~l·

OII'AnAoHSl T~ , -liS"C III +125"C +125-c
OII'AnEJ.8I T~ : -3"C ... +IS"C +125"C
OII'AnGJ-lll TOole : '-15"C III +I5"C -+'12l1"C
OII'AnAZ.-IIl e.-ic : -I5"C III +'25"C +125"C
0II'A%7EZ-Bl e.-c -15"C IIl-+t5"C +12S"C
OII'AnG...., PlMtic O"C ... +7O"C _"C
OII'AnGU-8l sole , O"C to +7O"C +t!i"C

NOTE: 1'1 fW:UgII_",-1or 0II'A:J7 _.Ior 01'1027,
42) 0.....-._,.-_. of__ peratu...

olHi ... ,_ NOISE

BII1T-Brown Ie DQ/Q Book
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-1:' PACKAGE, 8-PIN HERMETIC -J" PACKAGE, TC>-99_s MILUIoI£T£IlS
DI" OItN IWl OItN IIW(

A :- 0370 1.51 «l
8 .:105 J3I 7.75 1.5'

.1lI6 llill t." '70
n OIl .Q21 0." 053

E .a.o .000 OJ5 1.Q2, .010 .000 0J5 1.Q2
.200 BASIC 5.G1BAS1C

H .. lD' 0.11 O.
J .Q2I .lM6 0." .,.
• .soo - '2. d

L 11O 'Ill
-0IlIL '.01.. OS' BASIC

N .GIll 1.~"-' 2,17

.?,~

NOTE; ..t
~ in _ D.01·

10'-) R.MMC .
Pin__ IIIr~.only.

NutnblIl'I_IIClIIIe.., on peoIIeg

Pill -.rieI_ pIeting~iC '1'<Ifi
conIomIlIl_2OO31~)
of MIL-5TD-1831--' ........ U),

INCH£S MlU.lMETtIlS
0tW "'N IIW( "'N "AX
A 31$ «IS 1.53 '021
8 .206 .2$1 622 UI
C 1«1 .70 351 0.32
D 0'5 .~1 031 0.53, .006 010 ". 1$2
G .IIllBASlC 2.5' BASIC
H - .011 - HI
J 001 .0'2 0.20 0:10

• 150 - 3.1ll -
L 110 .:120 731 113.. 0' IS' 0' I!'N 008 .0lI0 02:1 1$2
A , '1$ 3 II us

NOTE;
~ ifltrue poo/lICln _in 0.01"

10.2!lrnml Rat MMC at ........ plane.

PIn ....-111Id plating _iliOtl
conform 10 "*""" 2003 (-""ilyl
04 MIL-STD-183 (eKCePlpe'8ll..h 3.2).

- .... -L- ..

.~ -_.:..

,,'

, ~-,-i f!

r
I,

Vol. \33

~ . -. .-::: " i-D L.. ..1. ~~..i.,;_.....
, 10 100 1~

F'*lUM'CI' 1Hz)
TOTAl, INPUT VOLTAOE NOI. IPECt1W.. DENSITY

.. SOURCE RESISTANCE

10

~. , j !
.... • l t
:> • '

i. ~8,F
t !A. E~--""''"f==-_''''_===-=d
~21-""';""';---l------4----......I

100
eo

~.s.
I •i

,} •Iii'

I • 10Hz

10k

,;
i 2-31

5NC

0
'--eurNnt No,.. Teet Circuit

f~fiJ; ·- eo.
, ........ SOOkO UT

: i. J(-..J' - 113OnV)'

In- . I 'MOX,oo

, Iw~,l,'1Ifl h... ~J.,,!y~nkc. ~..locJ,
lsiNcCu....__flfl

u
... _

1
... _ for_hion_only' I

D.
10 100 1~

FNq.-cy IHzI
'" INPUT VOLTAOE NOISE .. NOISE 8AHDWIDTH

(DIHz III incI_ hquencyl

'. U. Z ' ....- Top View

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES
r. = +25·C. *V"" = *'5VOC ...."!---!ee.-.' J

. , INPUT CURRENT NOISE SPtCTRAL DENSITY

••
~ .
i 2

II o.
_ D.'

I O.
!i
U D.2

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS

BIUT-Brown Ie DaIQ Book .:
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
T.. s +z-c. :tVa:: co ±15VOC ....... octww_ ftOted.

_. '" Ell lOHz-

---f--_..

VOlTAGE NOISE SPECTRA.L DENSITY
•• ,..__..,..........S..U""_L.,.Y..YOl,;,;,T_....G..E ..,. .,

~ 1--_:-4....~_:_·...:..·=-=1J~E 11=.1011=:='\~:::F==-I
~ 3
So

_~ ·A.IE'IlHz
.L-+--r-~l

... -1---' ..

VOLTAGE NOISE SP£CTIIAL DENSITY
.. TE.....ER..TURE

, ....~-~_..I-_I.-.....&~~-~~
-75 -50 -25 0 +25 50 +75 +100 +'25

_T--' ("(:1

II

~ .
!
J 3 i"'-"'

I
,....

2

±$ :1'0 :t,5
SupplyV~ (Yeo!

: , 'I .l- _

o

I '
, I I I

-10
. --

'"

- -, - •• _-- 0'

-50 -25' 0 +25 "'50 +75 +'00 +'25\
A_T_ra,"C) . ;'

l

o
-75

4Ot--t--1--1-"""Iliit-~t--t---10,
.. ~,"",

, oPA37 CLOSIED-LOOP VOlTAGE GAIN AND
PHASE SHIFT .. I'1lEOUfNCY (0 • 100) ,

10 r--r-~.,..-.,..-..,..-"'I"'''''''''''-'''''fi, .,..

INPUT OFFSET YOlTAGE CHANGE
DUE TO THE"""'L SHOCK

+20""'-""'-"'--""'--"--"--"

-2O__"",,""_~_"""_""'_""'_---!

-, 0 +' +2 ...3 .... +5 i
T_F......T_'_'.....' t

-20
'10 .100

1
10

,;. \\-;;1"'\," : I
120

. •. .' ...r- ; ~.
I. 10 -:-G a 5 ~ ., ..
.. 'o.H\ \ 136_
! 0 ....::--+-+--+-.....,1--+-_·+~H-tIO.9

;. -- '-'-225
~+ -:.- :

1011 .- 'M ,10M llIOM'
F~~(HzI

-- .,'-+
-201o----'~-'--~-~~~~1.-~.

10. '00: 'II '011 lOOIl 'M 10M 100M
F~~(HlI

+1O ....-...,."""'!'-.,..-.....,~-..,..--,..-""I
INPVT OFFSET VOlTAGE W""M·UF OlIIFT

: 'Of>AZT CLOSED-LOOP VOlTAGE GAIN AND
i. PHASE SHIFT .. RlIEOUENCY (G - 100)

1Ilr-~-:-..,.-.,.,.~..,..r-.,...-~...,

- .....""...,:;-:'._'...'-+...;.'.,,~:11:':""~.....:,,.:+_;_-_-'+-'_-'--+-..., I
.... ..- 0:

ii 10",;'-'-."-+'~~I-'---'T~-'~Io:'~'o--l---'-+--f-
:e 1 : ~ /'~- -.0 I
~ 2Of-_~-,'+---1--+--';'t+-~"~I'.Ir·_-T-'\+-1 ~f lO -13S"

~ 0 .<.; . i· ,.~. \ -'IO~

~~
----=- .-

~~

II 0

>
~ -5r,w---t-~-it--+---+-~

T0-t8

i,
i
~,

I'

! 2-32

.
j. :'

I
I
I

I
1
\
>,

1

I :
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
T.. == -2S-C. :t.Vct =- :::15VOC un....~ noted

. --
---

,..'001<

._-_._-

100'0

POWER SUPPLY REJECTION WI FflEOU£NCY
'4(1 r-....;r-"T"'-"'T"-'"'T-~.........,r---,

_ '20~' .... . 6J,A27 A,'E-~

~ .~
g 100 ...--+--J~~-+--+----lH--+--;

i "1% --Vee
I. Ie
~ . +Vee~ --.-1eo 1--+---+-.---1_r-,-~..._,+~;;r~-:-,~...,.,._+-,
t: !.•••l ~ ::.... 1---t--··~""".,.,,~..,;;:1

.-
O",-...I'O~-'OO~-,,j,,k--''''''OI<--'''OOI<I--'''M--'OM'''

Freq"""Cl' (Hz)

COilMON-t.IOD£ flEJECTION WI FflEOUENCY
WOr--r--....,-...,....;.;;.~;....;.,..;,,;,;~;..-.

'30 rn
a:
w
u::
:::i
0.
:I
lII(...
lII(
zo
1=c
II:
W
0.o

. ., ..

oPEN-LOOP VOLTAGE GAIN WI TSoolPEFlATUFlE

I

I
+,25"C

II
+25

~"C

2

'35 r--r-...,-..,.-..,.-"'T"-""-"""""

• SUPPLY CUIlflENT WI SUPPLY VOlTAGE

I151-_1.--""'_~_~_~_~_~~
.-75 -60 -25 0 +25 ~ +75 +lIlO +125

_'T__rel

A,E

iii '30 t--::::I-r-..-+-+--.~...t-=-2It-ol----t'---+--t
; r--.~
~ '25 t--I---1--tI- ~'-+"""""'-'"""';;;::-+-+----t
& ~

I .-t-~~
'20 t--t----tr--+--t--+--;--+---1

115~~---~'~0---~""5~---:I:2OIo---""±25
Supply VOIt.~ (Ve<l

COMMON-MOD£ INPUT ~OLT"'GE ""NGE
vi SUPPLY VOLTAGE'

.~'5 I"""--....,-...;,,;.;..-.,....;.;.~.;;,;,~~~,.....,

~ '25 1-----1--~"""F_=_-;JT_-
c

~

!
~ '20 ....-..'--~--+-.,..j -,~-+-_

A. E

OPEN-lOOP VOLTAGE GA'N WI SUPPLY VOLTAGE

.' I:

~ ·,0
I ~5 l-----Ir--:::..-s~.q.--=

j 0

g • -+....::loo~~~-_=_-~e -5r =---~

~
(,) -'0

-'5 ....__...,j, -.l. ................_

II ,,5 ~'O ~'5 ~20

Supply VolUlge (Vee)

Burr!Jrown Ie Data Book

±'O :
0 ~ ±15 ~

"Supply Vobge (Veel
Ii

.~;

>
!
&
~
0
:>
'5 <:

~,
:

..
'\':.

i: ~
I'

0.•
~;

·"""C.l: 'j "

!
,"
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (CONT)
T•••wc.~•• ~'IVOC _ aa.-_.

il
I~
,~

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION

: 1'. 1"0.'

,,'

caD be nulled without drift de,ndation by input

lummiJIa·
The conventional offset voltqe trim circuit is 1h0Wll in
Fiaure 3. For trimmiq very..maJl offIetI, the bjpcr
resolution c:in:u.it .hown in Fipre 4 is rec:ommended.

The OPA27/37 can replace "'I-type epcrational ampli
fJeri by 1UI0~ or modifyina the trim c:in:uit.

...: .:..' jl ~ ...
THERMOELECTRIC POTENTIALS
The OPAl7/37 is luer-uimmed to microvolt-lncl input
offset voltqe~ for very-low ,qaput.o«.et voltqe drift.

t. ; ;0 ,. I": ,",': ~.'.: .,"

Careful Ivollt and ~it _ilb ~qlleillue~
sary to preYart ~frset iand :drift cf:ro,* 'fr~m' atdmal
thermoelectFM; :~ti..li. ,D~siimilir:~ J'.ons
can JC~e~t~ ~all EMn ifQ~ It, ~~\ ~~'D;~~mio
nate eltbet ~lrsoiirc:es.(Je~~'1pf~i~:~lor
their tempcl'Jllire ~iff,rellc:e:'See f~lC,H+.:!: I!':i~

Shon, dut~;1p~uitiiD'\~f:i~pp~7i~r~u.,!~ose
spacinl of t&le input !pins is l!JahIy,,~rKlI!d:.toor
layout can:~ip~~il4ri!~~4,~~'~~ an
order of ~aritudeJlUter t1WI'~li~oPC';-ioDl,'1i1Dplio
fier alone.! l ' ;; ; ,

! . :~ . , .

NOliE: BIPOLAR VERIUS FET
Low-noise; drcuit dcsilD requires careful analysis of all
noise sourc:ejl, External noise 10Urces can dominate iD
many caseS. to consider the effec:t ofsource rcsilwlce oa'
overall opc;r+tional amplifier noise performance. At tow
sOW'c:C im~ances, tbelower voltaIC noise of a bipolar
operational amplifier is luperiQr, but at hjpcr impe
dances tbe hip'current noise of a bipolar amplifacr
becomes a Fiousliability. Above about l.5kO the Burr
Brown OPAJlllow-noise FET operational amplifacr is
re.c0mmen~ejd for lower U)laJ noise Ihl!' the OPA27(~

F1aure .5).! l, ,,' '.~.; .'.:" :.
COMPENS~nON' . ';; '.,' _0,' ""

, . i .' '. ,;' :!l·1 . '~:'1 r ! ~

AlthoUlh in~erila1ly compensalCd r~ imity-pln ltabil
ity. tbe OPA27 may require. saiaJl c:lp*:itor iii paralld
with a fcedbfd tesisto~(R,) wbic:hil,relUCr than .2kO.
This capacitor ....1l c:ompcnsate the pole ameratedby R,
and cl~ and eliminate pcakins ~ ~i1latloll.' ,':

~!~ ~ l~:;:' f: Li ::;,~,;,jr:,::H;':,;: .\
': 1::',': i.i!;:'T:ii)!li~V01.33

i
~ !.,.' \
1 I 'I

I .

2-34, i
, I,

1

t. 1 ! . ;. i
~ '., . dIIIJf T'tPlCAl ' '

. I, "IM... ,j, .. I,: ' , ,
! ·1"·I';TIlII'~

'J~(
-'a:'

,;
1;_

,;, ..'

.. ,

.: ) ~

:.Ii .,
j .: .,

i .'

I ; .

I
, I

FIGURE 3. Offset Voltage Tri~.

OFFIET VOLTAGE ADJUITIlIENT

Tbc OPA27/17 offset voltaIC is luer-trimmcd and will
require no further trim for most applications. Offset volt
aae drift will not be dearaded wben the input offset is
",uUed with,a 10kO tfim potentiometer. Otber potenti
ometer 'YaIues from lkO to IMO Can be used but VOl
drift will be deJreded by an edditional 0.1 to 0.2~VI"C.
NullinllUF system offsets by UIC of the onset mm
edjust will dqrad~ drift pcrfortIWI~ b.Y approximately
3.3pV/oC pel" ~voltoOf~..LIr.ae ,l)'IlaIIofrtets

:...~,. ~: I! :~,;:.t'.;1 r"t; t1:: ':::: :;. I r;

fiGURE". Hilh Resolution Offset VQhqc Trim.

I ,," ~ "l", ' . . -' .
! t· r I' ~,j~ • i" 1 '
I ' l' •.

1Jlur-Br~Ie DatarB:oo~ I, '
I '; '. ~:; iI :' .
r
I
r
I
I
I

I
!
I
I
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APPLICAnONS CIRCUITS

lk 10k lOOk

Ilource.--.... IR.I. n

FIGURE S. Vollase Noise Speclral Densily Versus
Soun:e Resislance.

,1-"._

,ttl

:VT ,"I: ~,~---100
: I + 'IITPUT
~ ~ .;;.,, ,

FIGURE 7. Low-Noise RIAA PrumplifJef.

fiGURE 8. Unity-Gain InvertiD& Amplifier,,
i

_PUT nen

~:r:
~ 1"',1

Ii"F-IG-U-R-E-9-.-H-i-P-S-Iew-R-.-t-e...u-I\J...·t-y-G""'!"'Il...·n.....ln..YC-:_:inI:---~:~i ::Li~,
AmplifJer.

INPUT PROTECTION
Back-Io-back diodes are used for inpul prolection on
Ihe OPA27/37. Exceeding a few hundred miUivolu dif
ferenlial inpul signal will calllC currenI 10 flow and
wilhoUI external current limiling resislors the inpul will
be Jeslroyed.

Aceidenlal SIalic discharge as well as high current can
damage lhe amplifier's inpul circuil. Allbough the unit
may stil! be functional, imponaru parameters .uch as
:inpul offsel :voltase; drift, and noise may .be 'perma
nenlly damajed if any preCision operati~naIlm~lifier ;S

:subjected to 'buse. " , : ' . ',' I
. • .' :' :",' -' I ; : . I.
,Tr.nsient c:onditions can cause recd/,hrough }due'to ttie
'amplifier'sfinile slew-rale. When Nlng the OP-27 as ia
'unilYllainbuffer (loUowe~)a feedbaCk resistor of IkO is
'recommended (Me .FiJllre 6). 'j i' " : :
~~~N.iNS~~ENING • . jii' I ;

. . - '. ;!
iBum-in ac:reenilll is an option available forlhe models
Jindicaled in the Ordering InfonD.\ion table. Bum-in
icIur.tion is 160 boun at the maximUm ~pecified grade
oper.ting temperalure (or equivalent combination of
time and temperature).

All units .re tested after bum-in to ensure tbal grade
specifications are met. To order bum-in, add M -BI" to the
base model number. i

",

,.}

I~

i
i•,.. ~

iVDl.JJ;" .. !

J'i

.... c.. .. _1UIIIlfICT.-n • I _.

tlGURE 10: NA~TaJMjHead Prumplifier.

2-35 .! I

"IIT

: ~ ::

FIGURE 6. Pu~ Oper.lion.,

I
• 1 •
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.. 141 .. WITlI C*U1T WELL·
IIIIll.n FIOI AlII ClIlIIIITI All
IfL IIIn SCAU ClAllLI

.~

ll,~~I
~~1

.. Dl'~'. WITI CIllCUn WELL....l.n
filii All CU••fllTl AID IfL

. T
':J~"'". 1

• IlIAJUIU '1101~.I:
"In DIlIiHS

L lIPm WITH lIfAT ... AID IlIIfLr
WIIlCII 'RC"lCTlIlPUT was FIIlll1
AI, eunIN~S. CDlIDlTIOII ..Il AI
~ IIDT! :.'lIOftllITJ

C. Dl'mAJ .'TN CdlCUn WlU-IlIlElIED
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~IGURE,~4, l.ong-wavelength Infrared Detector
: i' Amplifier, ,

FIGURE, IS. High PerfontWlcc Syochronous
. Demodulator.
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'FIGURE 19. JlF Detector~ video Amplifier, ~FIGURE 20. 'Balancied PyroeleCiric IDfranla Detector. ',
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